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et al., 2001)
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ClLiK eutectic (T = 500 °C) in alumina crucible with (A) tungsten (dia.
= 1.5 mm) counter electrode, (B) metal sample (average surface area =
2.02 ± 0.01 cm2) on molybdenum wire (dia. = 1.0 mm) clip, and (C)
Ag+/Ag (10 mol.% AgCl in ClLiK eutectic) reference electrode in thinended Pyrex tube.
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Close-up of working electrode showing metal sample on molybdenum
wire clip.
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Close-up of metal sample showing the glassy metal coating on either side
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(a) SEM at 100 µm and EDS cross-section of control sample (MS0) prior
to exposure showing (b) iron, (c) chromium, (d)nickel, and (e)
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Figure 4.10. (a) SEM at 200 µm scale and EDS of control sample (MS0) prior to
exposure showing (b) iron, (c) chromium, (d) nickel, and (e) molybdenum
distributions on surface.
Figure 4.11. SEM of control sample (MS0) prior to exposure at (a, c) 100 µm and (b,
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received. Figures (c) and (d) show the morphology of the surface after
polishing with silicon carbide.
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5. Electrodeposition of Uranium Metal in Molten Salts
Figure 5.1.
Dendrites of pure uranium (Sagoff, 2009).
Figure 5.2.
Pulsed applied potential signal and transient current response of nickel
test electrode. Molten Salt: LiCl-KCl-LiF-UF4 (4.5-43.3-55.1-1.6 wt. %).
T=558 °C. Deposition potential: -100 mV. Deposition time: 1.0 ms. Rest
potential:0 mV. Rest duration: 4.0 ms (Marshall et al., 1989)
Figure 5.3.
Uranium dendrite separated at 50 mV overpotential in ClLiK-UCl3 (1
wt% U, T = 773 K) prior to washing. Purple hue of adhered salt is
characteristic of UCl3
Figure 5.4.
Benchtop muffle furnace for electrolysis experiments (left) and
electrochemical cell schematic in an alumina crucible (right). A: K-Type
thermocouple alumina sheath. B: Ag+/Ag reference electrode. C: Mo wire
anode basket housing DU chip. D: W working electrode. E: Molten salt
electrolyte.
Figure 5.5.
Proposed various group patterns for uranium electrodeposit morphology
analysis.
Figure 5.6.
Morphologies of uranium electrodeposits at separated conditions.
Figure 5.7.
Averaged EDS surface composition of each condition.
Figure 5.8.
Averaged composition of electrodeposits by ICP-MS for each condition.
Figure 5.9.
Averaged composition of electrodeposits by XRD for each condition.
Figure 5.10. Uranium dendrites separated at specified overpotentials in ClLiK-UCl3 (1
wt% U) after general sample prep. T = 773 K. 0.5 cm scale provided.
Figure 5.11. Photograph of uranium electrodeposit on nickel coupon (5/8 in. dia.)
using bipolar current-pulse plating technique in 30.8LiCl-57.4KCl11.8UCl3(42.1 wt%) at 504 °C (Marshall et al., 1989).
Figure 5.12. Photographs of uranium deposits from different electrodynamic
conditions in ClLiK-UCl3(6.5 wt%) (Liu et al., 2021).
Figure 5.13. EIS search protocol for finding the MTCORP (left) and verifying the
approximated value with various amplitudes (right) (Yoon and
Phongikaroon, 2017).
Figure 5.14. Electrochemical cell in alumina (for chloride salts) and glassy carbon (for
fluoride salts) crucibles used in study. A: Depleted uranium chip on
molybdenum wire (0.8 mm) clip counter electrode. B: Molybdenum wire
(1.0 mm) working electrode. C: Depleted uranium chip on molybdenum
wire (0.8 mm) clip reference electrode. Salt compositions are listed in
Table 5.4.
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Cyclic voltammetry of System 1 at various positions. Scan rate = 250 mV
s-1.
Linear model based on U(III)/U(0) for System 3 to control surface area.
Checking presence of analytes in molten salts using cyclic voltammetry
in System 3. Scan rate = 500 mV s-1.
Electrochemical protocol for measuring U(0)/U(III) oxidation potential.
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Abstract

Molten salt technologies have been proposed for use in advanced nuclear fuel reprocessing
techniques (i.e., pyroprocessing) and advanced nuclear reactors (i.e., molten salt reactors (MSRs)).
These applications have many overlapping research interests; therefore, progress in one is progress
in the other. Both pyroprocessing and MSRs utilize dissolved uranium and other actinides in a
molten salt mixture that is typically based on chlorides or fluorides.
The presence of nuclear material in these molten salts requires the ability to continuously
monitor and analyze their composition to ensure safe and efficient operation of the specified
application. This monitoring can also be utilized as an accountability method for nonproliferation
and

nuclear

safeguarded

material

measures.

Electrochemical,

spectrochemical,

and

spectroelectrochemical analysis have been investigated to accomplish this feat. However, the
limitation on these techniques based on molten salt composition and concentration of analytes
(e.g., uranium ions) is little understood and requires further investigation. Additionally, the
reliability of practices commonly implemented (e.g., the use of quasi-reference electrodes) are
scarcely reported.
Trace impurities in the molten salts used for nuclear applications are known to accelerate
corrosion of salt facing materials. Methods have been proposed to mitigate this corrosion,
including the use of exotic materials, such as hafnia and amorphous metal, for thermodynamic
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reference electrode structural materials and coatings for mitigating corrosion, respectively.
However, very few studies have been conducted on these materials and further investigation into
their performance in molten salts is necessary.
A possible method for maintaining uranium levels in MSRs is the use of the
U(III)/U(metal) redox reaction. This has been extensively studied in a pyroprocessing setting.
However, studies have shown that it is very difficult to control the resulting morphologies of the
uranium electrodeposits. This is an issue in MSRs as these electrodeposits can easily dislodge from
their original substrate and become entrained in the flowing environment of an MSR inducing
solid particle erosion to all salt facing components. The phenomenon of uranium electrodeposition
is not well understood, and further studies are needed to determine if this technique is viable in an
MSR environment.
This dissertation provides an assessment of different monitoring and analytical techniques
often cited in the literature, specifically (i) of commonly used materials for quasi-reference
electrodes in molten chloride salts, (ii) the limitations of the electrochemical analysis known as
cyclic voltammetry due to the concentration of uranium(III) present, (iii) and the development of
a spectroelectrochemical cell for interrogating various spectroelectrochemical techniques, namely
chronoabsorptometry and chronofluorometry, and their limitations due to the presence of
uranium(III) ions. Additionally, a study on the corrosion resistance of (iv) a glassy metal coating
used to inhibit corrosion of an alloy substrate are reported. Finally, the effect of (v) various
compositions of uranium and cerium present, (vi) the applied reducing potential, and (vii) ion
migration-limiting reducing potentials in chlorides and fluorides on the morphology of uranium
electrodeposits are reported.
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Chapter 1
A Brief Introduction to Molten Salt Technologies for
Nuclear Applications

Molten salts have been explored for both (i) advanced reprocessing technologies of used
nuclear fuel (also known as pyroprocessing) for the separation of actinides (An = U, Pu; fissionable
material to be recycled) from accumulated fission products and structural material in the fuel mass
and (ii) advanced nuclear reactors, most notably molten salt reactors (MSRs) for power generation
that utilize carrier salts loaded with nuclear fuel circulating the entire volume of the reactor system
(Bettis et al., 1957; Ergen et al., 1957; Goff et al., 2011; Hirose, 2020; Holcomb et al., 2011;
Karlsson et al., 2019; Laidler et al., 1997; Le Brun, 2007; LeBlanc, 2010; Li et al., 2005; Serp et
al., 2014; M Taube and Ligou, 1972; Uhlíř, 2007; Uhlíř et al., 2012; US Atomic Energy
Commission, 1972; Yu et al., 2017). Although these technologies are found on two different ends
of the nuclear fuel cycle (power generation and reprocessing of used nuclear fuel (see Figure 1.1)
being the “front-end” and the “back-end,” respectively), there can be significant overlap in their
research. Most notably, these include (i) the monitoring and analysis of salt compositions for their
safe and efficient operation, (ii) corrosion of salt facing materials, and (iii) utilization of
electrochemical techniques for the separation of the fissionable material from accumulated fission
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and corrosion products in the melt. Additionally, the research efforts of (i) and (iii) align with nonproliferation strategies for accountability of safeguarded nuclear material; studies indicate these
technologies will either meet or exceed expectations outlined by the non-proliferation communities
due to their inherent properties (Gat and Engel, 2000; Inoue and Koch, 2008; Woo et al., 2020).
These technologies are further discussed below.

Figure 1.1. A Generic Nuclear Fuel Cycle.

1.1.

Pyroprocessing
Pyroprocessing (Pyrochemical processing) is a separation batch-technique developed and

demonstrated at the engineering scale for reprocessing and recycling of used metallic fuel of the
Experimental Breeder Reactor II (EBR II) and the integral fast reactor (IFR) (Goff et al., 2011;
Karlsson et al., 2019; Laidler et al., 1997; Li et al., 2005). The Mk-IV Electrorefiner (ER) is the
key component of this separation technique, housing an anode basket (loaded with the used fuel),
a solid stainless-steel cathode, and a liquid cadmium cathode. The process is based on the principle
of electrolysis and takes advantage of the redox potential differences of the various metal ions in
the fuel.
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Figure 1.2. A schematic arrangement of an electrorefining cell for pyroprocessing of used
nuclear fuel in molten LiCl-KCl (Lackner et al., 2020).

Figure 1.2 illustrates a general setup of the ER for pyroprocessing of used nuclear fuel.
When an external potential or current is applied to the electrode-electrolyte system of the Mk-IV
ER, the used nuclear fuel anodically dissolves the actinides (U, Np, Pu, Am), rare-earth elements,
and some fission products from the fuel mass into the melt. The actinides are then reduced from
the electrolyte to the cathodes; most of the uranium is electrodeposited onto the solid cathode (i.e.,
electrorefining), while the rest is deposited with the transuranics (Np, Pu, Am) into the liquid
cathode. The one-step, three-electron, diffusion-controlled, electrodeposition reaction of U(III) in
the melt to U metal on the cathode can be described by electrochemical reaction in Equation 1.1.
! !" + 3$ # → ! $ ('$()*)
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Equation 1.1.

The molten salt environment for the Mk-IV ER is based on the LiCl-KCl (59-41 mol%)
eutectic system. It is theoretically possible to use other chloride and fluoride mixtures given that
their constituents exhibit reduction potentials more negative than the actinides to be extracted.
Given that the composition of used nuclear fuel is determined by the stochastic nature of fission,
the exact composition of the dissolved species into the melt varies batch-to-batch. The component
composition of the pyroprocessing salt, having treated 50 fuel assemblies, has been provided in
Table 1.1 below.
Table 1.1. Component composition of pyroprocessing salt after treating 50 fuel assemblies
(wt.%) (Karlsson et al., 2019).
KCl

42.54

CeCl3

0.81

BaCl3

0.38

NpCl3

0.04

LiCl

35.23

CsCl

0.80

SrCl2

0.33

PmCl3

0.04

UCl3

11.69

PuCl3

0.47

YCl3

0.22

EuCl2

0.01

NaCl

4.87

LaCl3

0.42

SmCl3

0.20

GdCl3

0.01

NdCl3

1.34

PrCl3

0.39

RbCl

0.11

1.2.

Molten Salt Reactors
The first demonstration of a molten salt reactor was the Aircraft Reactor Experiment (ARE,

1954) designed for the US Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion program. It was intended to be used for
heating and expanding the air between the compressor and turbine of an aircraft engine. However,
it was never actually tested in flight. Interestingly, criticality was achieved, demonstrating the
possibility of sustained nuclear reactions with fissionable material dissolved in molten salt. The
research gathered from the ARE was incorporated for the studies with the Molten Salt Reactor
Experiment (MSRE, 1965). The purpose of this experiment was to gather preliminary data on the
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neutronics involved for the implementation of a breeder reactor. The success of the MSRE led to
the design of the Molten Salt Breeder Reactor (MSRB), which used a thorium fuel cycle. Although
government funding of the MSR project was cut in favor of funding for a liquid metal fast breeder
reactor concept (1970s), the benefits of an MSR were realized. These include, but are not limited
to, (i) self-regulating nuclear reactions (high coefficient of thermal expansion and large negative
temperature coefficient of reactivity), (ii) minimization of waste (high burnup of transuranics), (iii)
elimination of expensive fuel fabrication (online refueling with liquid fuel), and, similarly to
pyroprocessing, (iv) online or batch reprocessing of the molten salt (Bettis et al., 1957; Ergen et
al., 1957; Le Brun, 2007; LeBlanc, 2010; Serp et al., 2014; Uhlíř, 2007; Uhlíř et al., 2012).
The MSR project has been the foundation for much of the work that has been done over
the last several decades by several countries and companies that are developing small-, medium-,
and large-scale, commercially viable MSRs with thermal, epithermal, and fast neutron spectrums
(Bettis et al., 1957; Ergen et al., 1957; Hirose, 2020; Holcomb et al., 2011; Le Brun, 2007;
LeBlanc, 2010; Serp et al., 2014; Mieczyslaw Taube and Ligou, 1972; Uhlíř, 2007; Uhlíř et al.,
2012; US Atomic Energy Commission, 1972; Yu et al., 2017). Most of this progress has been
focused on fluoride salts based on the MSRB composition in the thermal-epithermal neutron
spectrum (LiF-BeF2; referred to as FLiBe). Less work has been done for molten fluoride fast burner
reactor (MF-FBR), molten chloride fast burner reactor (MC-FBR), and molten chloride breeder
reactor (MCBR) types (Hirose, 2020; Holcomb et al., 2011; Mieczyslaw Taube and Ligou, 1972;
US Atomic Energy Commission, 1972; Yu et al., 2017). The compositions of the ARE, MSRE,
and MSBR as well as the likely compositions of the MF-FBR, MC-FBR, and MCBR types are
provided in Table 1.2 below. Note that the MC-FBR and MCBR types may have similar
compositions of the alkali/alkaline earth constituents, but differ with the actinide constituent,
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composition, and enrichment (Holcomb et al., 2011; Mieczyslaw Taube and Ligou, 1972; US
Atomic Energy Commission, 1972). Herein, MF-FBR salts will be referred to as FLiNaK whereas
both MC-FBR and MCBR salt will be referred to as NaCaCl.
Table 1.2. Molten Salt Compositions of Various MSRs.
FF-MSR
Salt Composition
Type
ARE

NaF-ZrF4-UF4 (53-41-6 mol.%; ~93% 235U)
LiF-BeF2-ZrF4-UF4 (65-29-5-1 mol.%; ~33%

MSRE

233

U)

MSBR

LiF-BeF2-ThF4-UF4 (71.7-16-12-0.4 mol.%)

MF-FBR

LiF-NaF-KF-(TRU)F4

MC-FBR
NaCl-CaCl2-AnCl3 (An = U, Np, Pu)
MCBR

1.3.

Dissertation Outline and Motivation for Studies
The remainder of this dissertation has been separated into four chapters. The succeeding sub-

sections provide a brief description of each chapter, including the motivation for the studies
conducted and reported in this dissertation.

1.3.1. Chapter 1: A Brief Introduction to Molten Salt Technologies
The aforementioned sections provide the idea and supporting contents that will be provided
in subsequent chapters. The information in Chapter 1 provides the background, broad purpose and
the organization of this research.
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1.3.2. Chapter 2: Brief Overview of Analytic Techniques
The motivation for this chapter is to familiarize the reader with some common monitoring
and analytical techniques that have been implemented on molten salts. A brief overview on the
various spectrochemical, electrochemical, and spectroelectrochemical techniques discussed in this
dissertation is provided.

1.3.3. Chapter 3: Monitoring and Analytical Techniques in Molten Salts for Nuclear Applications
Nuclear applications of molten salt technologies require the development of in-situ
monitoring and analytical techniques to inform operators on the chemical composition of the melts
for safe and efficient operation. These techniques can be based on electrochemical,
spectrochemical, and spectroelectrochemical techniques. However, these techniques may not be
viable due to the concentrations of species (e.g., U(III)) and their limiting conditions are unknown
(e.g., cyclic voltammetry (Tylka et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2021). Additionally, some techniques
are underdeveloped (e.g., chronofluorometry (Kim and Yun, 2013)) and the reliability of certain
components in the techniques used (e.g., quasi-reference electrodes (Killinger and Phongikaroon,
2021)) are questionable. These serve as the motivation for this chapter and its corresponding
studies.
In this chapter, a review of recent developments in electrochemical, spectrochemical, and
spectroelectrochemical techniques proposed for monitoring and analyzing chloride and fluoride
molten salts. Additionally, studies focused on the reliability of several quasi-reference electrodes
used in molten salts, the limitations of cyclic voltammetry as an analysis technique, and the
development of a spectroelectrochemical cell for determining the limiting conditions of
spectroscopy-based techniques conducted on actinide bearing molten salts are discussed.
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1.3.4. Chapter 4: Corrosion of Materials in Molten Salts for Nuclear Applications
Material used in molten salt applications undergo severe degradation, mainly due to the
impurities found within the melt. Several methods have been proposed to mitigate the corrosion
of these materials, including controlling the cover gas composition, development of new alloys
and modification of existing alloys, pretreatment of surfaces, and mitigating the corrosivity of the
salt by controlling the overall redox potential (Guo et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018). However,
some of the more recently proposed methods of inhibiting corrosion and possible structural
materials have scarcely been reported on (Raiman et al., 2019). This serves as the motivation for
the studies discussed in this chapter.
This chapter provides a brief review on the corrosion mechanisms involved for metals (and
metal alloys) and ceramics in molten salts. This chapter also provides discussions on relevant
corrosion studies for improving the corrosion resistance of materials exposed to chloride and
fluoride salts and the methods proposed for mitigating the corrosive behavior of those salts.
Additionally, corrosion studies to assess the performance of a (1) glassy metal coating proposed
for mitigating the corrosion of metallic components and (2) a hafnia ceramic proposed as the
structural material for a thermodynamic reference electrode are discussed.

1.3.5. Chapter 5: Electrodeposition of Uranium Metal in Molten Salts
Controlling the composition of uranium in molten salt reactors by utilization of
electrodepositing uranium is a novel idea. Uranium electrodeposition can be accomplished with
both electrostatic and electrodynamic techniques; however, their resulting morphologies are
difficult to control and can vary significantly depending on the electrochemical conditions
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(Killinger et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2021; Marshall et al., 1989; Willit et al., 1992). The motivation
for this study is to further understand the effects that the presence of impurities (e.g., lanthanides)
and the applied electrostatic signal cause on the morphology of uranium electrodeposits.
A review of uranium electrodeposition studies is provided in this chapter. Additionally,
studies focusing on the effects of (i) varied concentrations of uranium and cerium, as well as the
varied applied electrostatic potentials, on the purity and morphology of uranium electrodeposits
and (ii) the effect of morphology when migration is minimized by applying the minimum
overpotential necessary for inducing mass transfer of uranium ions from the bulk.
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Chapter 2
A Brief Overview of Analytical Techniques

This chapter serves as a brief overview for spectrochemical, electrochemical and
spectroelectrochemical analysis discussed in this dissertation. Equations and figures in the
spectrochemical analysis sections have been adapted from Spectrochemical Analysis (Ingle and
Crouch, 1988). Likewise, equations and figures in the electrochemical and spectroelectrochemical
analysis sections have been adapted from Electrochemical Methods: Fundamentals and
Applications unless otherwise stated (Bard and Faulkner, 2001).
2.1.

Spectrochemical Analysis Overview
Spectrochemical analysis utilizes electromagnetic spectra that carry chemical information

to quantitatively determine an interrogated sample’s constituents, including their concentration
and complexation/speciation in that sample. The chemical information is encoded in the spectrum
as intensities at particular wavelengths which are then compared to reference standards. The two
types of techniques proposed for spectroelectrochemical analysis in this study are electronic
absorption spectroscopy (EAS) and time-resolved laser induced fluorescence spectroscopy
(TRLFS). Generally, EAS is more universal than TRLFS whereas TRLFS is more selective than
EAS.
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2.1.1. Electronic Absorption Spectroscopy (EAS)
When an external light source with radiant flux Φ! [𝑊] is incident onto a sample medium,
a portion of that light is absorbed by the sample and transitions the analytes into an excited state
while the diminished transmitted flux, Φ[𝑊], can be measured exiting the sample. The amount of
light energy that is absorbed depends on the total number of analytes that interact with the light
(concentration, 𝐶[𝑀]), the pathlength of absorption (𝑏[𝑐𝑚]), and the molar absorptivity for the
given wavelengths of the analytes present (𝜀! [𝑀"# 𝑐𝑚"# ]). The absorbance, 𝐴, can be calculated
by measuring the transmittance (𝑇 = Φ⁄Φ! ) and relating it to 𝜀! , 𝑏, and 𝐶 through Beer’s law
(Equation 2.1).
Equation 2.1.

𝐴 = −𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑇 = −𝑙𝑜𝑔

Φ
= 𝜀! 𝑏𝐶
Φ!

Equation 2.1.

It should be noted that absorption will only occur if the wavelength of the incident radiant flux
corresponds to the difference in energy of the two states involved in the transition. A continuous
or pulsed broad-spectrum (UV-Vis-NIR) lamp is typically used for EAS.

2.1.2. Time-Resolved Laser Induced Fluorescence Spectroscopy (TRLFS)
The fluorescence process involves the emission of a radiant flux (luminescence, Φ$ [𝑊])
between an excited molecular entity to a lower energy state of the same multiplicity following the
absorption of an excitation radiant flux (Φ). The captured spectra have longer wavelengths than
the excitation source and are proportional to the absorbed radiant flux, (Φ! − Φ) (See Equation
2.2.)
Equation 2.2.

Φ$ = 𝑘(Φ! − Φ)
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Equation 2.2.

where 𝑘 is a constant that depends on the species, environment, and efficiency with which an
excited state returns to the ground state by emission of a photon. Beer’s law can be incorporated
into the above equation (Φ = Φ! 10"%! &' ) and simplified with Taylor series expansion to Equation
2.3.
Φ$ = 2.303𝑘Φ! 𝜀! 𝑏𝐶

Equation 2.3.

`When a short-duration pulse excitation source is used, such as a nanosecond laser, the lifetime of
luminescence, 𝜏$ , can be determined. The lifetime of luminescence is characteristic of a given
molecule and its environment, providing an additional parameter for selectivity and
multicomponent studies. The lifetime can be determined by measuring the luminescence intensity
with time, 𝐼$ (𝑡) [𝑎. 𝑢. ], from its initial intensity, 𝐼$! [𝑎. 𝑢. ], and fitting them to the time-decay
profile described by Equation 2.4. This profile is for a single component sample, which decays by
a first-order process.
𝐼$ (𝑡) = 𝐼$! 𝑒 "(⁄)"

Equation 2.4.

2.1.3. Background Noise
The unintended effects of electromagnetic interactions with non-sample materials are the
source for background and noise and are ubiquitous in spectrochemical analysis analysis. In both
EAS and TRLFS, the absorptive effects that non-analyte sample constituents, sample housing, and
optical components must be accounted for. Other background noise pertinent to TRLFS are as
follows:
•

Elastic scattering and reflection of the excitation radiation due to the non-analyte
material makeup of the system,
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•

Raman scattering of the sample, stray radiation due to room light leaks,
fluorescence of the solvent, and

•

Luminescence from the housing material and optical components.

A background measurement of the system with no analyte present is typical for understanding the
background noise and accounting for it in the analysis.

2.2.

Electrochemical Analysis Overview
Electrochemical analysis utilizes the charge transfer phenomena that occurs between

electrode (electron conductive medium) and electrolyte (ion conductive medium) interfaces to
study redox reactions by measuring the redox potential (potentiometry)/current passed
(amperometry) and impedance response (electronic impedance spectroscopy) resulting from an
applied current/potential signal to the electrochemical cell. By analyzing the response curves of
these methods, characteristics relating to the kinetics (e.g, diffusion coefficient, 𝐷 [𝑐𝑚+ 𝑠 "# ];
charge transfer resistance, 𝑅', [Ω]), thermodynamics (e.g., redox potential, 𝐸 [𝑉]), and
composition/speciation (e.g., concentration, 𝐶 [𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑐𝑚"- ]) of the electroactive analytes in the
system can be determined.
Electrochemical analysis is typically done in either a two- or three-electrode
electrochemical cell. In both scenarios, the working electrode (WE) is where potential/current is
applied/measured. In the three-electrode electrochemical cell scenario, a counter electrode (CE) is
used to complete the electron-ion circuit and a reference electrode (RE) is used as a measurement
against the WE (i.e., 𝐸./ = 0; arbitrarily chosen). For the two-electrode electrochemical cell
scenario, the RE also serves as the CE, undergoing polarization due to the current flow, and
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ultimately affecting the reliability of the measured currents/potentials at the WE. Generic twoelectrode and three-electrode electrochemical cells are provided in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1. Generic two-electrode (left) and three-electrode (right) electrochemical cells
submerged in an electrolyte (light purple).

Although there is a vast number of electrochemical techniques that have been reported, this
study will focus on five commonly used methods:
1. Open circuit voltammetry (OCV),
2. Chronoamperometry (CA),
3. Cyclic voltammetry (CV),
4. Linear Sweep Voltammetry (LSV), and
5. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS).
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The following subsections provide a brief introduction to the techniques and their related
applications.

2.2.1. Open Circuit Voltammetry (OCV)
OCV is the simplest type of voltammetry where the potential of the electrochemical cell
(i.e., equilibrium potential, redox potential, emf of the cell) is measured as a function of time with
no appreciable current (i.e., 𝑖0'1 ≈ 0) flowing through it. Here, the measured potential using the
OCV method can be thought of as the difference between the potential of the working electrode
and the reference electrode (i.e., 𝐸0'2 = 𝐸3/ − 𝐸./ ). If a simple redox reaction of the type
𝑂 + 𝑛𝑒 " ↔ 𝑅

Equation 2.5.

occurs at the electrode/electrolyte interface, then the Nernst equation (Equation 2.6.) can be used
to link the measured electrode potential, 𝐸, and the concentrations of oxidized (𝐶0 ) and reduced
(𝐶. ) species participating in the electrode process.
#

𝐸 = 𝐸! +

𝑅𝑇 𝐶0
𝑙𝑛
𝑛𝐹 𝐶.

Equation 2.6.

where 𝑅 = 8.314 𝐽 𝐾 "# 𝑚𝑜𝑙 "# , 𝐹 = 96,485 [𝐶 𝑚𝑜𝑙 "# ], 𝑛 is the electron stoichiometry,
#

temperature 𝑇[𝐾], and 𝐸 ! is the formal potential of the electrode versus the reference electrode.
The measured electrode potential can also be used to determine the spontaneity of a reaction with
Gibbs free energy, D𝐺.
Δ𝐺 = −𝑛𝐹𝐸

Equation 2.7.

Considering 𝐸0'2 as the electrochemical potential of the solution, applying a potential higher than
𝐸0'2 to the cell will cause the solution to “oxidize”. Likewise, applying a potential lower than
𝐸0'2 will cause the solution to “reduce”. This concept is the basis of chronoamperometry.
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2.2.2. Chronoamperometry (CA)
Chronoamperometry is the simplest of the amperometry techniques in which the electrode
potential is stepped from a potential where no reaction occurs to one that induces either reduction
or oxidation of an electroactive species in the vicinity of the working electrode. The electrode
potential is kept steady while the current response is monitored with time. As time progresses, the
electroactive species in the vicinity of the electrode are consumed and concentration of the species
at the electrode/electrolyte interface approaches zero. This results in a concentration gradient and
invokes the mass diffusion of the species from the bulk to the electrode. The zone where the
concentration of electroactive species differs from that of the bulk concentration is referred to as
the diffusion layer. The mass diffusion layer thickness increases with time for as long as the
potential is held and can be approximated in terms of 𝛿4566 = (𝐷𝑡)#⁄+ . It would be correct to
consider the diffusion layer thickness as describing the “reach” that the electrode process has into
the solution. It is generally accepted that the diffusion layer is completely contained within 6𝛿4566 .
The flux of ions that results from diffusion is registered at the electrode as the mass diffusion
limited current, 𝑖7 (𝑡).
For the simple 𝑂 + 𝑛𝑒 " → 𝑅 reaction, the Cottrell Equation (Equation 2.8) can be used to
approximate the diffusion limited current. It is important to observe that 𝑖7 (𝑡) decreases with time.
The excitation and response curves associated with CA can be found below (see Figure 2.2).
⁄

Equation 2.8.

𝑛𝐹𝐴𝐷0# + 𝐶0,9
𝑖7 (𝑡) =
𝜋 #⁄+ 𝑡 #⁄+
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Equation 2.8.

Figure 2.2. Excitation curve (left) concentration profile of electroactive species reducing to
diffusion-limited condition with time (middle) and current response curve (right).

2.2.3. Cyclic Voltammetry (CV)
Cyclic voltammetry is an amperometry technique in which the electrode potential is swept
(i.e., varied with time) between a user-defined maximum and minimum potential (𝐸45: , 𝐸4;< ) at
a given scan rate, 𝜈[𝑚𝑉 𝑠 "# ], while the current response is measured as a function of potential and
time. A single cycle is complete when the potential sweep beginning at 𝐸4;< (𝐸45: ) reaches 𝐸45:
(𝐸4;< ) and returns to 𝐸4;< (𝐸45: ). The initial sweep direction determines the order of reduction
and oxidation current responses measured at the electrode.
Consider the simple 𝑂 + 𝑛𝑒 " → 𝑅 again with an electrode reduction potential of 𝐸=:< and
only 𝑂 initially present. Assume that 𝐸45: and 𝐸4;< are well positive and negative of 𝐸=:< ,
respectively, so that no electrode process occurs at either extrema. Beginning with a sweep
direction that is negative (𝐸45: → 𝐸4;< ), as the electrode potential approaches 𝐸=:< , reduction
begins and current corresponding to that reduction starts to flow. The surface concentration of 𝑂
decreases while that of 𝑅 increases with continued sweeping and the current registered grows.
Once the sweep passes 𝐸=:< , the surface concentration of 𝑂 drops to nearly zero (depletion)
causing the mass transfer of 𝑂 to reach its maximum. The current peak that is registered is the
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cathodic peak, 𝑖>,? , on the current-potential curve. Once the sweep reaches 𝐸4;< (a.k.a. switching
potential, 𝐸@ ) and reverses, (𝐸4;< → 𝐸45: ), the species R (being the dominant species in the
electrode vicinity) undergoes a similar process for oxidation with the current peak registered as
the anodic peak, 𝑖>,5 .
For a soluble-soluble cathodic reaction of the kind 𝑂A4$ + 𝑛𝑒 " → 𝑅A4% (with valence
states 𝑚# and 𝑚+ such that 𝑚# + 𝑛 = 𝑚+ ), 𝑖>,? can be approximated by the Randles-Sevcik
equation Equation 2.9.
Equation 2.9.

𝑖>,?

𝜈𝐷0 #⁄+
= 0.4463𝐴𝐶0,9 ]
^ (𝐹𝑛)-⁄+
𝑅𝑇

Equation 2.9.

`For a soluble-insoluble cathodic reaction of the kind 𝑂A< + 𝑛𝑒 " → 𝑅 (e.g., electrodeposition),
𝑖>,? can be approximated by the Berzins-Delahay equation (Equation 2.10).
Equation 2.10.

𝑖>,?

𝜈𝐷0 #⁄+
= 0.6105𝐴𝐶0,9 ]
^ (𝐹𝑛)-⁄+
𝑅𝑇

Equation 2.10.

`The modified version of the Berzins-Delahay equation (Equation 2.11.)(Tylka et al., 2015) is
also shown below:
Equation 2.11.

∆𝑖>,?
𝜈𝐷0 #⁄+
𝑗=
= 1.92𝑑𝐶0,9 ]
^ (𝐹𝑛)-⁄+
∆ℎ
𝑅𝑇

Equation 2.11.

where, ∆𝑖>,? is the change in current measured from a change in depth ∆ℎ of electrode with
diameter 𝑑 in the electrolyte. This version of the Berzins-Delahay equation can be used to
describe the measured current density (𝑗 [𝐴 𝑐𝑚"+ ]) of the reaction investigated. The excitation
and response curves associated with CV for a soluble-soluble reaction can be found below
(Figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.3. Excitation (left) and response curve (right) during cyclic voltammetry for the 𝐴 +
𝑒 " ↔ 𝐴 ⋅" couple.

2.2.4. Linear Sweep Voltammetry (LSV)
LSV is very similar to CV, however, instead the user selects an initial (𝐸;<;(;5B ) and final
potential (𝐸C;<5B ) and only a single sweep is performed in either positive or negative direction.
The resulting polarization curves can be plotted as Tafel plots. Tafel plots are useful at evaluating
kinetic parameters of a reaction such as the exchange current density (𝑖! ) or corrosion current
density (𝑖! ). An example of a Tafel plot for the 𝑂 + 𝑛𝑒 " ↔ 𝑅 reactionis provided in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4. Example Tafel plots for anodic and cathodic branches of the current-overpotential
for the 𝑂 + 𝑛𝑒 " ↔ 𝑅 reaction.
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2.2.5. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS)
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy is based on the theory that an electrochemical
cell can be considered as an impedance to a sinusoidal excitation and its performance can be
modeled by an equivalent circuit composed of ideal circuit elements (independent of frequency;
linear circuit elements like resistors (R) and capacitors (C)) and non-ideal circuit elements
(dependent of frequency; general impedance elements (Z)).
An example of the excitation signal can be a sinusoidal potential (E(t)) wave described as
𝐸(𝑡) = ∆𝐸sin (𝜔𝑡)

Equation 2.12.

where the potential amplitude (DE) and frequency range (w) about a base potential are user
defined with a current response (I(t)) phase-shifted by 𝜙 as
𝐼(𝑡) =

∆𝐸
sin (𝜔𝑡 + 𝜙)
𝒁(𝝎)

Equation 2.13.

and the impedance, 𝒁(𝝎), is composed of real (𝑍.D ) and imaginary (𝑍E4 ) parts in Equation
2.14.
𝒁(𝝎) = 𝑍.D + 𝑍E4

Equation 2.14.

Thus, electrochemical cells can be represented as equivalent electrical circuits, the most
frequently used being the Randles equivalent circuit, as shown in Figure 2.5. Here, the total current
(𝑖? + 𝑖C ) that goes through the electrolyte resistance (𝑅F ) is a summation of both the double-layer
charging current (𝑖? ) and the faradaic, or charge transferring, current (𝑖C ). The remaining
impedance that is in series with the electrolyte resistance can be separated into two parallel
elements: (1) the impedance of the double layer capacitance (𝐶7 ), which is associated with the
charging current, and (2) the faradaic impedance (𝑍C ), which associated with the faradaic current.
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Figure 2.5. The Randles Equivalent Circuit.

The simplest representation of the faradaic impedance (see Figure 2.6) is to decompose it
into a series circuit comprising the charge transfer resistance (𝑅?( ) and the Warburg impedance
(𝑍G ), which are essentially resistances associated with the electrode kinetics of the reaction and
the mass transfer for the diffusing ion from the bulk, respectively.

Figure 2.6. Simplest decomposition of faradaic impedance in the Randles equivalent circuit.

The impedance response to the excitation signal can be plotted on a Nyquist plot, with the
x-axis representing the real component and the y-axis representing the imaginary component. A
Nyquist plot for a generic electrochemical system is provided in Figure 2.7. Note that the plotted
values begin at a non-zero value, with electrode kinetics control found at the higher frequencies,
and mass transfer control is found at the lower frequencies. The non-zero value where the plotted
values begin is considered the electrolyte resistance and the length of the x-axis running from the
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electrolyte resistance to where the fitted semi-circle ends is considered the charge transfer
resistance.

Figure 2.7. Nyquist (impedance) plot for an electrochemical system. Regions of mass-transfer
and kinetic control are found at low and high frequencies, respectively.

2.2.6. Charging Current Effect in Electrochemical Analysis
During an electrode process, the current applied/measured at the electrode is composed of
a faradaic current, 𝑖C , and a charging current, 𝑖? , such that 𝑖 = 𝑖C + 𝑖? . Where the faradaic current
is due to the charge-transfer phenomena of a 𝑂 + 𝑛𝑒 " → 𝑅 reaction, the charging current is due to
the capacitive nature of the electrode/electrolyte interface (i.e., double layer capacitance). In
general, when an electrode process is provoked, the initial portion of the current is used to charge
the double layer at the electrode/electrolyte interface followed by the faradaic current. To obtain
accurate information about the charge-transfer reactions occurring at the electrode/electrolyte
interface, the charging current must be accounted for or, at the very least, mitigated. In CA, a
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charging current occurs with a change in applied potential. The charging current is exponentially
proportional to the surface area of the electrode and decays with time. Minimizing the electrode
surface area and waiting for its decay to reach zero (~50 µs) are sufficient strategies for mitigating
the charging current effect. In CV, the potential continuously changes, therefore a charging current
is always present. The charging current is directly proportional to the sweep rate applied. At very
high sweep rates, the charging current must be subtracted from the measured current to ensure
accurate assessment of the electrode reaction. However, the magnitude of charging current can be
mitigated by applying lower sweeping rates.

2.3.

Spectroelectrochemical Analysis Overview
Spectroelectrochemical analysis involves the combination of electrochemical and

spectrochemical analysis to obtain information of the effects that electrode processes have on a
system that could not be done with purely electrochemical approaches. The electrochemical and
spectrochemical methods are done simultaneously, in situ, and usually involve either
1. The examination of the electrode surface for elucidation on any intermediary
homogeneous chemical reactions during an overall heterogeneous reaction of an
electrode process, or
2. The monitoring of the bulk concentration and species present in a static or dynamic
solution and how they change with applied current/potential at the electrode.
The simplest and most popular spectroelectrochemical analysis technique that has been used is
chronoabsorptometry. In this case, the electrochemical technique of CA and spectrochemical
technique of EAS are simultaneously applied to a solution.
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For the simple 𝑂 + 𝑛𝑒 " → 𝑅 reaction, the production of species 𝑅 can be monitored over
time by measuring the corresponding absorbance. The absorbance of 𝑅 is related to the bulk
concentration and diffusion coefficient of species 𝑂 (𝐶0,9 , 𝐷0 ) and the molar absorptivity of
species 𝑅, 𝜀. , by a modified Beer’s law through the inclusion of the integrated Cottrell equation
(potentiostatic conditions).
⁄

2𝜀. 𝐶0,9 𝐷0# + 𝑡 #⁄+
𝐴=
𝜋 #⁄+

Equation 2.15.

This relationship implies that the absorbance of species 𝑅 resulting from the reduction of
species 𝑂 at the electrode/electrolyte increases with time. A useful feature of this relationship is
the possibility of obtaining the diffusion coefficient of species 𝑂 during an electrochemical process
via a spectrochemical analysis technique. Naturally, any limitations that need to be considered for
an electrochemical and spectrochemical analysis technique would need to be considered in
conjunction during the corresponding spectroelectrochemical analysis technique.
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Chapter 3
Monitoring and Analytical Techniques in Molten Salts for
Nuclear Applications

Molten salts are ionic liquids composed of cations and anions which form loose structural
networks (Beneš and Konings, 2012). These structures (and therefore the species and their
complexations) in the salt systems vary considerably with their composition. Therefore, the ability
to monitor the composition of molten salts in nuclear applications is critical to ensure that operating
conditions are within acceptable bounds to prevent inadvertent effects on those systems. The
succeeding sections serve as a review of several analytical techniques used on molten salts for
compositional analysis and behavior characterization with a common focus on uranium ions and
their kinetic, electrochemical, thermodynamic, and optical (K.E.T.O) properties in molten salts.
The analysis techniques discussed are (i) spectrochemical analysis, (ii) electrochemical analysis,
and (iii) spectroelectrochemical analysis. This review also highlights some key findings and
applications fundamental to the monitoring of nuclear oriented molten salts, including the stability
of quasi-reference electrodes (QREs), limitations of cyclic voltammetry, and the development of
a spectroelectrochemical cell.
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3.1.

Spectrochemical Analysis on Molten Salts
Spectrochemical analysis can elucidate the complex chemistry of molten salts and have the

potential to be implemented as an online monitoring technique. Consider a melt constituted of
FLiBe. At low concentrations of BeF2 in LiF, the melt behaves as an ideal mixture with dissociated
cation (Li+) and anion (BeF42-, F-) species. As the concentration of BeF2 increases in the melt, the
BeF42- anions begin to bond together. These share a common F- ion, first creating Be2F73-, then
Be3F107-, etc., resulting in a polymer several units of BeF42- long. This polymerization phenomenon
manifests itself in BeF2’s transport property, viscosity: the viscosity of BeF2 increases with
increasing concentration and pure BeF2 has a higher viscosity when compared to other
fluorides(Beneš and Konings, 2012). These species were observed and analyzed using Vis-NIR
absorption spectroscopy (Toth and Gilpatrick, 1972).
An f-block complexation effect of concentration is perhaps more complicated. For
example, lanthanides (Ln = La, Ce, Nd, Sm, Dy, Yb) have been investigated for their structure in
varying concentrations of LnF3 in molten KF-LnF3 systems. It was determined that at less than 25
mol.% in solution, the predominant species found are LnF63- species surrounded by K+ cations.
However, at higher concentrations, lanthanides begin to share common fluorides and create loose
structures of bridged octahedra. These species were observed and analyzed using Raman
spectroscopy (Dracopoulos et al., 1998).
These examples are just two of the various studies utilizing spectrochemical analysis to
characterize and analyze the molten salts and typical species found in nuclear applications
(actinides, lanthanides, etc.). Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) spectroscopy has been
utilized for detection and quantitative analysis of Eu in LiCl-KCl (referred to as ClLiK) eutectic
(Park et al., 2008). Raman spectroscopy was implemented for complexation determination,
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including octahedral distortions, of rare-earth elements in fluorides, chlorides, and bromides
(Dracopoulos et al., 1998; Photiadis et al., 1998). The use of infrared spectroscopy has allowed for
the detection of zirconium species present in fluorides and lanthanide species in chlorides
(Wilmshurst, 1963). Raman and infrared spectroscopies have also been used together for the study
of magnesium treatment of the corrosivity of chlorides (Sun et al., 2020). X-Ray Absorption Fine
Structure (EXAFS) and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) have both been implemented for
determining coordination numbers, the nature of neighbors, and complex formations of actinides
and lanthanides in ARE and MSRB type molten salts (Bessada et al., 2020, 2017, 2007; Okamoto
et al., 2002; Rollet et al., 2005).
The majority of spectrochemical analysis studies of molten salts have been conducted in
the UV-Vis region of the electromagnetic spectrum (Banks et al., 1961; Carnall and Wybourne,
1964; Cho et al., 2012, 2010; Fujii et al., 2013, 2007, 2005, 2003; Im et al., 2009; Jung et al.,
2011a, 2011b; Kim et al., 2015; Kim and Yun, 2016, 2012; Lambert et al., 2016; Schroll et al.,
2016b; Toth, 1971; Volkovich et al., 2002; Young, 1967). Laser induced techniques have been
implemented in chlorides, namely (i) fluorescence emission for determining wavelengths and
intensities of species in melts (Im et al., 2009; Jung et al., 2011a) (ii) fluorescence resonance energy
transfer (FRET) for structural change, complexation, and center-to-center distance between Tb(III)
and Nd(III) species (Kim et al., 2015), and (iii) time-resolved laser induced fluorescence
spectroscopy (TRLFS) for neodymium species determination and cross-relaxation between those
species (Jung et al., 2011b). The most popular technique used is Electronic Absorption
Spectroscopy (EAS) for determining uranium and lanthanide species in fluorides and chlorides
and monitoring chemical reactions.
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A handful of studies based on EAS techniques have focused solely on the speciation
determination and concentration quantification of uranium in the melt by utilizing the collected
absorption spectra, absorptivities, and Beer’s law (Carnall and Wybourne, 1964; Cho et al., 2012,
2010; Fujii et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2011; Toth, 1971; Toth and Gilpatrick, 1972; Volkovich et al.,
2002; Young, 1967). With Beer’s law (Equation 3.1), the absorbance, 𝐴, can be calculated by
measuring the transmittance (𝑇 = Φ⁄Φ! ; ratio of transmitted flux through a sample, Φ, to source
flux, Φ! ) and relating it to the molar absorptivity of the analytes present, 𝜀! [𝑀"# 𝑐𝑚"# ], pathlength
of absorption, 𝑏[𝑐𝑚], and concentration of analytes present, 𝐶 [𝑀 ], with
Equation 3.1

𝐴 = −𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑇 = −𝑙𝑜𝑔

Φ
= 𝜀! 𝑏𝐶
Φ!

Equation 3.1.

Only two studies investigated uranium ions in a FLiNaK system (Toth, 1971; Toth and
Gilpatrick, 1972; Young, 1967) while the rest focused on chloride systems (Carnall and Wybourne,
1964; Cho et al., 2012, 2010; Fujii et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2011; Volkovich et al., 2002). The
viability of EAS has also been explored in simulated pyroprocessing salt (Fujii et al., 2013).
Carnall and Wybourne have discussed the electronic energy levels of U(III) (along with Np(III),
Pu(III), Am(III), and Cm(III)) (Carnall and Wybourne, 1964). It should be noted that there is no
available literature on the spectrochemical analysis of NaCl-CaCl2 (will be referred as NaCaCl)
and that TRLFS has not been conducted on uranium bearing molten salts.

3.2.

Electrochemical Analysis on Molten Salts
Electrochemical analysis has the potential to be implemented as an online monitoring

technique in molten salt systems and have elucidated the electrochemical, kinetic, and
thermodynamic behaviors of ions in such environments. The behavior of uranium ions in molten
salts have been extensively studied using the electrochemical techniques of OCV, CA and CV
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(Bagri et al., 2016; Boisdie et al., 1961; Brigaudeau and Chardard, 1979; Chardard, 1979; Clayton
et al., 1974; Flengas, 1961; Geran et al., 2020; Hamel et al., 2007; Hoover et al., 2014; Inman et
al., 1959; Korenko et al., 2013a; Kuznetsov et al., 2006; Leseur, 1969; Lim et al., 2015; Mamantov
and Manning, 1966; Masset et al., 2005a, 2005b; Prabhakara Reddy et al., 2004; Sakamura et al.,
1998; Shaltry et al., 2020; Shirai et al., 1998; Tylka et al., 2015; YanHong et al., 2017; Yoon,
2016; Yoon and Phongikaroon, 2017a, 2017b; Zhang, 2014). The majority of these studies have
been done in ClLiK melts with and without the addition of impurities, simulating conditions of
pyroprocessing salt; a comprehensive review has summarized and tabulated their electrochemical,
kinetic, and thermodynamic properties (Zhang, 2014). The reviewer noted that these values have
mostly been determined with CV under the assumption of a near-infinitely dilute solutions, which
assumes any intermolecular interactions in a solution are only of analyte-solvent nature and
concentration effects are unrealized on analyte-solvent properties. With this assumption, the
diffusion coefficient of the ions, 𝐷 [𝑐𝑚$ 𝑠 "# ], should remain constant with additions of the analyte
into the solution, hence, its variation results from its dependence on temperature, 𝑇[𝐾], related by
the Arrhenius equation
Equation 3.2.

𝐷 = 𝐷! 𝑒𝑥𝑝 9−

𝐸%
<
𝑅𝑇

Equation 3.2.

where 𝐷! [𝑐𝑚$ 𝑠 "# ] is the pre-exponential factor and 𝐸% [𝐽𝑚𝑜𝑙 "# ] is the activation energy for
diffusion to occur and the universal gas constant of 𝑅 = 8.314 [𝐽𝐾 "# 𝑚𝑜𝑙 "# ].
A threshold concentration of U(III) ions where this assumption breaks done was observed
by Tylka and co-workers (Tylka et al., 2015). The group investigated a novel (yet strict and
reproducible) method for monitoring and detecting actinide concentrations on molten salt mixtures
of ClLiK-AnCl3 (An = U, Pu) for pyroprocessing applications. The method implemented was the
electrochemical analysis technique of CV. Due to the soluble-insoluble nature of the U(III)/U(0)
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reduction reaction, the research group utilized a modified version of the Berzins-Delahay equation
for analysis of their results. With this, the change in measured current, ∆𝑖&,( [𝐴], resulting from a
change of electrode depth, ∆ℎ [𝑐𝑚], with an electrode diameter of 𝑑 [𝑐𝑚] at a potential scan rate
of 𝜈[𝑚𝑉 𝑠 "# ] with 𝑛 electrons transferred in the reaction, and with Faraday’s constant, 𝐹 =
96,485 [𝐶 𝑚𝑜𝑙 "# ], the current density, 𝑗 [𝐴 𝑐𝑚"$ ], can be used to estimate the concentration of
U(III), 𝐶)(+++) [𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑐𝑚"- ], since 𝑗 ∝ 𝐶 at a constant temperature.
Equation 3.3.

⁄$

𝜈𝐷.(///) #
∆𝑖&,(
𝑗=
= 1.92𝑑𝐶)(+++) 9
<
∆ℎ
𝑅𝑇

(𝐹𝑛)-⁄$

Equation 3.3.

Interestingly, for the ClLiK-UCl3 system, the technique was valid only up to approximately
1.73 wt.% U(III) for estimating the ion’s concentration in the melt. Ruling out varied temperature
effects, the group determined that for concentrations greater than 1.73 wt. U(II) in the melt, the
diffusion coefficient decreases with increasing concentration. This implies that at higher
concentrations of U(III), intermolecular interactions of the analyte-analyte type cannot be ignored
and that the near-infinite-solution assumption for CV is not valid for predicting uranium species
concentrations. Tylka et al. (2015) estimated the diffusion coefficients for the respective
concentrations of U(III) and they are provided below (Table 3.1). The concentration of the uranium
ion was determined alternatively, either with ICP-AES or thermal ionization mass spectrometry
(TIMS). The diffusion coefficient was calculated using the modified Berzins-Delahay equation
with that obtained concentration. The group concluded that an alternative method to
electrochemical techniques is required for elucidating this phenomenon and for verifying any
diffusion coefficients and concentrations approximated to better understand the molten salt
systems studied.
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Table 3.1. Values of U(III) diffusion coefficients in ClLiK at 500 °C (Tylka
et al., 2015).
Salt

U(III) [𝑤𝑡. %]

𝐷.(///) × 10"2 [𝑐𝑚$ 𝑠 "# ]

1

0.46 ± 0.05

1.51 ± 0.01

2

0.95

1.52 ± 0.03

3

1.73 ± 0.17

1.57 ± 0.01

4

3.55

0.94 ± 0.02

5

4.620 ± 0.013

1.07 ± 0.01

6

6.837 ± 0.021

0.77 ± 0.03

7

9.149 ± 0.027

0.67 ± 0.01

It should be noted here that there are only to studies that utilized NaCaCl for
electrochemical analysis of uranium, but did not report any diffusion coefficients (Newton et al.,
2020; Zhang et al., 2021). However, Castrillejo’s group has studied the electrochemistry of rare
earth elements in the system (Castrillejo et al., 2013, 2005, 2003b, 2003a, 2002). There is also
available data on uranium ions in LiCl-NaCl-CaCl2-BaCl2, which has been provided in the table
below (Table 3.2).
There are only two available sources on the electrochemical behavior of uranium ions in
FLiNaK; these reported values have been included in Table 3.2 (Korenko et al., 2013b; Shaltry et
al., 2020). It should be noted here that these studies have been investigated at a single composition
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of uranium salt, one of which was contaminated with LaF3. Thus, it is unclear if the diffusion
coefficients reported have a dependence on concentration or impurities.
Table 3.2. Reported Uranium Ions Diffusion Coefficients in FLiNaK and NaCaCl.
Species

𝐶),34353%6

𝐷 [𝑐𝑚$ 𝑠 "# ]

𝐶7589:

Salt System

𝑇 [𝐾]

-

LiCl-NaCl-CaCl2-BaCl2

738

1.8-5.9 mol%
0.5-5.0
UCl3(Poa,
-6

(10 )
1988)
6 wt%

2.04

UF4(Shaltry et

5.27

al., 2020)

(10-5)

U(III)

773
LaF3
873
2.4 wt%

1.76
2.65 wt%

FLiNaK

(10-5)

UF4(Korenko et

-

803

1.64
U(IV)

3.3.

al., 2013b)
(10-5)

Spectroelectrochemical Analysis on Molten Salts
Spectroelectrochemical analyses, a combination of spectrochemical and electrochemical

techniques, have been utilized in molten salt applications elucidating the chemical reactions at
electrode surfaces and monitoring bulk composition during electrochemical processes. The nature
of the combined analysis technique is powerful, allowing for the collection of data of the two
individual techniques in a transient state (i.e., monitoring changes in species and complexation
over time). However, implementation of spectroelectrochemical analysis techniques is typically
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limited by how easily the spectroscopic technique can be integrated with the interrogated system.
The ease of implementation varies with each spectrochemical technique; thus, the majority of
molten salt studies have been limited to EAS coupled with chronoamperometry, referred to as
chronoabsorptometry (Bae et al., 2010; Cho et al., 2015; Han et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2010; Kim
and Yun, 2013; D. H. Kim et al., 2016; Lambert et al., 2018; Lee and Park, 2017; Liu et al., 2019;
Park et al., 2018, 2011; Polovov et al., 2008, 2007a, 2007b; Schroll et al., 2016a, 2013; Uehara et
al., 2007; Volkovich et al., 2014).
Chronoabsorptometry has been extensively used to study lanthanide (Ln = Sm, Eu, Tb, Yb)
and actinide (An = U, Np) bearing molten salts, the majority of which have been in ACl-ACl (A
= Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs) melts. It is possible to relate the absorption spectrum measured during
chronoabsorptometry over time to the concentration or diffusion coefficient of the reducing species
with the equation
⁄

Equation 3.4.

# $ #⁄$
2𝜀; 𝐶<= 𝐷<=
𝑡
𝐴=
⁄
#
$
𝜋

Equation 3.4.

where 𝜀; [𝑀"# 𝑐𝑚"# ] is the molar absorptivity of the reduced species, 𝐶<= [𝑀] and 𝐷<= [𝑐𝑚$ 𝑠 "# ])
are the concentration and diffusion coefficient of the oxidized species present, respectively, and
𝑡[𝑠] is the time allotted for electrolysis. Furthermore, since the ratio of oxidized and reduced
species ([𝑂𝑥]⁄[𝑅𝑒𝑑]) can be estimated from the absorption spectrum, the formal standard potential
of the redox reaction can be determined by the Nernstian equation

Equation 3.5.

!

𝐸%&& = 𝐸 ! +

𝑅𝑇
[𝑂𝑥]
𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝑛𝐹
[𝑅𝑒𝑑]

Equation 3.5.

!

where 𝐸 ! [𝑉] is the formal reduction, 𝐸%&& [𝑉] is the applied potential to the cell, 𝑅 is the gas
constant, 𝑇 is temperature in Kelvin, 𝑛 is the number of electrons transferred, 𝐹 is Faraday’s
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constant, and [𝑂𝑥] and [𝑅𝑒𝑑] are the respective concentrations of the oxidized and reduced
species.
Of the lanthanides, the Eu(III)/Eu(II) couple has been studied the most, and out of these
studies, Schroll and colleagues had studied the Eu(III)/Eu(II) couple in the most varied chloride
systems(Schroll et al., 2016a, 2013). They obtained the number of electrons transferred, reduction
potentials and diffusion coefficient for Eu(III) in each eutectic melt. They observed that diffusion
coefficients can vary significantly, with decreasing values (in order of appearance) in 3LiCl-NaCl,
3LiCl-2KCl, 3LiCl-2CsCl, and LiCl-RbCl. The group also noted that the diffusion coefficient
obtained with chronoabsorptometry agrees well with that obtained using cyclic voltammetry.
Interestingly, Kim and Yun (2013) used chronoabsorptometry to measure reduction
amounts of the Eu(III)/Eu(II) couple at various temperatures and compared their findings against
TRLFS under similar potentiostatic electrolysis conditions (referred to as chronofluorometry).
They determined that the quantitative analysis of the reduction process of Eu(III) using
chronofluorometry of Eu(II) was more reliable and precise in comparison to that obtained using
chronoabsorptometry. The formal reduction potential of the redox couple was calculated from the
two results and averaged. Determination of the diffusion coefficient using either technique was
not reported.
Neptunium has been studied in ClLiK for its behavior, interactions with oxide ions,
uranium ions, and the nature of its complex ions (D.-H. Kim et al., 2016; Park et al., 2018; Polovov
!

et al., 2007b, 2007a). Kim et al. noted that it was possible to calculate the formal potential, 𝐸 ! , of
the Np(IV)/Np(III) reduction at much lower concentrations with chronoabsorptometry (~0.1 mM)
compared to CV (~15 mM) with good agreement between the two techniques (D. H. Kim et al.,
2016).
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Several studies of uranium have been performed in ClLiK (Bae et al., 2010; Cho et al.,
2015; Lambert et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2019; Park et al., 2011; Polovov et al., 2008) and a single
study in FLiNaK (Han et al., 2019). In FLiNaK, the oxidation of UF4 with EAS during sparging
and measuring the system using CV before and after as a comparison. Notable from the chloride
studies, Cho et al. studied the absorption spectra and metal-ligand bonding properties of [UIIICl6]3and [UIVCl6]2- species (Cho et al., 2015). From the chronoabsorptograms collected (Figure 3.1)
they determined that the reduction rate of U(IV) is about four times faster than that of the oxidation
of U(III), indicating that U(III) is chemically more stable than U(IV) in the given conditions.

Figure 3.1. Peak intensity changes at 548 nm during U(IV)/U(III) redox reactions in a ClLiK
eutectic melt at 450 °C: (a) reduction, and (b) oxidation (Cho et al., 2015)

Their results also support the conclusion that U(III) and U(IV) act as electron acceptors
while the chloride ion assumes the role of an electron, indicating U-Cl covalency. Knowledge of
the nature of ligand bonding in molten salt media is essential for understanding optical and
electrochemical properties (Cho et al., 2015). There is no available literature on simultaneous
spectroelectrochemical analysis performed in FLiNaK and NaCaCl salt systems.
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3.4.

The Reliability of Quasi-Reference Electrodes for Monitoring Species in Molten Salt
Systems1
Quasi-reference electrodes (QREs), also commonly referred to as pseudo-reference

electrodes, are often used in electrochemical applications with molten salts when the size or
configuration of the application limit and restrict the use of conventional reference electrodes of
the second kind (e.g., the Ag(I)/Ag reference electrode). This is due to their simplicity of direct
immersion into the electrolyte, benefits of which include (1) significantly lower impedance
compared to conventional reference electrodes and (2) complete removal of the liquid-liquid
junction potential and possibility of cross-contamination characteristic of conventional reference
electrodes (Bard and Faulkner, 2001; Brett and Brett, 1993; Inzelt et al., 2013; Kasem and Jones,
2008). As such, QREs are commonly used in spectroelectrochemical analysis due to the compact
configurations of the studies.
However, QREs are limited in the range of conditions of operations that they can be
effectively implemented in molten salt systems. These conditions include the electrolyte
temperature and compositional evolution during experimental protocols which heavily vary
depending on the QRE material used and the molten salt system studied. Unlike the conventional
reference electrodes used, they are prone to polarization that is dependent on the applied current
density at the working electrode causing a shift in the measured electrochemical potential. In
addition, there is a lack of thermodynamic equilibrium due to their direct immersion in the
electrochemical cell in which their own potential is indeterminable. Though these shortcomings of
QREs restrict their usage to capturing vital thermodynamic information of the electrochemical cell
studied, they can be calibrated with either reference redox systems that are inherent to the system

1

Adapted from (Killinger and Phongikaroon, 2021)
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studied (i.e., an internal reference), measuring the potential of the system studied before/after the
experiment with an external reference redox system, or simply measuring the potential of a very
similar system (e.g., molten salt composition, electrode materials) with similar conditions (e.g.,
temperature, pressure) using an aforementioned conventional reference electrode. In this manner,
quasi-thermodynamic (hence the name quasi-reference electrode) and kinetic information of the
system can be obtained.
The objective of this work was to determine the most suitable QRE for a NaCaCl eutectic
based molten salt system using an internal reference redox reaction (in this case, the Ce(III)/Ce(0)
reaction) for obtaining quasi-thermodynamic and kinetic information. Tungsten, silver, and
platinum were chosen as possible candidates due to their widespread usage in chloride and fluoride
based molten salt electrochemical studies (Bard and Faulkner, 2001; Barraza-Fierro et al., 2015;
Brett and Brett, 1993; Inzelt et al., 2013; Kasem and Jones, 2008; Littlewood, 1961; Mandler,
2010; Rappleye et al., 2016; Weng et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018). The lack of available similar
studies for these QREs in the chosen salt system serves as the motivation for this work. The criteria
used to select the most suitable QRE for this molten salt system included the stability of the
Ce(0)/Ce(III) reaction peak throughout the implemented cyclic voltammetry technique (CV); the
percentage change of the measured current respective to the oxidation peak in the voltammogram
graphs of each succeeding cycle relative to the measured in the first cycle (D%) was used as a
metric of stability. By limiting the variation of the measured current, the uncertainty of diffusion
coefficients (kinetics) and salt composition (material accountability) approximated from the
measured currents are also limited. The repeatability of the measured results (trial-to-trial) and the
longevity of usable life of the QRE were also taken into consideration for the suitability of the
QRE.
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3.4.1. Experimental Programs – Materials and Methods
Experiments were conducted within an inert argon atmosphere glovebox with less that 5
ppm of O2 and 1 ppm of H2O. Experiments were performed in a modified benchtop muffle furnace
with three-electrode assemblies for electrochemical experiments and an alumina-sheathed K-type
thermocouple for monitoring the temperature of the molten salt during experiments. The two types
of three-electrode assemblies employed are shown in the electrochemical cell schematic in Figure
3.2a (a Ag(I)/Ag reference electrode) and Figure 3.2b (a QRE). All electrodes were mechanically
sanded and rinsed with methanol.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2. Electrochemical cell with a Ag(I)/Ag reference electrode: (A) thermocouple in
alumina sheath, (B1) Ag(I)/Ag (AgCl) reference electrode in mullite sheath, (B2) quasireference electrode in alumina, (C) alumina safety crucible, (D) molten salt (NaCaCl-CeCl3
(5wt%)), (E) alumina working crucible (volume = 50 mL, inner diameter = 33 mm ), (F)
tungsten rod in alumina sheath (working electrode), and (G) tungsten rod in alumina sheath
(counter electrode).
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Salts (NaCl, CaCl2, CeCl3, AgCl with purity >99.5%) were ampouled under argon and
obtained from Alfa Aesar. The melt was prepared with NaCl and CaCl2 in equimolar amounts
(Teutectic = 506°C). CeCl3 was added to the mixture to achieve 5 wt% of the total melt (35 g). Salts
were allowed to dry at 300 °C for 4 hours followed by melting at 850 °C for 24 hours. Before
experimentation commenced, the melt temperature was reduced to 550 °C over a period of 1 hour
and allowed to rest for 1 hour. The three-electrode assembly and thermocouple were lowered into
the melt and the system was allowed to reach thermal equilibrium (~30 mins).
The different QREs studied included silver and platinum wires (Thermo Fisher Scientific)
with diameters of 0.25 mm and 1.00 mm and a tungsten rod with a diameter of 1.50 mm. A 1.00
mm silver wire was used for the Ag(I)/Ag reference electrode housed in a closed end mullite tube.
Tungsten rods (1.50 mm) were used for the counter electrode and working electrode, both of which
were touching the working crucible (position 1) shown in Figures 3.2a and 3.2b.
A Biologic VSP 300 Potentiostat (Max Impedance: 10 MW; Max Power: 650 W; Floating
Mode) was used to carry out electroanalytical techniques. The techniques used in this study
included open-circuit voltammetry (OCV) to determine if the cell had reached an equilibrium state,
chronoamperometry (CA) to clear the cathode of unwanted deposits between trials, and cyclic
voltammetry (CV) to study the stability of the QREs compared to that of the Ag(I)/Ag reference
electrode. CV was performed at multiple scan rates (mV/s) and positions (depth of working
electrode). Detailed experimental conditions will be provided and discussed in Section 3 for
different potential QRE candidates. The most suitable QRE of the candidates was selected and
further investigated by varying working electrode surface area and scan rates (discussed in a later
section).
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3.4.2. Results and Discussion
3.4.2.1.Comparison of QREs Stability Against a Ag+/Ag Reference Electrode
Figure 3.3 shows the cyclic voltammograms obtained for the ternary molten salt system
(NaCaCl-CeCl3(5wt%)) with a Ag(I)/Ag reference electrode and aforementioned QREs. Each
cyclic voltammogram depicts the 15 cycles in which the CV technique (scan rate of 500 mV/s)
was performed. The Na(I)/Na(0) redox couple (far left of voltammograms) and the chlorine
evolution Cl-/Cl2 (far right of voltammograms) were avoided as best as possible, focusing only on
the Ce(III)/Ce(0) redox couple.
An averaged cyclic voltammogram was calculated using the 15 cycles to aid in visualizing
the stability of each QRE against the conventional Ag(I)/Ag reference electrode used for the
Ce(0)/Ce(III) oxidation peak (positive peak of the Ce(III)/Ce(0) redox couple on left side of
voltammograms). As expected, the averaged cyclic voltammogram measured with the Ag(I)/Ag
reference shows exceptional stability with the 15 cycles measured (Figure 3.3a). With further
inspection, all voltammograms measured with the QREs exhibit a degree of instability over the 15
cycles. In the cases of the 1.00 mm Ag wire (Figure 3.3c) and 1.50 mm W rod (Figure 3.3f) QREs,
the voltammograms exhibit a converging behavior to a relatively stable signal later in the cycles.
This was deduced from observing the overlain averaged cyclic voltammograms. The 0.25 mm Ag
wire QRE (Figure 3.3b) begins to converge, but not within the 15 cycles allotted for the
experiment. Both Pt QREs (Figures 3.3d and 3.3e) do not exhibit any converging behavior from
the measured current in the 15 cycles allotted for the experiment.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(e)

(f)

Figure 3.3. Cyclic voltammograms (cycles 1-15 and averaged CV) of the NaCaCl-CeCl3 (5
wt%) molten salt sytem at 550 °C using (a) a Ag(I)/Ag reference electrode, (b) a 0.25 mm
diameter silver wire QRE, (c) a 1.00 mm diameter silver wire QRE, (d) a 0.25 mm diameter
platinum wire QRE, (e) a 1.00 mm diameter platinium wire QRE, and (f) a 1.50 mm
diameter tungsten rod QRE with a scan rate of 500 mV/s.

For further analysis into the behavior of the measured current using the Ag(I)/Ag reference
electrode and the QREs aforementioned, the percent change (D%) of the Ce(0)/Ce(III) reaction for
each case was calculated relative to the measured current of the reaction in the first cycle (as shown
in Figure 3.4). A dashed line placed at 0 has been provided representing an ideal non-polarizable
reference electrode, which also exhibits no chemical interaction with its surroundings, for general
comparison.
The Ag(I)/Ag reference electrode shows a small amount of instability compared to the ideal
reference electrode (Figure 3.4). This weak instability is likely caused by (i) the continuous
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recrystallization of silver in the presence of Ag(I) ion containing reference salt and (ii) the liquidliquid junction potential due to high concentration gradients across permeable membranes (Ives,
1983). Nonetheless, compared to QREs studied here, the Ag(I)/Ag reference electrode exhibits
exceptional stability.
Considering the deviating behavior of the measured currents of the Ce(0)/Ce(III), using the
1.00 mm Ag wire and 1.50 mm W rod, QREs exhibited a more gradual and stable deviation from
the first cycle compared to their counterparts (0.25 mm Ag and Pt wires, 1.00 mm Pt wire). For
instance, the maximum deviation of the measured current using the W rod QRE steadily increases
to approximately 10% and begins to plateau by the tenth cycle, whereas the 0.25 mm Ag wire QRE
increases to approximately a 30% deviation and begins to decrease following the fourteenth cycle.
Regarding the 1.00 mm Ag wire QRE, the measured current exhibits some minor fluctuation;
however, the maximum deviation is approximately 10% (as with the W rod QRE). Here, the
fluctuating behavior trend does not fluctuate greatly as observed with the measured currents using
both Pt REs.
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Figure 3.4. Relative percent change in the Ce(0)/Ce(III) oxidation current measured with each
cycle compared to the cycle 1 of each respective experiment.

3.4.2.2.Stability of the Tungsten (1.50 mm) and Silver (1.0 mm) QREs
Considering the above discussion on the overall stability of the studied QREs over the 15
cycles allotted, the deviation of the measured current at the Ce(0)/Ce(III) reaction using the 1.00
mm Ag wire and 1.50 W rod QREs were further investigated for the last five cycles of these
experiments (cycles 11-15). Figures 3.5a, 3.5b, and 3.5c show the measured voltammograms of
the ternary salt system using the Ag(I)/Ag reference electrode, the 1.00 mm Ag wire QRE, and the
1.50 mm W rod QRE, respectively, for these cycles. Whereas the voltammograms obtained with
both the Ag and W QREs show similarities in shape and proportions for the Ce(III)/Ce(0) redox
couple to that obtained with the Ag(I)/Ag reference electrode, the Ag QRE is still not as stable in
cycle-to-cycle measurement of the current throughout the remaining five cycles.
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(b)

(a)

(c)
Figure 3.5. Cyclic voltammograms (cycles 11-15 and averaged CV) of the NaCaCl-CeCl3 (5
wt%) molten salt sytem at 550 °C using (a) a Ag(I)/Ag reference electrode, (b) a 1.00 mm
diameter silver wire QRE, and (f) a 1.50 mm diameter tungsten rod QRE with a scan rate of
500 mV/s.
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Figure 3.6 displays the relative change in measured current during the cycles for these
experimental runs. The Ag(I)/Ag reference electrode and the ideal reference electrode have been
provided as a reference. It is depicted that the greatest deviation of measured current using the Ag
QRE is a little more than 4% at cycle 14, whereas with W it is under 2% at cycle 13. The maximum
deviation of the measured current using the Ag(I)/Ag reference electrode does not exceed a
magnitude of 1% in either the positive or negative direction.

Figure 3.6. Relative percent change in the Ce(0)/Ce(III) oxidation current measured with each
cycle compared to the cycle 11 of the Ag(I)/Ag reference electrode and the two QREs selected.

3.4.2.3.Summary of Comparison Studies
Table 3.3 summarizes the results of the above discussion. In addition to the stability of the
QREs studied against the Ag(I)/Ag reference electrode, qualitative notes on the repeatability of
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the CV results and the longevity of the QREs are also included. Here, repeatability is referred to
how consistent the captured cyclic voltammogram was from trial to trial with a rating of ‘Poor’ for
inconsistent and ‘Very Good’ for very consistent with ‘Fair’ and ‘Good’ falling between the two
descriptions. Likewise, longevity represents how many trials of the CV technique were conducted
with a single reference electrode/QRE before requiring a replacement. A rating of ‘Poor,’ ‘Fair,’
‘Good,’ and ‘Very Good’ coincides with 1-2 trials, 3-5 trials, 6-10 trials, and with more than 10
trials, respectively.
Table 3.3. Summary of Electrode Types Presented in this study (T =
550 °C, salt = NaCaCl-CeCl3 (5 wt% Ce), scan rate = 500 mV/s,
Working Electrode Depth = Position 1).
Type

Stability

Repeatability

Longevity

Ag(I)/Ag(0) RE

Very Good

Very Good

Very Good

Pt (1.00 mm) QRE

Poor

Poor

Poor

Pt (0.25 mm) QRE

Poor

Poor

Poor

Ag (1.00 mm) QRE

Fair

Fair

Fair

Ag (0.25 mm) QRE

Poor

Poor

Poor

W (1.50 mm) QRE

Good

Very Good

Very Good

3.4.2.4.Performance of the 1.50 mm Tungsten Rod QRE
The 1.5 mm W rod was selected as the most suitable QRE for the studied ternary salt
system. The stability of the measured current for the Ce(0)/Ce(III) reaction using the QRE was
further investigated by varying the scan rates at which the CV technique was performed (300, 400,
500 mV/s) and the electroactive surface area (ESA) via depth (d) of the working electrode (WE)
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where ESAposition 2 > ESAposition 3 > ESAposition 4. Table 3.4 summarizes the idiosyncratic information
for this work with detailed experimental routines that are being investigated in this section.
Table 3.4. Experimental conditions for this work.
Experiment

QRE
Material

Scan Rates

WE

WE ESA

Position*

Formula**

Pt(1.00 mm)
Pt(0.25 mm)
QRE
Stability

Ag(1.00 mm)

500 mV/s

Ag(0.25 mm)

Position 1
(Bottomed
Out);

W QRE

300 mV/s

Stability:

400 mV/s

𝐸𝑆𝐴 = 2𝜋𝑟𝑑

dposition1

Scan Rate
Position 2;

W(1.50 mm)
W QRE

dposition 2
500 mV/s

Stability:

Position 3;
dposition 3

Surface Area

Position 4;

𝐸𝑆𝐴
= 2𝜋𝑟𝑑
+ 𝜋𝑟 $

dposition 4
*Actual depths of the WEs were not recorded. However, the difference in depth
(Dd) between each position is 2.54 mm, e.g., dposition 1 = dposition 4 + 3(Dd).
**Because the WEs were bottomed out for position 1, the assumption was made
that the ESA did not include the circular area at the end of the rod.
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3.4.2.5.Working Electrode Surface Area Effects on Tungsten QRE Stability
The working electrode was raised 2.54 mm from the bottom of the working crucible
(position 1) to position 2 before beginning the depth trials. The relative percent change in the
measured current (scan rate of 500 mV/s) of the working electrode at the specified positions using
the 1.5 mm W rod QRE is shown in Figure 3.7 for cycles 1-30. A sharp relative change in measured
current (cycle 1 to 2), followed by a sharp decrease (cycle 2 to 3) is common with all three
positions. However, the position 4 trend (with the smallest working electrode surface area) is going
downward after 3 cycles, whereas the measured current with the other two positions, in general,
plateau. This behavior was further investigated by studying the change in relative current in the
last 5 cycles of the experiment (cycles 26-30; Figure 3.8). The largest deviation observed for the
final 5 cycles relative to the measured current at cycle 26 for all three positions is approximately
2.5% with position 2 at cycle 30, followed by approximately 2% attributed with position 3 at cycle
30, and approximately -1% attributed to position 4 at cycle 30. The last 5 cycles of the cyclic
voltammogram were averaged and plotted for each position (see Figure 3.8). Although the
measured current for the Ce(III)/C(0) redox couple behaves as expected (decreasing in magnitude
with decreasing SA), the cyclic voltammogram for position 3 shifts slightly negative in comparison
to the other two positions.
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Figure 3.7. Relative percent change in the Ce(0)/Ce(III) oxidation current measured with each
cycle compared to cycle 1 of 1.50 mm diameter tungsten rod QRE at positions 2, 3, and 4.

Figure 3.8. Relative percent change in the Ce(0)/Ce(III) oxidation current with each cycle
compared to cycle 26 using a 1.50 mm diameter tungsten rod QRE at positions 2, 3, and 4.
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Figure 3.9. Averaged cyclic voltammograms of the 1.50 diameter tungsten rod QRE at
position 2, 3, and 4 (500 mV/s).

3.4.2.6.Scan Rate Effects on Tungsten QRE Stability
The relative percent change of the measured current for the Ce(0)/Ce(III) reaction at 300,
400, 500 mV/s (at position 1) using a 1.5 mm W rod QRE against the measured current at cycle 1
is shown in Figure 3.9. The measured current deviates from the initial current measured at cycle
one with all the scan rates studied. The measured current deviates with a negative relative change
in current with approximately -2% at cycles 3-4 for the 400 mV/s scan rate and approximately 15% at cycles 4-5 for the 300 mV/s scan rate followed by an upward trend for both scan rates. The
maximum deviation of the measured current for the 400 mV/s case is approximately 14% with
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plateauing trend beginning with cycle 24. At 300 mV/s, the deviation in measured current reaches
approximately 5% at cycle 30 without indication of plateauing as with the 400 and 500 mV/s cases.
With the 500 mV/s case, the deviation in measured current reaches a maximum of approximately
15% with a plateauing behavior beginning at cycle 21. The interesting behavior to note is the dip
with the lower scan rates before steadily increasing, whereas the 500 mV/s scan rate never dips
below 0 and reaches a plateau (i.e., reaches stable behavior) sooner than the other two conditions.

Figure 3.10. Relative percent change in the Ce(0)/Ce(III) oxidation current measured with
each cycle compared to cycle 1 of 1.50 mm diameter tungsten rod QRE at 300, 400, and 500
mV/s.

Figure 3.10 shows further investigation into the stability of the measured current by
comparing the deviation from the measured current at cycle 26 through cycle 30. Here, the relative
change in maximum current using the W rod QRE reaches a maximum for 300 mV/s, 400 mV/s,
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and 500 mV/s cases of 3.5%, 1.5%, and 1.5% measured current deviation at cycles 30, 28, and 28,
respectively. The averaged cyclic voltammograms over the last 5 cycles were calculated and
plotted in Figure 3.12 for the three scan rate conditions obtained with the 1.50 mm W rod QRE.
The 300 mV/s scan rate condition produced a cyclic voltammogram that is shifted more positive
than the other two scan rates. This is noted by the appearance of the beginning of the Na(I)/Na(0)
reaction near -0.5 V vs W (1.50 mm).

Figure 3.11. Relative percent change in the Ce(0)/Ce(III) oxidation current measured with
each cycle compared to cycle 26 using a 1.50 mm diameter tungsten rod QRE at 300, 400, and
500 mV/s.
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Figure 3.12. Averaged cyclic voltammograms of the 1.50 mm diameter tungsten rod QRE at
300, 400, and 500 mV/s.

In general, all QREs showed stability issues most prominent at the Ce(0)/Ce(III) oxidation
peak. However, of the QREs studied, the 1.5 mm W rod QRE showed superior performance in
stability with the last several cycles allotted in the CV experiments. Additionally, it has also shown
to reach stable behavior quicker with higher scan rates and deviates less from the measured current
in the first cycle with smaller electroactive surface areas. Unlike its silver and platinum wire QRE
counterparts studied, the W rod QRE also exhibited exceptional repeatability and longevity
comparable to that of the Ag(I)/Ag reference electrode. Both platinum wires and the smaller silver
wire (0.25 mm) exhibited poor stability, repeatability, and longevity, whereas the larger silver wire
(1.00 mm) exhibited fair behavior in these categories.
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3.5.

Assessment of Cyclic Voltammetry as Means for Monitoring and Analyzing Molten
Salt Compositions in Nuclear Applications.
From the cited works above, cyclic voltammetry has been used extensively to determine

kinetic, electrochemical, and thermodynamic properties of analytes in molten salts. The ability to
quickly scan an electrochemical window in a molten salt system to determine electroactive species
within that window poses as a useful and powerful tool when considering the necessity to monitor
and quickly analyze molten salt compositions in advanced nuclear reprocessing and molten salt
reactor applications. However, little work has been done on molten salt systems containing more
than 10 wt% uranium UCl3 (Hoover et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2021). This serves as the motivation
for this study with the objective of determining whether there is use for this electrochemical
technique in nuclear salt analysis in these nuclear applications

3.5.1. Experimental Programs – Materials and Methods
Uranium bearing salts (NaCaCl eutectic) were prepared ranging from 0.1 mol% (0.41 wt%)
to 40 mol% (73.05 wt%) UCl3. These salt systems were prepared in an inert argon atmosphere (<1
ppm O2 and <1 ppm H2O) with an approximate mass of 25 g. Table 3.5 shows the different
compositions prepared. These salts were used as assessment for cyclic voltammetry as an
electrochemical analysis technique to inform on limitations due to the amount of UCl3 in the
systems.
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Table 3.5. Salt systems prepared based on
UCl3 mol.% in a NaCaCl eutectic.
Salt Name

mol. % UCl3

wt. % UCl3

NaCaCl0

0.0

0.0

NaCaCl1

0.1

0.4

NaCaCl2

1.0

3.9

NaCaCl3

2.5

9.4

NaCaCl4

5.0

17.6

NaCaCl5

10.0

31.1

NaCaCl6

20.0

50.4

NaCaCl7

30.0

63.5

NaCaCl8

40.0

73.1

The electrochemical cell is similar to that used in the QRE study with a Ag+/Ag (10 mol%
AgCl in NaCaCl) reference electrode in a mullite sheath and a tungsten rod (dia. = 1.5 mm) for
both the working and counter electrodes. Experiments were conducted at 550 °C. Cyclic
voltammetry was conducted at each composition at scan rates of 250, 500 and 1000 mV/s for 15
cycles. The electrochemical cells were allowed to establish cell equilibrium using open circuit
voltammetry before and between each cyclic voltammetry technique (~10-15 mins)

3.5.2. Results and Discussion
The cyclic voltammograms of the different systems were plotted. For comparison and
discussion, the cyclic voltammograms of the NaCaCl2, NaCaCl3, and NaCaCl7 systems in Figures
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3.13, 3.14, and 3.15 respectively. Each figure shows the first 15 cycles of each system at scan rates
of 250, 500, and 1000 mV/s as well as a comparison of the average cyclic voltammograms at the
applied scan rates.
At 1.0 mol% (Figure 3.13) the cyclic voltammogram has good resolution with the
recognizable U(III)/U(0) redox reaction peaks straddling -1.5 V. Additionally, the onsets of
sodium ion reduction (far left) and chlorine evolution (far right) are clearly distinct. However, the
U(IV)/U(III) redox system is distinguishable. The resolution and distinctiveness of the peaks at
this concentration makes the cyclic voltammogram signal acceptable for a calibration curve and
for monitoring ionic species that are electroactive within the electrochemical window of the salt
system.
When the bulk concentration of the uranium chloride in the molten salt system is increased
to 2.5 mol% (Figure 3.14), the resolution of the cyclic voltammogram suffers. The sodium
reduction is lost and the uranium reduction dominates with and exhibits nucleation crossover
(between -2.0 to -1.75 V). The U(IV)/U(III) redox system is more apparent (between -0.5 to 0.0
V) and blends in with the U(III)/U(0) system. This cyclic voltammogram signal makes it extremely
difficult for monitoring ionic species that are electroactive within the electrochemical window of
the salt system, especially for those species whose redox systems fall more negative than the
reduction potentials of uranium ions.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.13. Cyclic voltammetry of NaCaCl eutectic with UCl3 (1.0 mol%) at scan rates of (a)
250 mV/s, (b) 500 mV/s, and (c) 1000 mV/s with averaged CVs and (d) a comparison graph of
the three scan rates. Salt system: NaCaCl2. Temperature: 550 °C. Electroactive Surface Area:
1.274 cm2.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.14. Cyclic voltammetry of NaCaCl eutectic with UCl3 (2.5 mol%) at scan rates of (a)
250 mV/s, (b) 500 mV/s, and (c) 1000 mV/s with averaged CVs and (d) a comparison graph of
the three scan rates. Salt system: NaCaCl3. Temperature: 500 °C. Electroactive Surface Area:
1.206 cm2.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.15. Cyclic voltammetry of NaCaCl eutectic with UCl3 (30.0 mol%) at scan rates of
(a) 250 mV/s, (b) 500 mV/s, and (c) 1000 mV/s with averaged CVs and (d) a comparison
graph of the three scan rates. Salt system: NaCaCl7. Temperature: 500 °C. Electroactive
Surface Area: 1.324 cm2.
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Upon further increase of the concentration to 30 mol% (Figure 3.15) in the salt system, any
distinctiveness of the sodium ion onset reduction, the U(III)/U(0) redox system, and the
U(IV)/U(III) redox system is completely lost. These are non-ideal conditions for using cyclic
voltammetry as a monitoring technique in molten salt systems.
From these results, it is viable to use cyclic voltammetry as a monitoring and detection
technique for molten salt systems with less than 2.5 mol% UCl3. As the concentration increases in
these systems, any distinctiveness between redox system decays due to the overwhelming signal
response from the uranium(III) and uranium(IV) ions present in the system. Given that advanced
nuclear reprocessing and molten salt reactors will mostly have concentrations greater than 2.5
mol% UCl3, it is not recommended that cyclic voltammetry be used as a monitoring or analysis
technique.

3.6.

Determination of Optical Properties of U(III) Ions in Molten Salts and Assessment of
Spectroelectrochemical Techniques as a Means for Monitoring and Analyzing Molten
Salt Compositions with High Concentrations of UCl3 for Nuclear Applications.
The literature has shown that spectrochemical analysis techniques (EAS and TRLFS) can

be applied on fluoride and chloride molten salts for obtaining their optical properties and
determining the concentration of those species. In addition, electrochemical analysis techniques
(OCP, CA, CV) can be applied on fluoride and chloride salts for obtaining their kinetic,
electrochemical, and thermodynamic properties as well as determining the concentration of those
species. When combined in tandem or simultaneously, spectroelectrochemical analysis techniques
can be utilized to monitor composition and active species and their K. E. T. O. properties can be
elucidated further than when the techniques are done separately.
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Spectroelectrochemical techniques seem to be a promising solution for monitoring the
composition of molten salts used in nuclear applications. Additionally, potentiostatic based
spectroelectrochemical techniques, like chronoabsorptometry, can possibly determine properties
of analytes (e.g., diffusion coefficient) which are unattainable by potentiodynamic techniques (e.g.,
cyclic voltammetry) after a certain threshold concentration is reached. Furthermore,
spectroelectrochemical techniques can complement one another. For example, it can be difficult
to differentiate between species using the EAS based technique of chronoabsorptometry when the
absorption bands of said species are overlapping. Complementing chronoabsorptometry with
chronofluorometry can resolve this since it is based on the more precise, single wave excitation
technique of fluorometry. However, there are gaps in the literature that must be examined to assess
the viability of spectroelectrochemical methods as monitoring and analysis techniques in nuclear
applications
For instance, with the energy ranges typical in optical spectroscopy, U(III) ions undergo
5f-6d electron inter-configuration transitions that manifest as a broad absorption band in the 400600 nm range and f-d electron inter-configurations transitions have been determined to cause
intense molar absorption coefficients (Cho et al., 2010). In general, the absorption coefficient of
the U(III) ion in varied molten salts is not well reported. Only a single study was found that
reported U(III) molar absorptivities in ClLiK at 500 °C as ~765 and 686 M-1cm-1 at ~450 and 550
nm, respectively (Kim et al., 2011). Additionally, there are very few laser-based techniques
(fluorescence, FRET, TRLFS, chronofluorometry) that have been performed in molten salts and
none of the works that used them studied any uranium species in the melt. These gaps serve as the
motivation for this study with the objective to determine (i) the absorption coefficients of the U(III)
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ion in the ClLiK, and NaCaCl salt systems and (ii) the viability of the chronofluorometry technique
in said methods.

3.6.1. Experimental Capability Development2
3.6.1.1.Design of a Spectroelectrochemical Cell (SEC), Novel Furnace; Selection of
Temperature Controller, Light Sources, and Potentiostat
A spectroelectrochemical cell (SEC) was designed and manufactured for performing
spectroelectrochemical analysis techniques on molten salts based on the systems used in previous
works (Schroll et al., 2016a, 2013). Figure 3.16 shows the conceptualized drawings of the SEC. A
general schematic of the interior of the SEC with sample, electrochemistry, and light pathways is
provided in Figure 3.17. To house and heat the SEC, a novel furnace was designed and
manufactured by ThermCraft. The SEC and novel furnace are shown in Figure 3.18. A temperature
controller (J-KEM Model 270) was selected for controlling the temperature of the furnace. The
cuvette selected was a standard quartz cuvette (3.5 ml; 10 mm Light Path; Four Polished Sides;
Outer Dimension: 12.5 mm x 12.5 mm x 45 mm; Wall Thickness: 1.25 mm). Drawing of the SEC
providing specific dimensions are available in the Appendix of this Thesis.
For the broad-spectrum excitation beam, an Ocean Optics UV-Vis lamp with built in fiber
coupling (Ocean Optics DH-2000-S-DUB-TTL; 215-2500 nm output) was used. A Quantel pulsed
laser (Quantel Q-Smart 450 Nd:YAG Pulsed Laser) with a second harmonic generator (Quantel
2ω Q-Smart) and third harmonic generator (Quantel 3ω Q-Smart) were used for access to 532 nm
and 355 nm laser lines, respectively. Custom high temperature fiber optic patch cords (200 µm
core) were purchased from FiberGuide to direct excitation light into the glove box, through the
SEC in the furnace, and out the glove box. Standard fiber optic patch cords from ThorLabs (200

2

Adapterd from (McDuffee et al., 2022)
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µm) were coupled to each of the high temperature chords, one of which was coupled to the light
source while the other was coupled to a spectrometer (Andor Shamrock 500i). A potentiostat
(Biologic VSP 300) was selected for controlling the electrochemical techniques in the study

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.16. Isometric (a) and front (b) views of conceptualized design for a
spectroelectrochemical cell. Main body and spacer composed of stainless steel (dark gray).
Electrode guide plates composed of MACOR (tan). Protrusions are SMA adapters (dark gray)
for connecting fiber optic patch cords. Not pictured: internal cavity for sample bearing cuvette.
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Figure 3.17. A general schematic of the interior of the SEC with sample, electrochemistry,
and light pathways for incident beam (thick green arrow), transmitted beam (thin green arrow),
and emitted light (thin red arrow)(McDuffee et al., 2022).

Figure 3.18. SEC placed in its novel furnace with electrodes and thermocouples coming out
the top. MACOR cap included as thermal shield to minimize heat loss(McDuffee et al., 2022).
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3.6.1.2.Calibration of the temperature controller
The temperature sensor of the temperature controller needed to be calibrated. The J-KEM
thermocouple/digital meter was tested against three independent thermocouples (Omega brand)
for room temperature readings. Table 3.6 shows the temperature discrepancies between the J-KEM
thermocouple and the Omega brand thermocouples. The J-KEM thermocouple read higher than
the other three thermocouples with a difference of ~5 °C between the upper range of Independent
TC 1.
Table 3.6. Temperature reading disparities amongst thermocouples used to
measure room temperature. Temperature readings were taken 60 mins after setup.
Thermocouple (TC)

Room Temp Reading (°C)

J-KEM TC

27.1

Independent TC 1

21.8-22.2

Independent TC 2

21.0-21.5

Independent TC 3

21.0-21.5

The J-KEM temperature controller was calibrated using boiling water at an atmospheric
pressure. Independent TC 1 was used for confirmation of boiling water temperature. A hotplate
was used to boil water in an Erlenmeyer flask. Once boiling was achieved, the J-KEM TC and
Independent TC 1 were lowered into the boiling water together. A paper towel was wrapped and
secured around the thermocouples to prevent any bubble formation on the surface of the
thermocouples, which could cause incorrect measurement of temperature. The temperature of the
water was taken three times at 0 minutes (insertion), 5 minutes, and 10 minutes. Before the 15minute mark, the J-KEM temperature controller was calibrated to the boiling water temperature.
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Table 3.7 shows the average temperature measurements pre-calibration and the temperature
reading post-calibration, with both thermocouples for this calibration process.
Table 3.7. Average temperature readings pre-calibration and post-calibration of J-KEM
temperature controller against boiling water.
Thermocouple (TC)

Boiling Water Temperature Readings (°C)
Averaged

Standard Deviation

Post-Calibration

J-KEM TC

104.7

0.1

100.0

Independent TC 1

100.0

0.0

100.0

3.6.1.3.Tuning of Temperature Controller with SEC and Novel Furnace
Dry temperature trials were conducted on the SEC with no solution to determine the
maximum temperature difference between the center of the quartz vial (i.e., temperature of air)
and the wall of the SS body of the SEC (this is where the temperature controller is placed for
reference). This study also served as (i) a tuning method for the heating assembly for the SEC and
(ii) a method to elucidate any issues with the design of the SEC that may result from high
temperature conditions prior to use of salts. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.19 below.
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Figure 3.19. Heating assembly. Novel furnace housing SEC is shown (left) with
thermocouples from the independent temperature sensor and temperature controller (right).

The tuning temperature range was 200 °C – 700 °C with an initial reading at room
temperature (~21.5 °C). The temperatures were recorded once setpoint temperatures were reached
(0 minutes), at 15 minutes, and at 30 minutes. These temperatures were then averaged, and the
standard deviations were obtained. Table 3.8 shows the results of this experiment. In general, as
the set temperature increases, the difference between the measured temperature in the wall of the
SS SEC body and the center of the quartz cell (air) increases as well. The SEC was visually intact
with no obvious damage observed during the trials period. Upon successful completion of the
tuning process and testing, the SEC and furnace were allowed to naturally cool from 700°C to
room temperature.
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Table 3.8. Temperature Trials of the SEC over several temperatures.
Setpoint Temperature (°C)
Thermocouple
Room
(TC)

200

300

400

500

600

700

21.0

200.1

300.2

399.9

499.9

600.1

700.0

±1.4

±1.5

±0.7

±0.3

±0.1

±0.2

±0.5

21.8

199.0

298.3

396.3

492.3

592.7

692.0

±0.1

2.8

±1.2

±0.6

±0.6

±0.6

±1.0

Temp.
Averaged
Reading
(°C)
J-KEM
Standard
Deviation
(°C)
Averaged
Reading
(°C)
TC 1
Standard
Deviation
(°C)

The SEC was removed from the enclosure for inspection once cooled. All stainless-steel
components had oxidized (thermocouples, main body, thumbscrews, spacers). Some of the thumb
screws used for securing the MACOR and SS plates and the J-KEM thermocouple had rusted in
place. WD-40 was applied to the rusted location and all thumb screws were successfully removed.
However, MACOR ceramic plates used for positioning the electrodes cracked while attempting to
remove the thermocouple from the main body of the SEC. The quartz cuvette had also shattered
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during the attempted removal of the thermocouple. Figures 3.20a and 3.20b shows the SEC post
tuning and temperature testing.

(b)

(a)

Figure 3.20. Damaged MACOR plates, broken quartz vial of SEC with stuck stainless-steel
spacers and thermocouple post-tuning (a). A close-up (b).

3.6.1.4.Modifications to the SEC Design
SEC modifications (re-designs, re-fabrications, and re-machining) were completed. Figure
3.21 shows the modified pieces. The thumbscrews used in the previous design were replaced with
partially threaded rods that serve as guide pins for the two MACOR plates and the SS spacer.
Redesigns were done to ensure an easy removal process of brittle MACOR plates and SS space if
the thermocouple or guide pins mate with the SS SEC body after experiencing high temperatures.
Additionally, the thermocouple slot in the SS SEC body was increased in diameter to allow for the
thermal expansion exhibited by the thermocouple and to further avoid possibility of mating with
the SS SEC body.
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Figure 3.21. Modifications to the SEC design. Top: electrode assembly of SEC/thermal
insulator of furnace. Middle (from left to right): top MACOR plate, SS spacer, bottom
MACOR plate. Bottom: SS Body of SEC with partially threaded rods (McDuffee et al., 2022).

3.6.1.5.Assembly and Alignment of Excitation Light Sources
The laser heads and the UV-Vis lamp were assembled onto a laser breadboard for use with
the spectroelectrochemical cell (SEC). Figure 3.22 shows the 355 nm and 532 nm laser line
sources, as well as the UV-Vis lamp.
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Figure 3.22. View of light sources for spectroelectrochemical techniques. 355 nm laser line,
532 laser line, and UV-Vis lamp (McDuffee et al., 2022).

To utilize as much of the free beam coming from the laser heads and sent to the SEC, the
laser beam diameters were reduced using optical lenses. The beam diameters were reduced to
~20% of their original diameter (~1 cm). Figure 3.23 shows the beam pathlengths of the 355 nm
and 532 nm laser, indicating the beginning of the reduction of the beam diameter at lens assembly
(A) and collimation at lens assembly (B). The second harmonic generator (2HG) produces the 532
nm laser line. The addition of a 3HG to a 2HG produces the 355 nm laser line. The arrows indicate
the direction towards the SEC. Figure 3.24 shows the reduction in beam diameter for the 532 nm
wavelength before and after the lenses used for reducing the diameter size.
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Figure 3.23. Beam pathlengths of the 355 nm and 532 nm laser, indicating the beginning of
the reduction of the beam diameter at lens assembly (A) and collimation at lens assembly (B).

Figure 3.24. Reduction in beam diameter for the 532 nm wavelength before and after the
lenses used for reducing the diameter size. Diameter was reduced from ~1 cm to 1 mm.

3.6.1.6.Assembly of SEC and Heating Assembly in RAM I Glovebox
The SEC and heating assembly was moved into the RAM I glovebox in preparations for
experiments. The glove box was maintained at O2 and H2O levels of <5ppm each. This assembly
is shown in Figure 3.25.
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Figure 3.25. SEC assembly in RAM I glovebox. 1: SEC and novel furnace. 2: temperature
controller. 3: fiber optic feedthrough for spectrochemical and spectroelectrochemical analysis
techniques.

3.6.2. Experimental Programs – Materials and Methods
3.6.2.1.Preliminary Test of SEC for obtaining Transmission and Absorption Background
of NaCaCl Salt
The transmission and absorption spectra of NaCaCl were obtained to determine if there are
any systematic issues or artefacts present in the spectra due to the SEC prior to experimenting with
uranium containing salts. A small batch of equimolar NaCaCl (~10 g) was prepared to obtain the
transmission and absorption background spectra of NaCaCl. A small sample of this salt mixture
was taken and placed in a quartz vial (path length of 10 mm.) which was then placed in the SEC.
The heating assembly was set to 600 °C and the salt temperature was verified with the external
thermocouple TC 1. The transmitted spectrum of the equimolar eutectic from the UV-Vis was
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captured with the spectrometer from 250-1050 nm. Note that the transmitted spectra for just the
SEC (no cuvette or salt effects) and the SEC with an empty cuvette (no salt effects) were also
obtained prior to this in the glovebox at the same temperature and with the same light source for
the same wavelength region.
The transmittance and absorbance of the cuvette and the equimolar salt system are plotted
in Figures 3.26 and 3.27, respectively. It should be noted that the plots pertaining to the cuvette
use the spectrum of empty SEC for the initial intensity in Beer’s law, whereas the plots pertaining
to the salt use the spectrum of the empty cuvette for the initial intensity. As expected, the cuvette
has high transmittance effects (low absorption effects) across all wavelengths. The salt exhibits
lower transmittance effects (higher absorption effects) at the lower wavelengths than at the higher
wavelengths. Note that the spike near the 300, 450-500, and 650 nm wavelengths are likely an
artefact inherent in the spectrometer. These are a result of the spectrometer obtaining spectra in
50-100 nm partitions (instead of the entire range all at once) and manifest when spectra are
combined at the end. Since the U(III) ions exhibits absorption bands between 400-600 nm, this
can likely be mitigated by recording at smaller ranges of wavelengths.
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Figure 3.26. Transmittance of Cuvette and Salt in SEC.

Figure 3.27. Absorption of Cuvette and Salt in SEC.
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3.6.3. Design Issues Manifested Post Preliminary Salt Test
After the preliminary spectra were collected, the temperature controller was turned off and
the SEC and furnace were allowed to cool to room temperature. An attempt was then made to
remove the quartz cuvette containing the examined salt. There were no issues in removing the
thermocouple, stainless steel spacer, and MACOR plates. However, the quartz cuvette had mated
to the inner cavity of the SEC body, making it extremely difficult to remove. To get better leverage
in removing the cuvette, the furnace was disassembled, and the patch cords were removed. During
the removal of one of the patch cords, the sheath protecting the inner fiber optic sheared from the
rest of the patch cords body and sliced through the fiber optic cable. Figure 3.28 shows (a) the
point of shearing in the sheath, (b) the portion of the patch cord that was sheared off, and (c) the
aftermath of the SEC. The remaining patch cords were removed without issue.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.28. Photos of (a) the point of shearing in the sheath, (b) the portion of the patch cord
that was sheared off and sliced fiber optic cable, and (c) aftermath of the SEC in opened novel
furnace.
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Upon removal of the remaining patch cord, an attempt was made to disassemble to remove
the quartz cuvette by disassembling the SEC body. This constitutes of removing four bolts that
feed through the bottom section and thread into the top section. During this process, three of the
bolts sheared when torquing due to the bolts rusting in place. The final bolt was left in place and
the bottom portion of the SEC body was simply rotated about the bolt to expose the bottom face
of the quartz. When attempting to remove the cuvette from the bottom, the quartz shattered. Figure
3.29 shows the SEC body with rotated parts and the shattered quartz in a mortar atop a portion of
the furnace. It was a bad day indeed.

Figure 3.29. SEC body with rotated parts and the shattered quartz in a mortar atop a portion of
the furnace.
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3.6.4. Future work
To avoid future issues with the SEC, a redesign of the SEC and furnace is recommended.
This should incorporate an SEC design that attaches the high temperature fiber optic patch cords
without introducing internal mechanical stress to the patch cord body. Additionally, a design
feature should be implemented to allow easy removal of the cuvette from the top. Different
materials for the SEC body materials should also be considered. A possible solution is to make the
SEC out of MACOR to prevent oxidation of the surfaces and mitigating mating of the cuvette to
the SEC body.
Additional work needs to be done to couple the free beam of the laser to the fiber optic
delivering the signal to the SEC cell. Damage to the ThorLabs fiber optic cables resulting from
calibration were sustained due to the 532 nm laser beam. Figure 3.30 shows the difference between
an (a) undamaged and (b) damaged fiber optic cable end. To avoid future damage to fiber optic
cables a better method for coupling the free beam to the fiber optic cable needs to be employed. A
possible solution to this is purchasing an adapter from a manufacturer that automatically couples
the free beam to a fiber optic cable.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.30. Microscopic view of undamaged (left) and damaged (right) fiber optic cables.
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Chapter 4
Corrosion of Materials in Molten Salts for Nuclear
Applications

Molten salts used for nuclear applications are often operated at a high temperature (>350
°C); thus, they become extremely caustic (composed of corrosive fluoride and chloride ions) and
attack all salt-facing materials. These conditions can lead to degradation of the enveloping
structure and damage any instrumentation submerged in the salt used for monitoring vital
parameters in the given application (e.g., temperature, composition, flow velocity). Therefore, it
is important to understand how salt-facing materials selected for use in nuclear applications of
molten salt undergo corrosion. This information is crucial for predicting component lifetime based
on operating conditions and how the salt properties change with the aggregation of corrosion
products in the melt.

4.1.

Corrosion of Metals in Chloride and Fluoride Molten Salts
The most common mode of corrosion is that of a metal (or metal alloy) and the

electrochemical reaction between it and its environment. In general, the corrosion of the metal can
be considered as the combination of metal dissolution (an anodic reaction) and the reduction of an
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oxidant (Ox) from the metal’s environment (a cathodic reaction) to form some reductant (Red).
This can be expressed by the chemical reactions in Equation 4.1. The current density at which the
cathodic and anodic reaction rates become equal is denoted as the corrosion current density with
its corresponding corrosion potential.
Anodic Reaction: 𝑀 → 𝑀!" + 𝑛𝑒 #
Equation 4.X.

Cathodic Reaction: 𝑂𝑥 !" + 𝑛𝑒 # → 𝑅𝑒𝑑

Equation 4.1.

Overall Reaction: 𝑀 + 𝑂𝑥 !" → 𝑀!" + 𝑅𝑒𝑑
Some proposed models of molten sat corrosion are provided in Figure 4.1 and have been
adapted from Zeng et al. (1991). A metal inert in molten salt, such as platinum, should undergo no
corrosive reaction (Figure 4.1(a)). However, most metals used in molten salt systems react with
the salts and can follow several corrosion schemes. In some cases, the corrosion reaction will result
in a sought after, protective, dense scale forming on the surface of the corroding metal, commonly
referred to as the passivation layer (Figure 4.1(b)). This layer reduces the corrosion rate that the
metal undergoes by inhibiting the mass transfer of oxidizing ions to the corroding surface. For
other cases, this scale may not completely form or may rupture in certain locations, causing
localized attacks (Figure 4.1(c)). The least favorable of the models shown is when the corrosion
reaction results in the formation of a porous scale (Figure 4.1(d)). The porous scale does very little
to protect the corroding layer below, allowing for the mass transfer of oxidizing ions to the
substrate with very little resistance. Another mode of corrosion of an active metal that is not
depicted in Figure 4.1 is the absence of any scale formation resulting in the active dissolution of
the metal into the salt.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.1. Proposed models for corrosion in molten salts for (a) an inert metal, (b) formation
of a protective dense scale on an active metal, (c) formation of a protective dense scale with
localized attacks on an active metal, and (d) formation of an unprotective porous scale on an
active metal (Zeng et al., 2001).

In most chloride and fluoride molten salts, the byproducts of corrosion that makeup the
sought after passivation layer become unstable, dissolve easily into the melt, and offer very little
protection to corrosion (Nishikata et al., 1991; Sridharan and Allen, 2013; J. Zhang et al., 2018).
Specifically for chlorides, H2O, OH-, O2, and H+ destabilize the oxide film, which has been shown
to be porous and spalled, providing incomplete protection (Ding et al., 2018c, 2018a; Fernández
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and Cabeza, 2020; Guo et al., 2018; Rao et al., 2015). This lack of protection almost certainly leads
to alloy degradation by the selective outward diffusion of the transition metals, beginning with Cr
and then Fe and Ni, which cause regions of their depletion and enrichment, as well as voids, near
the surface of the alloy and along grain boundaries (Guo et al., 2018; Rao et al., 2019; Shankar et
al., 2013b, 2013a; Shankar and Mudali, 2008; J. Zhang et al., 2018).

4.1.1

Factors Driving Corrosion
The corrosion rate due to highly pure molten chloride and fluoride salts is considerably

low. Instead, the concentration of trace impurities in those salts have the strongest correlation with
corrosion rate and can originate from many places (Ding et al., 2018b, 2018a; Guo et al., 2018;
Nishikata et al., 1991; Raiman and Lee, 2018; J. Zhang et al., 2018). Impurities due to the
aggregation of corrosion products can accelerate the corrosion rate, such as the dissolution of the
protective oxide layer formed on the corroding metal (Guo et al., 2018; J. Zhang et al., 2018) and
the presence of ions of the alloy components, such as Cr(III) in FLiNaK (Wang et al., 2015). The
presence of fission products is considered an impurity in molten salts used in nuclear applications.
Europium(III) ions have been reported to be very corrosive in chlorides, causing the rapid release
of ionic nickel, iron corrosion products, and formation of oxide byproducts in the melt (Guo et al.,
2020, 2018). Interestingly, europium(III) ions in fluoride salts have shown no detectable effects
(McAlpine et al., 2020). However, presence of the fission product tellurium in fluorides causes the
salt to become more oxidizing with its ions diffusing along grain boundaries. These ions cause
intergranular corrosion by the formation of brittle metallic tellurides with nickel and chromium on
the grain boundaries (Guo et al., 2018; J. Zhang et al., 2018).
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The surrounding atmosphere can accelerate corrosion rates in molten salts. Air
significantly increases the corrosion rate of alloys in chloride and fluoride salts(Ding et al., 2018c;
Indacochea et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2017; Vignarooban et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015; Zhuang et
al., 2019). For chloride salts, the key impurities in the salt are hydroxides and hydroxychlorides,
which are formed from O2 and H2O vapor reacting with the melt to form Cl2 gas (chlorination) and
HCl (hydrolysis), respectively (Ding et al., 2018b, 2018c). This chlorination can be enhanced by
cations like Zn(II), Mg(II), Al(III), Fe(II), Cr(II), and Ni(II) (which can be corrosion products
themselves). Additionally, hydrolysis can be enhanced if the melt contains cations that can readily
form metal-hydroxyl ions (e.g., MgOH+). Formation of intergranular corrosion and pitting has also
been reported in various alloys when chloride salts are exposed to a nitrogen atmosphere (GomezVidal and Tirawat, 2016).
Other factors shown to increase the corrosion rates in molten salts include temperature
(Ding et al., 2018c; Rao et al., 2018), dissimilar structural metals (Sridharan and Allen, 2013), and
radiation fields (Guo et al., 2018). Radiation fields can also cause transmutation of the 6Li and 7Li
in lithium containing salt mixtures into 3H and cause the salt to become more oxidizing (J. Zhang
et al., 2018). Additionally, thermal gradients are unavoidable in molten salt reactors and data
should be taken to minimize the corrosion at hotter sections in order to minimize platting at colder
sections, which could potentially lead to issues with clogged heat exchangers (Guo et al., 2018;
Sridharan and Allen, 2013).

4.1.2

Mitigation Techniques of Corrosion
Several methods have been proposed to mitigate the corrosion of alloys in molten salt.

Some of these methods focus on purifying the salt prior to or during operation. For example,
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thermal treatment of the salt will help reduce the oxygen and water contents and accelerate
impurity releases from salt prior to use; this has demonstrated to way to reduce corrosion rates
(Fernández and Cabeza, 2020). Electrolytical salt purification has been performed using a reactive
metal anode to efficiently remove corrosive impurities, while monitoring the process using cyclic
voltammetry (Ding et al., 2017). Specifically for chlorides, HCl sparging has been shown to reduce
corrosion rates (Nishikata et al., 1991). Controlling the atmosphere above the molten salt using an
inert cover gas (e.g., argon) has shown to reduce the corrosion rate compared to using air due to
preventing the uptake of corrosive gases like O2 and H2O vapors (Ding et al., 2018b).
A more complicated, yet critical, method for the operation of a molten salt reactor is
controlling the redox potential of the salt (Guo et al., 2018; J. Zhang et al., 2018). Corrosion rates
can be mitigated by creating an unfavorable thermodynamic condition in the molten salt for
reduction of oxidants. This is done by countering the avalanching effects on corrosion rate due to
the aggregating impurity products of corrosion, fission, and transmutation. Gas sparging fluorides
with HF will remove the built up 3H, shifting the redox potential of the salt more positive and to a
less corrosive condition. An addition of a reducing metal (i.e., sacrificial metal) to contact the salt
has been shown to have significant effects on corrosion reduction in molten chlorides with
magnesium (Ding et al., 2019a) while beryllium metal will oxidize to convert UF4 to UF3 in
fluoride salts, where UF3 is thermodynamically more favorable than structural materials to react
with oxidizing compounds in fluorides (J. Zhang et al., 2018). Furthermore, keeping soluble salt
ratios (e.g., U(IV)/U(III) or Eu(III)/Eu(II)) low acts as a redox buffer where the oxidants consume
the electrons of the lower valence state of the couple instead of structural materials (J. Zhang et
al., 2018).
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Mitigating corrosion rates can also be controlled through the development of new alloys or
the modification of existing ones to increase the corrosion resistance (Sridharan et al., 2013). A
Ni-based super-alloy composed of a single crystal was developed and reported to exhibit superior
corrosion resistance compared to a low-carbon stainless steel and a high-carbon stainless steel
stabilized with titanium (Hofmeister et al., 2015). Several modifications to existing alloys also
seem promising. Copper additions to alloys have been reported to increase corrosion resistance by
delaying the reactions between the salt and iron in the alloy (Barraza-Fierro et al., 2015) and the
addition of aluminum in alloys form protective and stable α-Al2O3 (alumina), improving the
corrosion resistance of the alloy in chlorides (Guo et al., 2018). Studies have shown that preoxidizing aluminum bearing alloys can also mitigate the corrosion in chloride systems by
inhibiting the dissolution of Cr and Fe and preventing bulk penetration of corrosion impurities
(Ding et al., 2019b; Gomez-Vidal et al., 2017). A Yttria stabilized coating on SS 316L has also
shown to increase the corrosion resistance in chloride salts, which also acts as an impedance to
mass transfer (Shankar and Mudali, 2008).

4.2.

Corrosion Assessment of a Glassy Metal Coating Exposed to ClLiK
A novel method proposed for the mitigation of corrosion rates in metals is the use of a

glassy metal coating applied on the substrate to be protected. Due to its amorphous structure,
intergranular corrosion is not possible and the overall available material for reactions are simply
the layer of atoms in the alloy at the surface directly in contact with the salt (i.e., limited corrosion
rate). A single study has been conducted to determine the effectiveness of this coating at protecting
the coated substrate in molten salts). The exposure study was performed in KCl-MgCl2 eutectic (a
concentrating solar-thermal power salt) at 750 °C for 300 hours. A post-exposure analysis using
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X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and transmitted electron
microscopy (TEM) were used to assess the Alloy 230 samples with nickel and iron based glassy
metal coatings. The study revealed that there was no attack on the Alloy 230 substrate. Crystalline
structures formed on the surface of the glassy metal coatings, which were proposed to play a factor
in the corrosion resistance of the coatings. However, assessing the corrosion resistance of a
material is difficult simply based on material characterization techniques performed at the end of
an exposure trial. The motivation for this study is an incomplete assessment of glassy metal
coatings for corrosion resistance with the objective to bolster material characterization analysis
with electrochemical techniques that can provide insight on corrosion mechanisms, potentials, and
rates.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) can be implemented in corrosion studies
to determine the corrosion mechanism and the type of layer formed (if any) on a corroding metal.
Zeng and team (2001) developed the equivalent circuit models for the corrosion mechanisms based
on the impedance response for the models shown in Figure 4.2. The Nyquist plots (i.e., impedance
responses) of the models in Figure 4.2 are presented in the same order that their associated models
are presented in Figure 4.1. Note that the inert metal (Figure 4.2(a)) has a very large impedance
response in both the real and imaginary domains due to its resistance of reacting with the melt
environment. This takes the shape of a semicircle and represents the resistance of the metal
undergoing a charge transfer reaction (i.e., corrosion) with the melt. The impedance responses
from the formation of a fully protective scale without (Figure 4.2(b)) and with (Figure 4.2(c))
localized attacks are almost identical, exhibiting a small semicircle at the higher frequencies
followed by a larger semicircle at the lower frequencies. The smaller of the two semicircles
corresponds with the resistance of the metal interrogated to undergo charge transfer with melt
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while the larger of the two represents the charging of oxidant species at the surface and the
resistance imposed on them by the protective scale present. Finally, note that the impedance
response for the porous scale formation in Figure 4.2(d) exhibits a charge transfer resistance at the
higher frequencies, however, at the lower frequencies, the response is 45° line with increasing
imaginary and real impedance components. This linear response is associated with the Warburg
impedance of the corrosion reaction taking place and is caused by mass transfer of the oxidants
from the bulk to the corroding surface. In other words, the limiting factor for corrosion of a porous
layer forming metal (or metal alloy) in molten salt is the rate at which the corrosive oxidant can
get to the surface of the corroding metal. For the case of active dissolution with no corrosion
resistance (not shown) the impedance response would simply be the Warburg impedance. EIS has
successfully been used to monitor the evolution of the corrosion mechanism for P91 steel samples
in NaNO3-KNO3 (60-40wt%; a.k.a. Solar Salt) for 1000 hours (Encinas-Sánchez et al., 2019) and
are used in corrosion assessments of metal in molten salts in general (Fernández and Cabeza, 2020;
Wang et al., 2015).
Polarization techniques (e.g., linear sweep voltammetry) have been used to gain insight on
the corrosion rate and corroding potential of metals in molten salts. By plotting the voltametric
response curves in Tafel plots, the corrosion potential and corrosion density can be estimated
through graphical analysis. An example of a Tafel plot is provided in Figure 4.3. Note that the
point of intersection of the linear extrapolations for the anodic and cathodic branches of in the
Tafel plot corresponds to the corrosion current density (icorr) and corrosion potential (Ecorr).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.2. Example Nyquist plots showing the impedance response and equivalent circuit of
corrosion mechanisms for (a) an inert metal, (b) formation of a protective dense layer, (c)
formation of a protective dense layer with localized attacks, and (d) formation of an
unprotective porous layer (Zeng et al., 2001).
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Figure 4.3. Example of a Tafel plot used for approximating the corrosion potential (Ecorr) and
current density (icorr) (Berradja, 2019).

4.2.1. Experimental Programs – Materials and Methods
A mixture of 55.7LiCl-44.3KCl eutectic mixture was prepared in an alumina crucible for
exposure of glassy metal coated samples in an argon atmosphere (<5 ppm O2 and H2O).
Experimental temperature was maintained at 500 °C using a modified muffle furnace. The duration
of exposure for each sample in the salt lasted for a week (7 full days) and the same salt mass was
used throughout all the exposure trials. Open circuit voltammetry (OCV) was used as an in-situ
monitoring technique to monitor the potential of the cell while samples were exposed to the salt.
EIS was performed at a ±10 mV amplitude vs. OCV and frequency range of 50 kHz – 10 mHz
after every 24 hours to obtain the impedance response of the system. Polarization curves were also
obtained using linear sweep voltammetry at 10 mV/s about the OCV potential.
The samples were held in place in the static solution by molybdenum wire clips throughout
the exposure trials. A schematic of the experimental configuration and components of the
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electrochemical cell are shown in Figure 4.4 below. The reference electrode was replaced for every
exposure trial. A close-up of a metal sample is provided in Figure 4.5. The following tools were
used to characterize a control sample and exposed samples used in trials after exposure to the salt;
these were X-ray diffraction (XRD; Rigaku XRD Miniflex 6G HyPix-400MF detector), scanning
electron microscopy with energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy capabilities (SEM-EDS; Tabletop
SEM-Phenom ProX with EDX detector), x-ray fluorescence (XRF; Thermo Scientific Niton XL5
Handheld XRF Analyzer). The control sample was used as a comparative measure for assessing
the exposed samples. Three samples were exposed to the molten salt.

Figure 4.4. Electrochemical cell for glassy metal coating corrosion experiment in ClLiK
eutectic (T = 500 °C) in alumina crucible with (A) tungsten (dia. = 1.5 mm) counter electrode,
(B) metal sample (average surface area = 2.02 ± 0.01 cm2) on molybdenum wire (dia. = 1.0
mm) clip, and (C) Ag+/Ag (10 mol.% AgCl in ClLiK eutectic) reference electrode in thinended Pyrex tube.
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Figure 4.5. Close-up of working electrode showing metal sample on molybdenum wire clip.

4.2.2. Results and Discussion
4.2.2.1.Material Characterization of Sample Prior to Exposure
The actual compositional makeup of the glassy metal coating was unknown, and the
manufacturer refused to disclose it. However, the substrate of the sample was disclosed as SS316.
Figure 4.6 shows a close-up of the metal sample with the glassy metal coating on either side of the
SS316 substrate as received.
To determine the composition of the glassy metal, a portion of the glassy metal coating
from a control sample (MS0) was removed from the substrate and analyzed using XRF. The sample
was also analyzed as received to get the XRF response when the coating and substrate are
combined. Figure 4.7 shows the XRF result of the major components in the glassy metal coating,
the as received sample reading, and the substrate. The substrate was confirmed with very high
confidence (>99.9%) to be SS316, while the compositional mixture of the glassy metal coating
was unidentified. The coating was composed of approximately 54 wt% Fe, 24 wt% Cr, 20 wt% Ni
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and 2 wt% Mo. Also, XRD was performed on the sample to confirm the amorphicity of the sample
(see Figure 4.8).

Figure 4.6. Close-up of metal sample showing the glassy metal coating on either side of the
SS 316 Substrate.

Figure 4.7. XRF analysis results showing major components of the substrate, glassy metal
coating, and the as received sample.
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Figure 4.8. XRD spectrum of the polished MS0 sample indicating amorphicity in the glassy
metal coating.

The cross-sectional microscopy and elemental mapping of the control sample (MS0) is
provided in Figure 4.9. From the microscopy, the thickness of the coating is between 250 and
300 micrometers, depending on where the measurement is taken. Elemental mapping shows the
distribution of the common major components of the alloy and the glassy coating (i.e., Fe, Cr, Ni
and Mo). It should be noted here that, in the coating, there are enriched regions of chromium and
nickel in the same locations where there is depleted iron and molybdenum. This is likely inherent
to the process of depositing the glassy metal onto the substrate.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 4.9. (a) SEM at 100 µm and EDS cross-section of control sample (MS0) prior to
exposure showing (b) iron, (c) chromium, (d)nickel, and (e) molybdenum distributions.
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The microscopy and elemental mapping for the surface of the control sample (MS0) have
been provided in Figure 4.10 and the microscopy of the surface at smaller scales is provided in the
Figures 4.11(a) and (b). Just as in the cross-sectional mapping, the mapping on surface showed
that some areas were more enriched than others, as seen in the iron and nickel mappings. A closer
look at the microscopy provided reveals that the surface of the metal coating resembles that of
random paint splatters on a wall. Here, the surface is not uniform in height due to these varying
morphologies and that there is significant spacing between each “splat”. The surface was polished
with increasing grades of SiC until a mirror-like finish was achieved on one side of the sample.
The resulting microscopy is shown in Figures 4.11(c) and (d). Outlines of some of the “splats” are
very prominent in Figure 4.11(c) with portions of the surface still at different heights than the rest
of the surface. The presence of the prominent outlines raised concerns for the possibility of salt
attack from more than one side during the exposure (i.e., “inter-splat-ular” corrosion; corrosion
between splats).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 4.10. (a) SEM at 200 µm scale and EDS of control sample (MS0) prior to exposure
showing (b) iron, (c) chromium, (d) nickel, and (e) molybdenum distributions on surface.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.11. SEM of control sample (MS0) prior to exposure at (a, c) 100 µm and (b, d) 10
µm scales. Figures (a) and (b) show the morphology of surface as received. Figures (c) and (d)
show the morphology of the surface after polishing with silicon carbide.
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4.2.2.2.Corrosion Mechanism, Potential, and Current Density Evolutions
The Nyquist plots of the impedance response measurements at initial exposure to the
molten salt (0 hours) and before removal from the molten salt (168 hours) of metallic samples 1,
2, and 3 (MS1, MS2, MS3) are provided in Figures 4.12, 4.13, and 4.14, respectively. Each figure
shows the full impedance response in (a) with a zoomed in scale in (b). The initial impedance
response for each sample (i.e., at 0 hours) resembles a 45° line across the entire frequency range
interrogated. That is, the initial impedance response for each sample initially looks like that of a
metal in active dissolution into a molten salt. The impedance response of the metal after 1 week
(~168 hours) is not very promising. For each of the samples, a slight increase in corrosion
resistance was observed, the greatest corresponding with the first sample exposed, followed by a
significant decrease with the second sample and a smaller decrease with the third sample. This
decrease in corrosion resistance is possibly due to increase of accumulating impurities with each
sample exposure. The corrosion resistance was estimated using a least square circle fit (LSCF)
method as shown in figure (b) of Figures 4.12, 4.13, and 4.14. The electrolyte resistance was also
determined, and both the corrosion and electrolyte resistances are provided in Table 4.1.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.12. (a) Nyquist plot of full impedance response for MS1 at the beginning (0 hours)
and end (168 hours) of exposure to molten salt. (b) Nyquist plot of impedance response
zoomed in between 0.15 and 0.45 Ohms of the Real component. LSCF of the final impedance
response (168 hours) to approximate the resistance of corrosion.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.13. (a) Nyquist plot of full impedance response for MS2 at the beginning (0 hours)
and end (168 hours) of exposure to molten salt. (b) Nyquist plot of impedance response
zoomed in between 0.15 and 0.45 Ohms of the Real component. LSCF of the final impedance
response (168 hours) to approximate the resistance of corrosion.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.14. (a) Nyquist plot of full impedance response for MS3 at the beginning (0 hours)
and end (168 hours) of exposure to molten salt. (b) Nyquist plot of impedance response
zoomed in between 0.20 and 0.45 Ohms of the Real component. LSCF of the final impedance
response (168 hours) to approximate the resistance of corrosion.

Table 4.1. Summary of final solution and corrosion resistances approximated from Nyquist
plots of Samples MS1, MS2, and MS3 using LSCF.
Sample

Rsolution [Ω]

Rcorrosion [Ω]

MS1

0.197

0.091

MS2

0.210

0.065

MS3

0.215

0.061
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Figures 4.15, 4.16, and 4.17 provide the Tafel plots of MS1, MS2, and MS3, respectively,
for the initial and final polarization measurements. In general, the corrosion potential does not
significantly change (<5%). However, significant change (>58%) is observed with the corrosion
current density increasing throughout the week. Since the corrosion current density is directly
proportional to the corrosion rate, an increase in the current indicates an increase in the corrosion
rate. The approximated corrosion potential and current density values are provided in Table 4.2
below.

Figure 4.15. Tafel plot of sample MS1 obtained with LSV at the beginning (0 hours) and end
(168 hours) of exposure to molten salt. Inverted triangles indicate the intersection point for the
cathodic and anodic legs of the Tafel plots used to determine the corrosion potential and
current density. Arrows provide the change of corrosion potential and current density
approximated.
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Figure 4.16. Tafel plot of sample MS2 obtained with LSV at the beginning (0 hours) and end
(168 hours) of exposure to molten salt. Inverted triangles indicate the intersection point for the
cathodic and anodic legs of the Tafel plots used to determine the corrosion potential and
current density. Arrows provide the change of corrosion potential and current density
approximated.
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Figure 4.17. Tafel plot of sample MS3 obtained with LSV at the beginning (0 hours) and end
(168 hours) of exposure to molten salt. Inverted triangles indicate the intersection point for the
cathodic and anodic legs of the Tafel plots used to determine the corrosion potential and
current density. Arrows provide the change of corrosion potential and current density
approximated.
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Table 4.2. Summary of initial and final corrosion potentials and current densities
approximated in Tafel plots.
Ecorr, initial

Ecorr, final

ΔEcorr

icorr, initial

icorr, final

Δicorr

[V]

[V]

[V]

[mA cm-2]

[mA cm-2]

[mA cm-2]

MS1

-0.782

-0.744

0.038

0.694

1.101

0.408

MS2

-0.783

-0.767

0.016

0.474

1.002

0.528

MS3

-0.805

-0.844

-0.039

0.658

1.122

0.465

Sample

4.2.2.3.Material Characterization of Exposed Samples
The microscopy and elemental mapping of all metal samples were recorded. Figures 4.18
and 4.19 show the cross-sectional and surface microscopy and elemental mapping of MS3,
respectively. There is a noticeable depletion in iron and molybdenum (Figures 4.18(b, e) and
4.19(b, e)) and noticeable enrichment of chromium and nickel (Figure 4.18(c) and Figures 4.18(c,
d)). This type of result is ubiquitous with all samples.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 4.18. (a) SEM at 200 µm scale and EDS cross-section of sample MS3 after exposure
showing (b) iron, (c) chromium, (d) nickel, and (e) molybdenum distributions on surface.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 4.19. (a) SEM at 200 µm scale and EDS of sample MS3 after exposure showing (b)
iron, (c) chromium, (d) nickel, and (e) molybdenum distributions on surface.
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The microscopy of all samples revealed the formation of crystalline morphologies, as
shown in Figures 4.20(a, b), (c, d), and (e, f) for MS1, MS2, and MS3, respectively. XRD was
performed to interrogate the crystalline structure. The XRD spectra of the exposed samples after
washing gently with warm deionized water is provided in Figure 4.21 with the possible candidates
found at the surface of the glassy metal coatings – in comparison to the XRD spectrum of the
control sample (MS0). The presence of crystallinity on the surface is in agreeance with Raiman
and Lee’s work (2018). Here, iron oxides were identified as candidate phases for this surface and
have been previously reported to form porous scales on metals (Encinas-Sánchez et al., 2019).
The intense peak around 45° coincides with the peak of the control sample and may be due
to the oxide candidate phases, the metallic candidate phases or both. However, if any part of this
peak is due to a metallic phase, it would indicate that the glassy metal coating is losing its
amorphicity and undergoing recrystallization. To investigate this further, samples where polished
with SiC of increasing grades until a mirror-like finish was achieved. Samples were rinsed with
warm deionized water to remove any particulates left over from the polishing process. Microscopy
and elemental mapping were performed on the polished samples to ensure most corrosion products
were removed from the surface before running XRD again.
Figure 4.22 shows the microscopy and elemental mapping of the polished side of MS3 as
a representative sample of all the exposed and polished metal samples. The elemental distribution
of the samples appears to have returned to normal. Regions enriched in some elements (like
chromium and nickel in the third quadrant) and depleted in other (like iron and molybdenum in
the third quadrant) is still very present. The microscopy is similar to the polished control sample
(MS0), however, it appears there might be corrosion products in the spaces between the “splats”
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as mentioned earlier. Close-ups of the microscopy for samples MS1, MS2, and MS3 are provided
in Figures 4.23(a, b), 4.23(c, d), and 4.23(e, f), respectively.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4.20. SEM of samples (a, b) MS1, (c, d) MS2, (e, f) MS3 after exposure at (a, c, e) 10
and (b, d, f) 100 µm scales showing the resulting crystalline morphology of surface.
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Figure 4.21. XRD spectra of rinsed samples with candidate phases. XRD spectrum of the
control sample is included for comparison.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 4.22. (a) SEM at 200 µm scale and EDS of sample MS3 after exposure showing (b)
iron, (c) chromium, (d) nickel, and (e) molybdenum distributions on surface.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4.23. SEM of samples (a, b) MS1, (c, d) MS2, (e, f) MS3 after exposure and polishing
at (a, c, e) 10 and (b, d, f) 100 µm scales showing the resulting crystalline morphology of
surface.
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Once corrosion products were removed to the best possible extent, XRD was performed on
each polished side of the exposed samples. It was expected that the XRD spectra would be like
that of the control sample (i.e., showing amorphicity). The XRD spectra of the polished samples
are provided in Figure 4.24. Surprisingly, much of the amorphicity is still present; however, it very
clear that there is some recrystallization occurring due to the strong peak around 45°. This finding
indicates that glassy metal coatings have the potential to recrystallize in molten salts due to their
inherent operating temperatures. This can cause issues, including the formation of an unstudied
alloy and its unknown corrosion mechanism.

Figure 4.24. XRD spectra of polished samples. XRD spectrum of control sample included for
comparison.
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Figure 4.25 shows the change in surface composition of the glassy metal coating before
exposure, after exposure, and after polishing. Surprisingly, iron was depleted more severely than
chromium was even though chromium is preferred during molten salt corrosion of crystalline
metals. There was no significant change in the nickel content. Yet, after polishing, chromium
appeared to be slightly depleted with an enrichment of molybdenum. Iron was also restored to
original levels after polishing.

Figure 4.25. XRF comparison of sample compositions as received, after exposure, and after
polishing.
4.2.3. Future Work
Possible continuations of this work include (i) investigating the alloys studied by Raiman
and Lee (2018) using EIS and Tafel plot analysis to determine corrosion resistance and rate, (ii)
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further exploring the recrystallization phenomenon occurring under the surface of the exposed
glassy metal coatings, and (iii) studying the corrosion effects of adding simulated fission,
corrosion, or transmutation products.

4.3.

Corrosion of Ceramics in Chloride and Fluoride Molten Salts
Another form of corrosion to consider in molten salts is that of ceramics. The corrosion of

a ceramic is simply the chemical reaction of the material dissolving into its environment. Ceramics
are typically unreactive at room temperatures and usually chosen due to their high corrosion
resistance. However, exposing ceramics to the extreme conditions of molten salts used in nuclear
applications can cause their dissolution. The dissolution of protective oxides layers have been
reported along with much of the corrosion literature discussed above (Sridharan and Allen, 2013;
J. Zhang et al., 2018).
Ceramics are often used as materials for thermodynamic reference electrodes in molten
salts. They function as a protective barrier, separating the reference salt and redox reaction from
the working salt, while still allowing charge transfer across the ceramic membrane in the form of
ionic conductance. Boron nitride (BN) and mullite (Al6Si2O13) are commonly used in fluoride
and chloride-based salts for this enclosure, respectively (Carotti et al., 2017; Newton et al., 2020;
Scarlat et al., 2016; C. Zhang et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2021).

4.4.

Corrosion Assessment of Hafnia (HfO2) Exposed to ClLiK
In addition to withstanding the high temperatures and caustic nature of molten salts, the

ceramics selected for thermodynamic reference electrodes must not only be resilient to the neutron
radiation field found in molten salt reactors but should also shield the reference salt and redox
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reaction within the ceramic from the transmuting effects of the radiation field. Transmutation of
material in the reference salt will affect the redox reaction occurring in the reference electrode,
making any electrochemical reading dubious at best.
A candidate material to address this is the hafnium-based ceramic, hafnia (HfO2).
Hafnium is already used in the nuclear industry as a neutron absorber for control rods. Natural
hafnium has a thermal neutron absorption cross-section of approximately 110 barn (Dean et al.,
2011), from which more than 50% is contributed by the 177Hf isotope undergoing the following
nuclear reaction:
%&&

𝐻𝑓(𝑛, 𝛾) %&'𝐻𝑓

Equation 4.2

Given that natural boron has a thermal neutron absorption cross-section of approximately
3840 barns, boron nitride is also a possible ceramic candidate (Deruytter et al., 1962). However,
the 10B isotope contributes 94% to its absorption cross-section, which is transmuted into 7Li by
alpha-gamma decay as shown in the nuclear reaction below:
%(

𝐵(𝑛, 𝛼𝛾) &𝐿𝑖

Equation 4.3

Fundamentally, 7Li will transmute into 3H in a neutron radiation field, which causes the salt to
become more corrosive overall.
It should be noted that there are no available studies in the literature on the corrosion of
hafnia exposed to molten salts. Thus, this serves as the motivation with the objective to determine
the short-term resistance of hafnia to molten chloride salt attack as preliminary work to inform
whether a hafnia protected thermodynamic reference electrode should be pursued.
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4.4.1. Experimental Programs - Materials and Methods
A mixture of 55.7LiCl-44.3KCl eutectic mixture (wt%) was prepared in an alumina
crucible for exposure of hafnia (HfO2) samples in an argon atmosphere (<5 ppm O2 and H2O).
Experimental temperature was maintained at 500 °C using a modified muffle furnace. The duration
of exposure for each sample in the salt lasted for a week (7 full days) and the same salt mass was
used throughout all the exposure trials. Open circuit voltammetry (OCV) was used as an in-situ
monitoring technique to monitor the equilibrium potential of the cell while samples were exposed
to the salt. The samples were held in place in the static solution by molybdenum wire clips
throughout the exposure trials. A schematic of the experimental configuration and components of
the electrochemical cell are shown in Figure 4.26. The reference electrode was replaced for every
exposure trial. A close-up of a hafnia sample is provided in Figure 4.27. X-ray diffraction (XRD;
Rigaku XRD Miniflex 6G HyPix-400MF detector) and scanning electron microscopy with energy
dispersive x-ray spectroscopy capabilities (SEM-EDS; Tabletop SEM-Phenom ProX with EDX
detector) were used to characterize a control sample and exposed samples used in trials after
exposure to the salt. The control sample was used as a comparative measure for assessing the
exposed samples. A total of three samples were exposed to the molten salt.
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Figure 4.26. Electrochemical cell for hafnia degradation experiment in ClLiK eutectic (T =
500 °C) in alumina crucible with (A) tungsten (dia. = 1.5 mm) counter electrode, (B) tungsten
(dia. = 1.5 mm) working electrode, (C) hafnia sample (dia. = 12.7 mm; t = 0.3 mm) on a
molybdenum wire (dia. = 1.0 mm) clip, and (D) Ag+/Ag (10 mol.% AgCl in ClLiK eutectic)
reference electrode in thin-ended Pyrex tube.

Figure 4.27. Close-up of hafnia sample before exposure to molten salt.
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4.4.2. Results and Discussion
4.4.2.1.Characterization of control sample
The XRD spectrum of the control sample is shown in Figure 4.28 while its microscopy at
a scale of 200 µm with EDS mapping of the same field view is provided in Figure 4.29. Additional
microscopy at scales of 100 and 10 µm are provided in Figure 4.30. The compositional analysis of
XRD identified the sample to be 100% hafnia. The corresponding hafnia and oxygen distribution
can be seen in the EDS elemental mapping. Microscopy indicates that the samples are produced
by a sintering method and the long diagonal streaks found in the microscopy are likely due to the
cutting method used to produce the hafnia samples before the material has completely cooled.

Figure 4.28. XRD spectrum of control sample of hafnia prior to exposure.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.29. (a) Microscopy and EDS of hafnia control sample prior to exposure showing (b)
hafnium and (c) oxygen distributions on the surface.
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Figure 4.30. Microscopy of control sample prior to exposure at (a) 100 µm and (b) 10 µm
scales showing the morphology on the surface.

4.4.2.2.Monitoring of Equilibrium Potential with OCV
The chronopotentiograms obtained during exposure of hafnia samples 1, 2, and 3, are
shown in Figures 4.31, 4.32, and 4.33, respectively. Significant noise likely due to a fault in the
furnace used was recorded along with the cell potential and is easily recognizable in the figures.
Additionally, for unknown and unforeseen reasons, the software used to control potentiostat failed
to record a significant amount of data on the sixth day of the exposure of sample 1. For these
reasons, the data was fitted with a fourth-order polynomial and is displayed as a black line in the
figures for better visualization of the measured cell equilibrium potentials. The data has been
segmented by the day in which it was recorded. Tables 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 provide the initial and
final potentials for each day along with their difference and the percentage change from the initial
value. It should be noted that these values are based on the fitted instead of the actual measured
data due to the interference caused by the furnace.
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Figure 4.31. Measured cell equilibrium potential of sample 1.

Figure 4.32. Measured cell equilibrium potential of sample 2.
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Figure 4.33. Measured cell equilibrium potential of sample 3.

Table 4.3. Daily initial and final cell potentials of Sample 1.
Initial Potential
Day
[V]

Difference in

Percentage

Potentials

Change

[V]

[%]

Final Potential
[V]

1

-0.628

-0.412

0.216

34.394

2

-0.412

-0.360

0.052

12.621

3

-0.360

-0.365

-0.005

-1.389

4

-0.365

-0.366

-0.001

-0.348

5

-0.366

-0.347

0.019

5.191

6

-0.347

-0.335

0.012

3.458

7

-0.335

-0.405

-0.069

-20.896
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Table 4.4. Daily initial and final cell potentials of Sample 2.
Initial Potential

Change in

Potentials

Potential

[V]

[%]

Final Potential

Day
[V]

Difference in
[V]

1

-0.355

-0.382

-0.027

-7.606

2

-0.382

-0.394

-0.012

-3.141

3

-0.394

-0.399

-0.005

-1.269

4

-0.399

-0.402

-0.003

-0.752

5

-0.402

-0.403

-0.001

-0.249

6

-0.403

-0.402

0.001

0.249

7

-0.402

-0.395

0.007

1.741

Table 4.5. Daily initial and final cell potentials of Sample 3.
Initial Potential

Change in

Potentials

Potential

[V]

[%]

Final Potential

Day
[V]

Difference in
[V]

1

-0.400

-0.441

-0.041

-10.250

2

-0.441

-0.453

-0.012

-2.721

3

-0.453

-0.455

-0.002

-0.442

4

-0.455

-0.457

-0.002

-0.440

5

-0.457

-0.464

-0.007

-1.53

6

-0.464

-0.469

-0.005

-1.078

7

-0.469

-0.462

0.007

-1.493
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The greatest changes in cell potential were observed during the exposure of sample 1 on
the first (~34.4% change) and last (~-20.9% change) days. However, the actual magnitudes are
small, being 0.216 and -0.069 V, respectively. For the other two samples, the greatest changes in
cell potential occurred on the first and second days with magnitudes less than 0.05 V. These shifts
are likely due to the systems approaching equilibrium. The overall change in cell potential are
provided in Table 4.6. with sample 1 have the highest magnitude.
Table 4.6. Overall change in cell potential during sample exposure.
Potential Difference

Percent Change

[V]

[%]

1

0.223

35.510

2

-0.040

-11.268

3

-0.062

-15.500

Sample

4.4.2.3.Microscopy and Elemental Mapping of exposed Samples
After exposure to the salt media, samples were washed in room temperature deionized
water, rinsed in ethanol, and allowed to dry in atmosphere prior to material characterization. The
microscopy at a 200 µm scale and elemental mapping are provided in Figures 4.34, 4.35, and 4.36
for samples 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Elemental mapping of chlorine and potassium were added to
determine if there was any residual salt on the sample after washing. Additional microscopy of
samples 1, 2, and 3 at the 100 µm and 10 µm scales are provided in Figures 4.37, 4.38, and 4.39,
respectively. The possibility of the samples were sourced from different stocks of hafnia given the
different sized granules noticeable at the 10 µm and the lack of streaking in samples 1 and 2 that
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were found in the control sample. Samples 1 and 2 have large granules than the control sample.
Smaller granules will make a more compact material and, therefore, denser than the larger granules
will. With this consideration, it is difficult to compare the samples to each other, but there is no
obvious or severe degradation on the surface of the samples exhibited.
An interesting feature found in all the microscopies of the exposed samples are the dark,
amorphous blobs seeping out of the surfaces. Consider the microscopy of sample 1 in Figure
4.34(a) and the large, dark patch found in the second quadrant of the image. When consulting the
EDS mapping, one finds that the hafnia and oxygen are depleted at that spot, however, chlorine is
enriched. Since the samples were only briefly submerged in water during washing, it would not
allow enough time for sufficient penetration throughout the entire volume of the sample. Given
that lithium chloride is hygroscopic, it is possible that this is the salt permeating out of the sample
once enough moisture from the atmosphere was absorbed by the frozen salt within the volume of
the samples. This can be observed in the other samples as well.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 4.34. (a) Microscopy and EDS of sample 1 after exposure showing (b) hafnium, (c)
oxygen, (d) chlorine, and (e) potassium distributions on the surface.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.35. Microscopy of control sample 1 after exposure at (a) 100 µm and (b) 10 µm
scales showing the morphology on the surface.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 4.36. (a) Microscopy and EDS of sample 2 after exposure showing (b) hafnium, (c)
oxygen, (d) chlorine, and (e) potassium distributions on the surface.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.37. Microscopy of control sample 2 after exposure at (a) 100 µm and (b) 10 µm
scales showing the morphology on the surface.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 4.38. (a) Microscopy and EDS of sample 3 after exposure showing (b) hafnium, (c)
oxygen, (d) chlorine, and (e) potassium distributions on the surface.
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Figure 4.39. Microscopy of control sample 3 after exposure at (a) 100 µm and (b) 10 µm
scales showing the morphology on the surface.

4.4.2.4.XRD Spectra of Exposed Samples
The XRD spectra of the exposed samples are shown in Figure 4.40. The XRD spectrum of
the control sample is provided as a reference. Overall, there is no significant differences found and
the sample spectra are in excellent agreement with the control.
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Figure 4.40. XRD of hafnia control sample and samples exposed to salt.

4.4.2.5.Summary of Compositions for Exposed Samples
A summary of the exposed and control sample composition determined by XRD and EDS
are provided in Table 4.7. XRD results show that the crystalline materials in the sample are 100%
hafnia. EDS detected high levels of hafnium and oxygen with less 3 wt% of chlorine and 0.4 wt%
of potassium. The weight percentages of hafnium and oxygen in the sample excluding chlorine
and potassium are included in parentheses. These values are within 2% of the control values.
Therefore, any loss of hafnium that did occur in the salt during the exposures, was minimal.
Hafnium is a good candidate for the reference electrode materials due to minimal corrosion.
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Table 4.7 Summary of sample composition from XRD and EDS.
XRD [wt%]

SEM-EDS [wt%]

Sample
0
1

HfO2

Hf

O

Cl

K

100

95.01

4.99

-

-

91.76

5.86
2.20

0.18

(94.00)*

(6.00)*

90.70

6.04
2.91

0.35

(93.70)*

(6.24)*

94.29

5.30
0.35

0.06

(94.68)*

(5.32)*

100

2

100

3

100

*Weight percentage of elemental when only considering hafnium and oxygen.

4.4.3. Future Work
Possible continuations of this work include (i) investigating the corrosion performance of
hafnia exposed to molten for longer durations (>7 days), (ii) with the presence of simulated
corrosion, fission, and transmutation products, (iii) with the presence of a neutron field, and (iv)
as an ionic conducting membrane in a thermodynamic reference electrode.
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Chapter 5
Electrodeposition of Uranium Metal in Molten Salts

Understanding the nature of uranium electrodeposition in molten salt technologies is vital
for reprocessing operations in advanced nuclear fuel cycles and molten salt reactors. Many have
reported on uranium electrodeposits in various chlorides and fluorides, the majority of which have
focused on simulating the pyroprocessing environment (Gao et al., 2009; Herrmann and Li, 2010;
Killinger et al., 2021; G. Y. Kim et al., 2012; Kinoshita et al., 2003; Kolodney, 1982; Korenko et
al., 2013; Kwon et al., 2009; Laplace et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2021; Marsden, 2015;
Murakami et al., 2015; Serp et al., 2005; Serrano et al., 2000; Serrano and Taxil, 1999; Straka et
al., 2015; Totemeier, 2000, 1997; Totemeier and Mariani, 1997; Tylka et al., 2017; Wang et al.,
2013; J. L. Willit et al., 1992). It has been determined that uranium electrodeposition occurs in a
single, three-electron step, U(III)/U (0) reduction, controlled by the rate of mass transfer of U(III)
from the bulk. A comprehensive review on the electrodeposition of uranium in molten salts is
available for studies performed between 1943 and 1991 (J.L. Willit et al., 1992). Most of the work
reviewed was performed with solid metallic cathodes under various electrostatic electrolysis
conditions and compositions of uranium concentrations in the salt. These early studies report
morphologies of uranium electrodeposits as dendritic, or “tree-like”, which are silvery, bright, and
malleable. With increasing current density, the crystal size of these dendrites decreases, and
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deposits become fine and powdery at even more increased current densities. Figure 5.1 shows
dendrites of pure uranium, likely separated at a low current density by Argonne National
Laboratory.

Figure 5.1. Dendrites of pure uranium (Sagoff, 2009).
In more recent decades, further investigation of the effect of electrolysis conditions on
uranium morphology and composition have been reported (Gao et al., 2009; Herrmann and Li,
2010; G.-Y. Kim et al., 2012; Kinoshita et al., 2003; Kolodney, 1982; Kwon et al., 2009; Laplace
et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2017; Murakami et al., 2015; Serp et al., 2005; Serrano et al., 2000; Serrano
and Taxil, 1999; Totemeier, 2000, 1997; Totemeier and Mariani, 1997; Tylka et al., 2017; Wang
et al., 2013; J.L. Willit et al., 1992). Cathode material was reported to not have a noticeable effect
on uranium morphology; however, it has exhibited influence over the alloying capabilities of
uranium with the cathode material and affecting macroscopic crystal uniformity and elemental
composition (Lee et al., 2017). Temperature does not affect the morphology of the dendrite, but
the compactness of the crystals increases with increasing temperatures (Serrano et al., 2000).
Interestingly, Marshall and team (1989) explored alternative electrolysis techniques on
eliminating the dendritic nature of uranium electrodeposits obtained from electrostatic electrolysis
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conditions in mixed chloride-fluoride melts. They determined that by pulsing the potential between
a rest potential (cell equilibrium) and a potential promoting uranium electrodeposition, a smooth
uniform layer of uranium is achievable. The applied pulse and current response curves for one of
their experiments is provided in Figure 5.2. They also determined that an alternating applied
current can achieve similar results. Similar studies were performed for the electrodeposition of
uranium in uranium bearing FLiNaK for molten salt reactor studies (Korenko et al., 2013; Straka
et al., 2015).

Figure 5.2. Pulsed applied potential signal and transient current response of nickel test
electrode. Molten Salt: LiCl-KCl-LiF-UF4 (4.5-43.3-55.1-1.6 wt. %). T=558 °C. Deposition
potential: -100 mV. Deposition time: 1.0 ms. Rest potential:0 mV. Rest duration: 4.0 ms
(Marshall et al., 1989).
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Recently, Liu and co-workers (2021) performed a direct and systematic comparison of the
impact of various electrochemical techniques (pulsed and continuous, chronopotentiometric and
chronoamperometric) and cathode materials on dendrite growth and deposition performance for
uranium electrorefining that have been previously explored. Specifically, they studied, analyzed,
and compared the current efficiency, deposition rate, deposition compactness, dendrite size
distribution, and the overall growth rate of the electrorefined uranium electrodeposits from the
varied conditions. From their study, they determined that electrode material had limited effects on
the current efficiency of electrorefining; however, the deposition rate of uranium and growth rate
of the dendrites were higher on inert cathodes (tungsten and molybdenum) than that on active
cathodes (stainless steel, nickel, graphite). For the chronopotentiometric techniques, it was
determined that the uranium deposition and dendrite growth rate were linearly related to the current
density. For the chronoamperometric techniques, the uranium deposition rate had a linear relation
to the overpotential, whereas the dendrite growth rate had a power exponential relationship with
the overpotential. Additionally, from the pulsed potential techniques they investigated, they found
that the growth rate of uranium could be reduced exponentially but came with a 30-40% decrease
in deposition rate. They noted that regardless of the controlling technique, by controlling the
growth of the uranium dendrites, the deposition rate would suffer.
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5.1.

Effects of Cerium Concentration and Applied Overpotential on the Morphology and
Purity of Uranium Dendrites1
Most of the studies above did not explicitly study the effect of molten salt composition and

overpotential on the morphology of electrodeposited uranium. The three that have systematically
studied these effects are discussed below.
Totemeier and Mariani studied electrodeposited dendrites from pure uranium and U-10Zr
feedstock (Totemeier, 2000, 1997; Totemeier and Mariani, 1997). They found that the
morphologies correlated with zirconium concentration present; with increasing Zr concentration
(>0.5 wt%) in the molten salt eutectic, polycrystalline dendritic formation can be achieved,
whereas linked chains of rhomboidal single crystals are found at lower Zr concentration.
Zirconium was found to be present as a second metal phase at, or very near, uranium-zirconium
dendrite surfaces. They also reported that the electrodeposited crystals exhibit complex internal
structures, indicating that salt occlusion may be occurring during dendrite formation. Both salt
occlusion and co-deposition can be considered as impurities of uranium electrodeposits.
Wang et al. (2013) studied uranium dendrites electrochemically separated in the presence
of cerium and found that the concentration of cerium in the deposit declines with increasing the
initial uranium concentration in the melt, with the lowest mass ratio of uranium to cerium
(𝑚! : 𝑚"# ) being 72:1.
Marsden (2015) determined that the applied overpotential (25 mV, 150 mV, 300 mV, 450
mV, 525 mV) does influence the morphology of the uranium dendrites. The morphology of the
uranium dendrites was found to increase in complexity as the applied overpotential increased; at
lower overpotentials, uranium was found to have rhomboidal-platelet type morphology and a
polycrystalline-dendritic morphology at greater overpotentials. Marsden also determined that the

1

Adapted from (Killinger et al., 2021)
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concentration of cerium in the deposit increased with a decrease in uranium activity with explored
mass ratios of uranium to cerium ranging from 1.94:4.20 to 24.43:17.48.
These studies reported on the effects of composition and overpotential on the morphology
of uranium electrodeposits over a wide range. In doing so, it is difficult to determine how sensitive
the resulting morphologies are to these parameters and how quickly they can change. To
implement better design and operations of electrorefining uranium, it is necessary to understand
how quickly these morphologies changes over smaller ranges of varied molten salt compositions
and applied overpotentials. This serves as the motivation and objective of this study.

5.1.1. Experimental Programs – Materials and Methods
In this study, uranium electrodeposits obtained from uranium and cerium bearing LiCl-KCl
(referred to as ClLiK) eutectic melts using potentiostatic electrolysis were systematically
investigated under the conditions of varied applied overpotentials (25 mV, 50, mV, 100 mV, 200
mV) and varied uranium to cerium mass ratios (1:0, 1:1, 2:1). The deposits were analyzed for the
effect of the given conditions on morphology and purity of the dendrites. These parameters were
chosen due to the similarities of previous works.
Analysis techniques included scanning electron microscopy with energy dispersive
spectroscopy (SEM-EDS) for morphology and surface composition. Additionally, inductively
coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) and x-ray diffraction (XRD) were employed to
determine the composition and if there are signs of alloying with the impurity, respectively. All
uranium electrodeposits were washed with a water-methanol rinse for removing adhered salt prior
to sample analysis (see Figure 5.3) (Killinger and Phongikaroon, 2020).
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Figure 5.3. Uranium dendrite separated at 50 mV overpotential in ClLiK-UCl3 (1 wt% U, T =
773 K) prior to washing. Purple hue of adhered salt is characteristic of UCl3

All electrochemical molten salt experiments were performed in a modified Thermo Fisher
Benchtop Muffle Furnace within an argon atmosphere glovebox (<1 ppm O2, <5 ppm H2O). UCl3
and depleted uranium (DU) metal were procured from Idaho National Lab. Remaining salts (LiCl
[99.9%], KCl [99.95%], AgCl [99.9%], CeCl3 [99.5%]) were obtained from Alfa Aesar and were
ampouled under argon. The ClLiK had a eutectic mass of 35 g. Appropriate amounts of UCl3 and
CeCl3 were added to that mass to achieve salt systems composed of (i) 1 wt% U, (ii) 2 wt% U, 1
wt% Ce, and (iii) 2 wt% U, 2 wt% Ce. All salts were dried at 523 K for at least 24 hours and melted
at 773 K for 24 hours before inserting the electrode assembly.
The electrode assembly consisted of a Ag(I)/Ag(0) reference electrode in a thin-ended
Pyrex tube, a tungsten rod (d = 1.5 mm) as the working electrode, and a molybdenum wire basket
(d = 1 mm) loaded with DU metal chips. A K-Type thermocouple protected by an alumina tube
was also housed in the assembly to monitor the melt temperature during experiments. Once the
electrode assembly was lowered into the molten salt, the system was left to reach thermal
equilibrium at 773 K before beginning electrochemical techniques (~1 hour). Figure 5.4 shows the
benchtop muffle furnace and electrochemical cell schematic.
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Figure 5.4. Benchtop muffle furnace for electrolysis experiments (left) and electrochemical cell
schematic in an alumina crucible (right). A: K-Type thermocouple alumina sheath. B:
Ag(I)/Ag(0) reference electrode. C: Mo wire anode basket housing DU chip. D: W working
electrode. E: Molten salt electrolyte.

5.1.1.1.Electrochemical Techniques
Cyclic voltammetry, open circuit potentiometry, and chronoamperometry were used in this
study for determining electroactive surface area of the cathode in the molten salt, the equilibrium
potential of the cell, and for potentiostatic electrolysis of uranium in the melt, respectively. Table
5.1 is provided with the electroreduction conditions of these experiments. At least two trials were
attempted at each condition, for a total of 23 out of 28 successful trials reported here. Issues during
these trials included (i) insufficient mass deposited for analysis, (ii) uranium mass falling off the
working electrode, or (iii) broken reference electrodes. Insufficient mass deposited for analysis
was resolved by changing the electrolysis time and is the source of the high standard deviations
found. The averaged electroactive length was estimated using cyclic voltammetry and the Berzins-
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Table 5.1 Electroreduction conditions of experiments (SD = standard deviation).
Averaged
Applied

Averaged

Measured

Averaged

Cell

SD Theoretical SD

U:Ce
Electrolysis SD

Electroactive SD

Overpotential Mass
Time
[mV]

[s]

[s]

25

50

100

200

Length

[mm] Potential [V]

Mass

[mm]

[V]

[mg]

[mg]

Ratio
1:0

2841.0

1357.6

2.4

0.0

-1.597

0.001

7.5

1.2

2:1

3629.5

0.7

13.1

0.6

-2.145

0.010

79.9

31.3

1:1*

5489.0

-

14.4

-

-2.156

-

150.4

-

1:0

1829.5

0.7

22.7

14.1

-1.429

0.048

32.7

12.6

2:1

1528.5

0.7

16.8

8.3

-2.162

0.008

91.9

25.9

1:1

1589.0

424.3

9.4

0.6

-2.157

0.018

79.4

16.8

1:0

1829.0

0.0

16.5

4.5

-1.478

0.117

99.4

49.3

2:1

929.0

0.0

7.8

2.1

-2.155

0.004

99.6

4.0

1:1

990.0

0.0

8.7

2.2

-2.155

0.004

134.3

45.3

1:0

1828.5

0.7

16.1

7.9

-1.604

0.061

115.4

43.5

2:1

539.5

212.8

8.1

3.4

-2.153

0.002

152.7

135.3

1:1

689.0

0.0

6.4

2.0

-2.160

0.001

155.6

27.7

* Only one successful trial at this condition.
Delahay equation, a similar technique that Tylka et al. used for determining the current density of
the soluble-insoluble U(III)/U(0) reduction (Tylka et al., 2015). In short, a change in the
electroactive length causes a linearly proportional change in the measured current of the reduction
and oxidation peaks in the cyclic voltammogram while keeping all other conditions constant. By
capturing several cyclic voltammograms at various electroactive lengths with known differences
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in depth, a total submerged electroactive length can be estimated by linear regression of either
peak at each position. The cell potential was measured against the Ag(I)/Ag(0) reference electrode
prior to electrodeposition. The theoretical mass of the uranium electrodeposit was calculated using
the total passed charge during chronoamperometry.

5.1.2. Results and Discussion
5.1.2.1.Uranium Electrodeposit Morphology
The morphology of obtained uranium electrodeposits at the specified electrolysis
conditions above have been recorded with SEM. A grouping scheme was adapted from Totemeier
for characterizing the dendrite morphologies observed (See Figure 5.5) (Totemeier, 1997). Note
that as group number increases, the complexity of the electrodeposit morphology increases as well.
Groups 1-5 are considered as basic units. Groups 6-9 are considered combined units with either
Group 4 or 5 forming strands. Groups 10-12 are considered complex units, possibly exhibiting a
combination of attributes from Groups 2-9. Note that polycrystalline Group 9 has a potential to be
subdivided into smaller groups.
Several SEM images were chosen at each condition with characteristic attributes, as shown
in Figure 5.6. Groups associated with formations were determined and imprinted on the SEM
image. For formations that appear to be a mixture of two or more groups, the notation {group a,
group b, group etc.} is used. Table 5.2 provides a summary of the exhibited morphologies in all
the images collected. Black squares depict the most abundant morphology observed, gray squares
depict other observed morphologies in the sample, and white squares depict that the morphology
group was not observed in the sample. Group 9 has been exhibited the most out of all the groups.
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The morphology increases in complexity with overpotential for the 1:0 condition. These
observations are similar to those reported by Liu and co-workers (Liu et al., 2021). However, the
Group 1
Agglomerations
of Non-faceted
Particles

Group 6
Blocky Crystal
Strands

Group 2
Agglomerations
of Blocky
Crystals

Group 3
Agglomerations
of Rhombic
Crystals

Group 7
Rhombic Crystal
Strands

Group 8
Needle Crystal
Strands

Group 10
Dendritic Crystals
•
•
•
•

Group 4
Chains of
Rhombic
Crystals

Group 5
Needle Crystals

Group 9
Polycrystalline
Strands

Group 11
Regularly Branching Dendritic Crystals

Blocky
Rhombic
Needle
Polycrystalline

•
•
•

45° branching
90° branching
Other

Group 12
Meshed or Grid Crystals
•
•
•

Orthogonal
Non-orthogonal
Mixed

Figure 5.5. Proposed various group patterns for uranium electrodeposit morphology analysis.
overpotential does not appear to have an influence on the morphology with the addition of cerium
in both 1:1 and 2:1 cases. The morphology increases in complexity with the cerium addition. Here,
increasing overpotential and concentration results in decreasing crystal size. An addition of cerium
in the 1:1 and 2:1 conditions has similar morphologies as 50 mV, 100 mV, and 200 mV
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overpotentials in the 1:0 condition. This occurrence is likely due to the cerium in the melt affecting
the kinetics and thermodynamics of the uranium electrodeposition mechanism (Marsden, 2015).

Salt System: ClLiK Eutectic with U:Ce ratio of 1:0 and 25 mV overpotential.

Salt System: ClLiK Eutectic with U:Ce ratio of 1:0 and 50 mV overpotential.

Salt System: ClLiK Eutectic with U:Ce ratio of 1:0 and 100 mV overpotential.
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Salt System: ClLiK Eutectic with U:Ce ratio of 1:0 and 200 mV overpotential.

Salt System: ClLiK Eutectic with U:Ce ratio of 2:1 and 25 mV overpotential.

Salt System: ClLiK Eutectic with U:Ce ratio of 2:1 and 50 mV overpotential.

Salt System: ClLiK Eutectic with U:Ce ratio of 2:1 and 100 mV overpotential.

Salt System: ClLiK Eutectic with U:Ce ratio of 2:1 and 200 mV overpotential.
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Salt System: ClLiK Eutectic with U:Ce ratio of 1:1 and 25 mV overpotential.

Salt System: ClLiK Eutectic with U:Ce ratio of 1:1 and 50 mV overpotential.

Salt System: ClLiK Eutectic with U:Ce ratio of 1:1 and 100 mV overpotential.

Salt System: ClLiK Eutectic with U:Ce ratio of 1:1 and 200 mV overpotential.
Figure 5.6. Morphologies of uranium electrodeposits at separated conditions.
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Table 5.2. Morphology groupings found in harvested samples.
Applied

U:Ce

Overpotential

Mass

[mV]

Ratio

Group
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12

1:0
25

2:1
1:1
1:0

50

2:1
1:1
1:0

100

2:1
1:1
1:0

200

2:1
1:1

Legend

Present

Abundant

Additionally, since electrodeposition is a mass transfer controlled phenomenon and the
composition of molten salt has been shown to greatly affect the diffusion coefficient of hosted
ions, the presence of cerium ions in the melt are likely affecting the diffusion coefficient of the
uranium ions, which ultimately affects the electrodeposition of the uranium ions and the resulting
morphology of the uranium metal (Despić, 1983; Despić and Popov, 1972; Tylka et al., 2015).
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Other observations include: (i) incomplete crystals are common at lower overpotentials, (ii) crystal
surfaces become smoother as overpotential increases, and (iii) porosity is ubiquitous throughout
all the samples. Overall, the trends observed here agree well with the literature.

5.1.2.2.Compositional Analysis of Uranium Electrodeposits
The averaged compositional analysis results obtained from the explored conditions using
EDS, ICP-MS, and XRD are provided in Figures 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9, respectively. Note that the EDS
and ICP-MS results are normalized to the wt. % of uranium present. EDS indicates that surface
composition is mostly pure uranium; however, potassium and chlorine are present in nearly every
sample. This is likely due to inadequate sample preparation (rinsing in deionized water) and can
be mitigated in the future by increasing the rinse time or temperature (Killinger and Phongikaroon,
2020). ICP-MS results indicate high purity uranium products; it should be noted that the presence
of lithium and cerium have also been detected. It is not clear if the cerium impurities are due to
co-deposition or salt occlusion. XRD was used to further examine the sample. Here, analysis
indicates that the sample crystals are composed of uranium or some form of uranium oxide (e.g.,
UO2, U3O8). The presence of the uranium oxide is due to the sample preparation and examination
in atmospheric conditions.
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Figure 5.7. Averaged EDS surface composition of each condition.

Figure 5.8. Averaged composition of electrodeposits by ICP-MS for each condition.
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Figure 5.9. Averaged composition of electrodeposits by XRD for each condition.

This work systematically explores the effects of varying the applied overpotential during
the electrodeposition of uranium metal onto a solid tungsten rod with varied uranium to cerium
mass ratios in a ClLiK eutectic based molten salt in the potentiostatic condition. The limiting
alloying capability of uranium and tungsten at the given conditions allowed for the easy removal
of the uranium electrodeposits from the electrode. However, this caused an issue when the
electrodeposit mass became too large; that is, the uranium dendrites would fall off the tungsten
electrode. The effects of the applied conditions were analyzed based on their morphologies and
the purity of the uranium product.
Based on compositional analysis on the electrodeposits, there was no observed trend for
cerium concentration in the electrodeposits, however, the presence of cerium in the melt had a
significant effect on the morphology of the uranium dendrites at the low overpotentials. Although
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cerium co-deposition does not appear to be present, the impurities found in crystals are likely due
to salt occlusion or possibly poor washing techniques.
The electrodeposits exhibited dendritic or “tree-like” morphologies at higher
overpotentials and cerium concentrations with an overall decrease in crystal size with increasing
applied overpotential and cerium concentration. In general, increasing the cerium concentration
and overpotential achieves polycrystalline dendritic formations, whereas agglomerations and
chains of rhomboidal single crystals are observed at low applied overpotentials with no cerium
present. For the U:Ce ratio of 1:0, the uranium dendrite morphologies quickly transition from a
rhomboidal-platelet type morphology at the 25 mV overpotential to a polycrystalline-dendritic
morphology at the 50 mV overpotential, indicating that the morphology changes quickly in this
region of overpotential. These results provide additional evidence on how drastically the
morphology can change with the addition of impurities in the melt making the control of dendrite
growth difficult.

5.2.

Effect of Molten Salt Composition on the Morphology of Electrodeposited Uranium
by Minimizing the Effect of Migration
The combined effects of molten salt composition (concentrations of the species of interest

and that of the overall molten salt composition) and applied electrical signal (potentio-/galvano-,
static/dynamic) cause irregular crystal morphologies in uranium electrodeposits that have proven
to be difficult to control. The growth of these irregular crystal formations may not be a significant
concern in the batch technique of pyroprocessing, but can prove to be detrimental in molten salt
reactors that utilize the U(III)/U(0) reaction for reconditioning and reprocessing its salt. These
crystals are likely to break away from the substrate due to the force of the flowing salt and the
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dislodged uranium crystals have the potential to cause solid particle erosion to all molten salt
facing components which would limit their available lifetime and increase overall costs. Figure
5.10 shows uranium electrodeposits of various sizes separated from various electrostatic
conditions with varying shapes and sizes after a gentle washing.

25 mV

50 mV

100 mV

200 mV

Figure 5.10. Uranium dendrites separated at specified overpotentials in ClLiK-UCl3 (1 wt%
U) after general sample prep. T = 773 K. 0.5 cm scale provided.
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The Nernst-Planck equation (Equation 5.1; an extension of Fick’s law of diffusion) can
offer a glimpse into how several parameters can affect the mass transfer of the uranium species to
an electrodepositing surface and what can be manipulated in the reconditioning step of a molten
salt reactor to better control the morphology of electrodeposited uranium. The Nernst-Planck
equation for 1-D mass flux of ionic species i (𝐽$ ) is provided below. From left to right, the
phenomena

contributing

to

the

mass

flux

are

separated

into

diffusion

(due

to

concentration/composition effects), convection (due to the presence of a flowing fluid), and
migration (due to the presence of an electric field).
Equation 5.1.

𝐽$ (𝑥) = −𝐷$

𝜕𝐶$ (𝑥)
𝑧$ 𝐹
𝜕𝜙(𝑥)
− 𝐶$ 𝑢(𝑥) −
𝐷$ 𝐶$
𝜕𝑥
𝑅𝑇
𝜕𝑥

Equation 5.1.

Here, 𝐷$ and 𝑧$ are the diffusion coefficient and charge of species i, respectively, with Faraday’s
%

constant (𝐹), the universal gas constant (𝑅), and the gradient in the x direction 2%&3. The “tunable”
parameters in the Nernst-Planck equation are likely to be the same parameters that could be varied
in a molten salt reactor: the concentration of species i (𝐶$ ), temperature (𝑇), fluid flow (𝑢), and
applied electric charge (𝜙). These parameters affect more than just the mass flux (i.e., the
electrodeposition of uranium) and must be considered in a molten salt reactor environment.
Increasing temperature has been shown to increase the compactness of the uranium
electrodeposits; however, in a molten salt reactor system, this temperature increase would decrease
the density and viscosity of the molten salt, altering the expected neutronics, heat removal
efficiency, pumping power needed, and overall energy production efficiency of the system.
Furthermore, an increase in temperature would likely accelerate the corrosion rate of salt-facing
components, increasing the chance of corrosion-related complications (e.g., clogged heat
exchanger tubes) and limiting components’ overall expected useful life. Altering the compositional
makeup (i.e., concentration of each ionic species in the molten salt) and fluid flow have less
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understanding effects on the morphology of uranium electrodeposits but can have equally
complicated (yet different consequences on the entire system as that of temperature).
Understandably, molten salt reactors will have limitations (maximum and minimum levels) on
how much the temperature, concentration of species, and fluid flow can vary during operation
(e.g., operational limits, safety limits, regulatory limits).
The remaining parameter to consider is the applied electric charge which will induce an
%'

electric field 2 %& 3 that all ionic species will experience. This electric field imposes a coulombic
force imposed on an ion i by the electric field in 1-D 4𝐹$(), ,$#-. (𝑥)5 described in Equation 5.2
with the charge of the ion (𝑧$() ) and electronic charge (𝑒).
Equation 5.2.

𝐹$(), ,$#-. (𝑥) = 𝑧$() 𝑒

𝜕𝜙
𝜕𝑥

Equation 5.2.

This force will either attract or repel ions in the molten salt and cause localized disparities
in the concentration of ionic species, which affects the diffusion coefficient of the ionic species
and the density and viscosity of the melt. However, these effects can be mitigated by minimizing
the applied signal magnitude (i.e., reducing force intensity), toggling between the applied signal
and a neutral state (i.e., reducing force duration), or toggling between the applied signal and a
reversed signal with a smaller magnitude (i.e., restoring force effect). The effect of the magnitude
and toggling of this force can also be visualized via the morphology of electrodeposited uranium.
At lower overpotentials, and thus weaker coulombic forces, uranium crystals form
generally simple geometries, either in agglomerations or short links. As the overpotential
increases, the coulombic forces increase, and the geometries of the crystals become more complex
with generally longer, thinner crystals taking on whisker or needle-like morphologies.
The method of toggling between a reducing state and a neutral state allows the molten salt
in the vicinity of the electrode to replenish in uranium ions from the bulk via mass diffusion.
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Alternatively, the method of toggling between a reducing signal (forward) and a partially oxidizing
signal (reverse) allows the same vicinity to replenish with both re-oxidized uranium ions and those
from the bulk while also removing portions of the electrodeposited crystals that are not well
incorporated into the crystal. The effects of toggling the applied potential (or pulsing) on uranium
electrodeposit morphology can be seen in some of the following cited works.
Marshall and coworkers (1989) have demonstrated that it is possible to obtain semiuniform layers of uranium electrodeposits on metallic coupons with bipolar current-pulsed (Figure
5.11) and pulsed-potential signals. However, these deposits were achieved under a trial-and-error
process in a particular molten salt mixture to determine the appropriate cathodic and anodic pulsetime durations with only approximately 180 µm deposited in an 8-hour period for the bipolar
current-pulsed technique. Additionally, Liu and coworkers (2021) investigated the efficiencies of
various electrodeposition techniques to minimize the length of the irregular dendrites (Figure 5.12)
and found that pulsed techniques are best but were still not able to mitigate their formation entirely.
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Figure 5.11. Photograph of uranium electrodeposit on nickel coupon (5/8 in. dia.)
using bipolar current-pulse plating technique in 30.8LiCl-57.4KCl-11.8UCl3(42.1
wt%) at 504 °C (Marshall et al., 1989).

Figure 5.12. Photographs of uranium deposits from different electrodynamic conditions in
ClLiK-UCl3(6.5 wt%) (Liu et al., 2021).

The results of these studies lead to a conclusion that a possible method for mitigating the
morphology would be by reducing the migration effect on mass diffusion in the Nernst-Planck
equation via control of the applied electric field. There is no available literature specifically
investigating how minimizing migration effects the morphology of uranium electrodeposits.
However, Yoon and Phongikaroon (2017) demonstrated that the minimum overpotential required
for the onset of mass transfer control (herein referred to as mass transfer control onset reduction
potential or MTCORP) can be determined by using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy as a
seeking technique (herein referred to as EIS search protocol). In general, small changes in the
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applied overpotential are subsequently made with a constant frequency range and amplitude
starting from the measured oxidation potential of the U(0)/U(III) reaction. With each step the
impedance response of the system at the tested overpotential is plotted onto a Nyquist plot and
interpreting the shape of the signal can inform whether that applied overpotential has achieved
mass transfer control. This can be seen in Figure 5.13 (left) with the full dark blue circle indicating
the MTCORP. To ensure that this overpotential approximation is correct, the EIS search protocol
is repeated with the same frequency but varied amplitudes (shown on the right in Figure 5.13).
Similar impedance responses at the interrogated overpotential is interpreted as the onset of mass
diffusion control.

Figure 5.13. EIS search protocol for finding the MTCORP (left) and verifying the
approximated value with various amplitudes (right) (Yoon and Phongikaroon, 2017).

By determining the MTCORP of uranium ions from the bulk, the migration effect on the
mass flux of uranium is also minimized since the electric field induced by the signal is directly
proportional to migration. In a static solution of molten salt (no convective effect) this minimized
migration effect can provide a truer representation of how the morphology of uranium
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electrodeposits are affected by mass diffusion’s contribution to Nernst-Planck. Furthermore, by
comparing the morphology of uranium electrodeposits separated at MTCORP, the effects of
molten salt compositions can be compared. This serves as the motivation and objective of this
study.

5.2.1. Experimental Programs – Materials and Methods
Table 5.3 shows the salts used in this study. The UCl3 was procured from Idaho National
Laboratories and its purity was determined by ICP-MS. The remaining salts were procured from
Alfa Aesar with their reported purity. Figure 5.14 shows the electrochemical cell used for the study
performed in alumina crucibles for the chloride-based salts systems and glassy carbon crucibles
for the fluoride-based salt systems. The benchtop muffle furnace used in this study is like the one
shown in Figure 5.4 in an argon atmosphere glovebox (<2 ppm O2, <3 ppm H2O). Prior to their
use, the crucibles were sonicated in nitric acid (2% in deionized water) at room temperature for 15
minutes and dried in atmosphere for 2 hours at 100 °C. The crucibles were moved into the glovebox
where they were placed in the furnace and further dried for 1 hour at each temperature of 250 °C,
350 °C, 450 °C, 550 °C, and 650 °C to remove any free oxygen from the material volume of the
crucible and minimize inadvertent reactions of the salt with oxygen and moisture. The furnace was
turned off and once the crucible cooled salts were added to achieve the compositions shown in
Table 5.4 for a total salt mass of approximately 20 g.
To achieve these solutions, an appropriate amount of eutectic salts was added to the
crucible and placed in the furnace at 250 °C for 2 hours to remove unlikely oxygen and moisture
that may have been attached to the surface of the salts. The furnace was then raised to 50 °C above
the eutectic temperature of each mixture until the salts had completely melted (~2 hours). The
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eutectic mixtures were allowed to cool and appropriate amounts of the analytes (as listed in Table
5.4) were added in their chloride form (i.e., UCl3, CeCl3). This was then placed in a lager safety
crucible (alumina, not shown) in the furnace at 250 °C for 1 hour to remove any unlikely oxygen
or moisture that was on the surface of the analyte salt. The furnace was then raised to the eutectic
temperature of the melts (see Table 5.4) and allowed to mix naturally for 2 hours. The temperature
was again raised to 600 °C (experimental temperature) and allowed to rest for another hour to
reach thermal equilibrium. The experimental temperature was verified with an external K-Type
Thermocouple by directly submerging it in the salt and adjusting the temperature controls on the
furnace as needed. Once the temperature was verified, the salt was allowed to rest for 30 minutes
before inserting the electrode assembly.
The electrode assembly was composed of a molybdenum wire working electrode (1 mm),
depleted uranium chip on a molybdenum wire clip (0.8 mm) counter electrode, and a depleted
uranium chip on a molybdenum wire clip (0.8 mm) reference electrode. The depleted uranium was
obtained from Idaho National Laboratories. Once the electrode assembly was inserted into the
melt, the electrodes connected the potentiostat leads and the electrochemical cell was allowed to
reach equilibrium. This time varied with the different compositions (between 0.5 and 5 hours).
This rest period was limited with the fluoride mixtures to minimize deterioration of the
electrochemical cell materials.
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Table 5.3. Salts used and their purity.
Salt

Purity

LiCl

99.9%

NaCl

99+%

KCl

99.95%

CaCl2

97%

LiF

98.5%

NaF

99%

KF

99%

CeCl3

99.5%

UCl3

73%
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Figure 5.14. Electrochemical cell in alumina (for chloride salts) and glassy carbon (for
fluoride salts) crucibles used in study. A: Depleted uranium chip on molybdenum wire (0.8
mm) clip counter electrode. B: Molybdenum wire (1.0 mm) working electrode. C: Depleted
uranium chip on molybdenum wire (0.8 mm) clip reference electrode. Salt compositions are
listed in Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4. Salt compositions explored for study. Total mass ~ 20g. TExperimental = 600 °C.
Salt System
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Eutectic

59LiCl-41KCl
(ClLiK)
TEutectic = 353 °C

50NaCl-50CaCl2
(ClNaCa)
TEutectic = 508 °C

46.5LiF-11.5NaF-42KF

U wt%

Ce wt%

1

0

3

0

1

5

1

0

3

0

1

5

2.2

0

3

0

(FLiNaK)
8

TEutectic = 454 °C

5.2.1.1.Controlling Electroactive Surface Area of Working Electrode
To minimize the effects that surface area has on the electrodeposition of uranium (i.e.,
minimize the number of possible nucleation sites), the submerged length was limited to 0.5 cm
resulting in an electroactive surface area of approximately 0.165 cm2. This was accomplished by
performing cyclic voltammetry at various electrode depths and controlling the difference between
each position (Figure 5.15). The measured current of a redox reaction is proportional to the
exposed surface of the electrode in the melt, therefore, a model can be created that describes the
measured potential of the reaction as a function of electrode depth. Figure 5.16 depicts this for
system 1 based on the U(III)/U(0) reaction in Figure 5.15. From the created model, the amount
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that the electrode needs to be moved into or out of the melt to achieve a submerged length of 0.5
cm can be estimated off of the last position used to develop said model. The goodness-of-fit
measures were satisfactory with R2 values in this study ranging from 0.9912 to 0.9999.

Figure 5.15. Cyclic voltammetry of System 1 at various positions. Scan rate = 250 mV s-1.

Additionally, cyclic voltammetry is a quick way to ensure that the analytes added into the salt are
present. This is shown in Figure 5.17 with the U(III)/U(0) redox reaction centered at the origin,
the cerium reduction (Ce(III)/Ce(0)) and oxidation (Ce(0)/Ce(III)) reactions defined, and the
chlorine evolution point defined as a reference. It should be noted that an oxidizing potential was
applied prior to each cyclic voltammetry measurement to clear the electrode and ensure accurate
measurements.
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Figure 5.16. Linear model based on U(III)/U(0) for System 3 to control surface area.

Figure 5.17. Checking presence of analytes in molten salts using cyclic voltammetry in
System 3. Scan rate = 500 mV s-1.
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5.2.1.2.Determining Oxidation Potential
A simple protocol was designed to determine the oxidation potential of the U(0)/U(III)
reaction (herein referred to as the oxidation protocol). An initial oxidizing potential was applied to
the working electrode to clear the electroactive surface from any undesirables (~30 sec). The
system was allowed to rest until the previous cell equilibrium was achieved (~10 min max). A
reducing potential for the U(III)/U(0) smaller in magnitude than that measured with cyclic
voltammetry was then imposed on the working electrode to achieve uranium metal on the electrode
(~1-2 min). Finally, OCV was used to measure the equilibrium potential of the cell. Uranium
spontaneously oxidizes in molten salt, so the measured potential in this step is that of the
U(0)/U(III) reaction. An example of this protocol is shown in Figure 5.18. Figure 5.19 shows the
measured potential of the oxidation of U(0)/U(III) over time. Since the actual measured potential
changes slightly with time, a simple model was fitted about the data to approximate the center
potential measured. The oxidation protocol was repeated three times and the approximated
oxidation potential from each model was averaged to get the final value used in the EIS search
protocol.
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Figure 5.18. Electrochemical protocol for measuring U(0)/U(III) oxidation potential.

Figure 5.19. Modeling technique for approximating the oxidation potential based on the
measurement from the oxidation protocol.
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5.2.1.3.Searching for the Minimum Overpotential Required to Induce Mass Transfer
Control
The technique demonstrated by Yoon and Phongikaroon was employed to determine the
minimum onset overpotential where transfer control of the U(III)/U(0) reaction initializes. The
search technique began at the oxidation potential determined above for each specific molten salt
system and the potential step was applied until mass transfer control behavior was observed in the
impedance response. Figure 5.20 and Figure 5.21 depict this portion of the EIS search protocol for
systems 6 and 8 respectively. Note that the overpotentials applied and shown in the legend are
against the measured oxidation potentials determined from the previous section. As the applied
overpotential becomes greater and further from the approximated oxidation potential, the
impedance response begins to curl inward at certain points. This can be seen at -0.0180 V for
system 6 and -0.0140 V for system 8. These are likely the potentials at which electrode kinetics
still dominate the control of the U(III)/U(0) reaction, with no mass transfer control behavior
observed. Large impedances in both the real and imaginary domains are exhibited because the
system must overcome the Fermi energy level required to induce charge transfer between the U(III)
ion and the molybdenum wire.
By further increasing the applied overpotential, impedance behavior will eventually show
mass transfer control. This can be seen in Figure 5.21 for the applied overpotential of -0.0180 V
in system 8. At this point, control of the U(III)/U(0) reaction shifts from electrode kinetics to mass
transfer control.
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Figure 5.20. EIS protocol of system 6. Potential Step: 2 mV. Freq. = 50 kHz – 500 mHz.
Amp. = 1 mV.

Figure 5.21. EIS protocol of system 8. Potential Step: 2 mV. Freq. = 50 kHz – 500 mHz.
Amp. = 1 mV.
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Figure 5.22. EIS protocol of system 3. Potential Step: 0.4 mV. Freq. = 50 kHz – 500 mHz.
Amp. = 1 mV.

Once mass transfer control has been observed at a test overpotential, a potential window is
selected about that overpotential to interrogate with the EIS search protocol further with higher
resolution. Therefore, the interrogation window and potential step size varied from system to
system and ranged from ±1-2 mV and 0.2-0.4 mV, respectively. This is shown in Figure 5.22 for
system 3. At this point in the EIS search protocol, the applied overpotential is fine tuned for
precision to determine where mass transfer control dominates. As the overpotential is slightly
increased in magnitude with step sizes of 0.4 mV, the “tail” of each impedance response begins to
curl out until it reaches -0.0164 V, indicating charging of the electrical double-layer.

5.2.1.4.Interrogation of Approximated Overpotential Value for Correctness
The assumed MTCORP was then tested by varying the amplitude of the signal applied at
that potential. Figure 5.23 shows the Nyquist plot for this process of System 4 at an applied
overpotential of -0.0349 V against the measured oxidation potential with signal amplitudes of 1
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mV, 2.5 mV, and 5 mV. The impedance response shows good similarity among the different
amplitudes and was taken as the approximate MTCORP. The approximate MTCORPs determined
from each system were used as the reduction potential for the electrodeposition of uranium (see
Table 5.3). These overpotentials, along with measured oxidation potentials and cell equilibrium
potentials measured during the EIS search protocol are plotted in Figure 5.27.
The charge transfer resistance was estimated using a least squares circle fit (LSCF) on the
impedance response for each amplitude applied and averaged. This fit is shown in Figure 5.24
for system 4 for the signal amplitude of 1 mV. The electrolyte resistances were estimated from
the obtained Nyquist plots. The charge transfer resistances and electrolyte resistances have been
plotted in Figure 5.23.

Figure 5.23. Nyquist plots of system 4 testing MTCORP. Potential = -0.0349. Freq. = 50 kHz
– 500 mHz. Varied Amplitude.
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Figure 5.24. Modeling of Deposition Nyquist Plot of System 4 at MTCORP. Potential = 0.0349. Freq. = 50 kHz – 500 mHz. Amp = 1 mV.

Figure 5.25 compares the impedance response of system 4 at the MTCORP, an arbitrary
high cathodic potential, and an arbitrary high anodic potential with an amplitude of 5 mV. Note
how the high anodic potential response signal exhibits high impedance in both the real and
imaginary potential since there is ideally no reaction occurring there (top of Figure 5.25). On the
other hand, compared to the MTCORP, the high cathodic potential significantly reduces the
charge transfer resistance associated with the U(III)/U(0) reduction while the impedance due to
mass transfer from the bulk increases (bottom of Figure 5.25).
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Figure 5.25. Nyquist plots of system 4 at MTCORP, high cathodic potential, and high anodic
potential. Freq. = 50 kHz – 500 mHz. Amp. = 5 mV. Top: overall and Bottom: zoom in for xaxis from 0 to 14 Ohms.
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5.2.2. Results and Discussion
The charge transfer resistances and electrolyte resistances have been plotted in Figure 5.26.
Little variance in electrolyte resistance within the same eutectic and across the different eutectic
systems are exhibited. Additionally, little variance in the charge transfer resistances of the ClLiK
based systems (systems 1-3) are exhibited. However, there is significant variance in the charge
transfer resistances of the ClNaCa and FLiNaK resistances (systems 4-8). A possible explanation
for this is that the ClNaCa and FLiNaK systems exhibit species in the salt that can significantly
affect the ability of charge transfer for the U(III)/U(0) reduction reaction.
The measured cell equilibrium potentials (OCV) between EIS techniques, measured
oxidation potentials of the U(0)/U(III) reaction (Ox), and MTCORPS (Red) have been plotted
together in Figure 5.27 (top). There is minimal variation in the cell equilibrium potentials within
each eutectic base. However, there is a significant difference between the measured cell
equilibrium potentials between the chloride and fluoride salts systems, with the fluorides having
much lower measured overpotentials. The bottom of Figure 5.27 is scaled to emphasize the
differences between the measured oxidation potential and MTCORPs of the U(III)/U(0) redox
reaction. In general, the difference between these two potentials decreases with increasing uranium
concentration containing only the uranium analyte. However, when adding the cerium to the melt,
a slight increase in potential difference is exhibited in the ClLiK based salts, whereas a decrease
is exhibited in the NaCaCl based salts.
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Figure 5.26. Measured resistances of the different molten salt systems explored.
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Figure 5.27. Measured and MTCOPR potentials of the different systems (top). Higher
resolution to emphasize differences in the MTCORPs and measured oxidation potentials
(bottom).
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5.2.2.1.Uranium Electrodeposits
Uranium was electrodeposited at the MTCORPs determined above. These applied
reduction potentials are listed in Table 5.5. The total deposition time allotted for each system was
six hours based on previous experience with uranium electrodeposition. Upon completion,
uranium electrodeposits were harvested and washed to remove residual salts from their surface to
properly analyze with scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Crystals harvested from the chloride
salt systems were washed with water until the salt was not visible on the crystal surface. Due to
fluoride salts general insolubility in water, a mixture of 20% nitric acid in deionized water was
used to dissolve the salts from those crystals, followed by a rinse with just deionized water. After
the gentle washing, all salts were rinsed with ethanol to remove any water on the surface of the
crystals and were left to air dry for 15 minutes at room temperature.
It should be noted here that of the systems explored, system 4 was the only one where an
insufficient amount of uranium electrodeposits was obtained. Given that there was charge transfer
during the separation, the most plausible explanation is an electrodeposit did form and fell off the
working electrode while the electrode assembly was being removed. For the remaining systems,
the largest crystal was selected for SEM analysis since size of the crystal indicates the most
preferred mode of crystal growth. If multiple pieces of equal size were present from a system, then
they were analyzed together.
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Table 5.5. Electrodeposition parameters of each system.
Applied

Total Charge

Overpotential

Transferred

[V]

[C]

1

-0.0185

-801.142

Satisfactory

2

-0.0122

-707.137

Satisfactory

3

-0.0177

-1299.320

Satisfactory

4

-0.0349

-64.292

Unsatisfactory

5

-0.0088

-90.230

Satisfactory

6

-0.0235

-202.065

Satisfactory

7

-0.0605

-4790.040

Satisfactory

8

-0.0318

-6594.080

Satisfactory

Salt
System

Deposit

Crystal

Time

Growth

6 hrs

5.2.2.2.Uranium Electrodeposit Morphology
Figures 5.28 to 5.34 show the microscopy of the salt with satisfactory crystal growth. Each
figure is a collage of several SEM images to provide an overall picture of each crystal(s) selected
to represent the salt system in which it was separated in. In general, the morphology of the
examined crystal varied from system to system. However, porosity and incomplete crystal (where
layers of crystals are visible) are ubiquitous. Table 5.6 provides a summary of exhibited
morphologies from each system based on descriptions/types indicated in Figure 5.5.
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Irregularities in the morphology of the uranium electrodeposits were not mitigated in any
system. However, except for the electrodeposit obtained from system 3, there were no
morphologies associated with high overpotentials present (groups 10, 11 and 12 in Figure 5.5) in
the obtained samples. Additionally, incomplete crystals were found in all samples, which are
characteristic of crystals formed in lower overpotential conditions. These are promising indications
that the minimization of the migration contribution to the mass transfer of uranium ions to the
working electrode can mitigate some of the more complex morphologies.

Figure 5.28. Microscopy of uranium electrodeposit from system 1.
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Figure 5.29. Microscopy of uranium electrodeposit from system 2.

Figure 5.30. Microscopy of uranium electrodeposit from system 3.
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Figure 5.31. Microscopy of uranium electrodeposit from system 5.

Figure 5.32. Microscopy of uranium electrodeposit from system 6.
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Figure 5.33. Microscopy of uranium electrodeposit from system 7.

Figure 5.34. Microscopy of uranium electrodeposit from system 8
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Table 5.6. Morphology groupings found in harvested samples
with minimized overpotential.
Group

Layer

System

Porosity
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 X*

Formation/
Incomplete

1

no

yes

2

yes

yes

3

yes

yes

5

yes

yes

6

no

yes

7

yes

yes

8

yes

Yes

*Note: X denotes other morphology not previously mentioned in Figure 5.5.

5.2.3. Conclusions
From these studies it was demonstrated that applied overpotential for the electrodeposition
of uranium crystal has significant effects on the morphology of the uranium crystals, becoming
more complex with increasing potential. However, it was also demonstrated that certain
morphologies can be mitigated by electrodepositing uranium metal at the MTCORP. At these
overpotentials, the migration contribution to the mass flux of the uranium ion is minimized.
Additionally, by utilizing the MTCORP as an electrodeposition parameter, these studies suggest
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that the composition of the molten salt also has as significant effect on the morphology or the
uranium electrodeposit.

5.2.4. Future Work
A possible study stemming from this work would be to investigate how using the MTCORP
as a limiting potential during electrodynamic based techniques for uranium electrodeposition
would affect the morphology of those electrodeposits. For a pulsed-potential technique, it would
simply be the reduction potential at which uranium is deposited. This could serve as the basis to
determine how much of an oxidizing or neutral potential should be applied and for how long to
replenish the immediate vicinity with uranium ions. In the case of the bipolar current-pulsed
techniques, the MTCORP can be used as a limiting factor so that the electrode does not become
more reductive than necessary in the event the uranium ion concentration in the vicinity of the
electrode is depleted.
Additionally, in an electrostatic condition, another possible study would be to investigate
if it is possible to grow large crystals at overpotentials smaller than the MTCORP where the
electrode kinetics control the U(III)/U(0) reaction and what morphologies would result from them.
Figure 5.35 shows a Nyquist plot obtained during the EIS search protocol for System 5 just before
mass transfer control is initiated. The impedance responses at the -0.0014 V, -0.0018 V, and 0.0022 V overpotentials are exhibiting induction loops near the tail of the signal. In theory, these
are indicate the nucleation phenomenon occurring, where the U(III)/U(0) reduction reaction is
dominated by electrode kinetics.
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Figure 5.35. EIS protocol of system 5. Potential Step: 0.4 mV. Freq. = 50 kHz – 500 mHz.
Amp. = 1 mV.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Recommendations
This dissertation provided discussions of several overlapping research topics for molten
salt technologies in nuclear applications. A schematic of this is provided in Figure 6.1. In general,
the ability to actively monitor and analyze molten salt compositions during operation of the nuclear
applications is necessary for safety, efficiency, and nuclear material accountability. These

Figure 6.1. Overlapping research of molten salt technologies in nuclear applications discussed
in this dissertation.
techniques can be extended to (i) monitoring the corrosion product accumulation in the molten
salts that can inform when salt facing components should be replaced due to degradation and (ii)
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measuring the concentration of uranium(III) ions to inform on the better control of the morphology
for uranium electrodeposits. The remaining sections of this chapter provides brief summaries and
recommendations from Chapters 3, 4, and 5 in this dissertation. Table 6.1 provides a summary of
recommendations offered in each chapter.
Table 6.1. Summary of recommendations for each chapter
Chapter 3: Monitoring and Analytical Techniques in Molten Salts for Nuclear Applications
(i)

Redesign SEC with structural materials to withstand high temperatures and resist
corrosion necessary for molten salt applications

(ii)

Develop alternative method for delivering and receiving light to and from the SEC

(iii)

Couple high energy free beam to fiber optic cable to avoid degradation of fiber
optic cables

Chapter 4: Corrosion of Materials in Molten Salts for Nuclear Applications
(iv)

Further investigate hafnia degradation in molten slats that include fission and
corrosion products on longer time scales

(v)

Introduce a neutron radiation field and its effect on hafnia degradation in molten
salt

(vi)

Investigate possible recrystallization of glassy metal coatings

(vii)

Study performance of amorphous alloys with other compositions

(viii)

Assess performance of glassy metals in the presence of simulated corrosion and
fission products

Chapter 5: Electrodeposition of Uranium in Molten Salts
(ix)

Introduce convection (by flowing fluid or rotating cathode) during
electrodeposition
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(x)

Explore electroreduction morphologies prior to mass-transfer onset but after charge
transfer has been established for the reduction reaction

(xi)

Incorporate the limited migration effect in potentiodynamic or galvanodynamic
techniques

6.1.

Summary and Recommendations for Chapter 3: Monitoring and Analytical
Techniques in Molten Salts for Nuclear Applications
The literature discussed in Chapter 3 suggests that electrochemical, spectrochemical, and

spectroelectrochemical analysis can be used for monitoring the composition of molten salts in
nuclear applications. However, some of the cited works indicate that there are limitations due to
the properties of the salts (e.g., diffusion coefficient) changing significantly with composition.
Additionally, this dissertation reports on the effect of increasing concentration of uranium in
molten salts on the ability for cyclic voltammetry (CV) to be effectively used as a monitoring
technique. Several reports have shown that it would be difficult to use the response signal for
analysis; for example, there was a co-deposition of solvent ions (e.g., Na(I)/Na) with uranium,
further complicating the ability to use CV as a monitoring and analysis technique.
Spectroelectrochemical analysis has also been demonstrated on lanthanide bearing molten
salts; however, none have been reported on uranium. This dissertation reports on an investigative
method for determining the reliability and repeatability of commonly used quasi-reference
electrodes (QREs) in spectroelectrochemical analysis. It was determined that tungsten is a more
reliable QRE than the silver and platinum QREs tested. Furthermore, a spectroelectrochemical cell
(SEC) was designed and manufactured to explore spectroelectrochemical analysis on uranium
bearing molten salts. The SEC was calibrated with its novel heating system and background
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transmission and absorption spectrums of ClNaCa were obtained. However, upon completion of
these preliminary works, several design flaws manifested in the degradation of the SEC structural
and instrumentation materials. Specifically, when the salt sample was removed from the SEC, a
fiber optic patch cord sheath sheared and sliced through the fiber optic cable it was meant to
protect. Furthermore, the quartz cuvette shattered and the remaining SEC was compromised and
further work could not be completed.
For future work, it is recommended (i) materials that can withstand the high temperatures
necessary for molten salt applications without degradation be selected for the structure of the SEC.
Additionally, (ii) an alternative method for delivering and receiving light to and from the SEC be
implemented. MACOR has been proposed as a candidate material to accomplish this. The ceramic
can withstand very high temperature with little change and has properties that allow it to be
machined like metal. Finally, (iii) a method for coupling high energy free beams (~14 mJ) to fiber
optic cables needs to be established for performing laser induced method while avoiding
degradation of fiber optic cables themselves as shown in Figure 6.2 (same as Figure 3.30).
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Figure 6.2. Microscopic view of undamaged (left) and damaged (right) fiber optic cables.

6.2.

Summary and Recommendations for Chapter 4: Corrosion of Materials in Molten
Salts for Nuclear Applications
Ceramics can corrode by undergoing a chemical reaction in which they dissolve into the

melt when exposed to high temperature molten salts. These materials are typically used as
containers for instrumentation (e.g., thermodynamic reference electrodes). This chapter discusses
a preliminary study performed on a candidate material for housing a thermodynamic reference
electrode in a molten salt environment. Samples were exposed for approximately 168 hours in
ClLiK at 500 °C and exhibited no degradation by the end of the trials. It is recommended that
hafnia is (iv) further investigated in molten salts that include surrogate fission and corrosion
products on longer time scales. If those studies prove promising and little degradation is found on
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the hafnia, (v) a neutron radiation field should also be introduced to mimic the nuclear applications
this thermodynamic reference electrode would be used in.
Metal corrosion is a more complicated form of corrosion due to it being electrochemical in
nature and having anodic and cathodic reactions occurring simultaneously. Molten salts have been
shown to be very corrosive due to their temperatures, compositions, and levels of impurities.
Several methods have been proposed in the literature to reduce the corrosion of salt-facing metal
components, including redox potential control, sparging, and proper selection of metal and metal
alloys. A novel method is the implementation of a glassy metal coating as a protective layer to
mitigate the corrosion of the structural material sublayer. This chapter also reports on a corrosion
study done on a glassy metal coating for approximately 168 hours in ClLiK at 550 °C using
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy and tafel plot analysis to determine corrosion resistance
and changes in corrosion current densities (which is proportional to the corrosion rate). In general,
the glassy metal does not perform well in these conditions due to its poor corrosion resistance and
increasing corrosion current density with time. Upon removal of the samples from the melt, SEMEDS and XRF were performed along with XRD to obtain potential candidate phases on the surface.
EDS and XRF revealed that the content of iron decreases and XRD exhibits the presence of iron
oxides on the surface of the glassy metal samples which are indicative of the formation of a nonprotective porous corrosion layer. XRD performed on these samples after removing the corrosion
products and polishing the surfaces to a mirror like finish revealed that it is possible the iron is
recrystallizing below the exposed surface. Figure 6.3, which is Figure 4.24, provides the XRD
spectra of these samples (MS1, MS2, and MS3) along with the unexposed control sample (MS0).
For future work, it is recommended that (vi) the possible recrystallization below the exposed
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surface be further investigated, along with (vii) alternative compositions of the amorphous alloys,
and (viii) the introduction of simulated corrosion and fission products.

Figure 6.3. XRD spectra of polished samples. XRD spectrum of control sample included for
comparison.

6.3.

Summary and Recommendations for Chapter 5: Electrodeposition of Uranium in
Molten Salts
It is possible that the redox couple of U(III)/U(0) can be used as a means to control the

uranium concentration in a molten salt reactor during the salt reconditioning step. Most of the
literature that has investigated the morphology of uranium electrodeposits have studied the effects
of salt temperature, composition, and electrodeposition techniques (potentio-/galvanostatic/dynamic). In general, the morphology of the uranium electrodeposits become more complex
with repeating dendritic geometries as the concentration of simulated fission products and the
applied overpotentials increase. This chapter reports on an exploratory study performed to
determine the effect on the morphology of uranium electrodeposits by minimizing the effect of
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migration and the overall force on the ion due to the electrical field induced by the applied
potential. This was accomplished by determining the onset of uranium ion mass-transfer control
for the U(III)/U(0) redox reaction. Crystals were grown for 6 hours at the approximated potential
and were analyzed using SEM. The irregularities typically found in uranium electrodeposits
separated at low overpotentials and low current densities were still present. However, only one
sample exhibited the repeating dendritic morphologies (Sample 3) associated with larger
overpotentials. Concerning Sample 3, it is likely that the selected potential was too high, and the
mass-transfer onset occurred at a lower overpotential. It is recommended that minimizing the
migration effect on electrodepositing uranium ions be further explored by (ix) introducing
convection (flowing fluid or rotating cathode), (x) performing electrodeposition of uranium prior
to the mass-transfer onset but after charge transfer for the reaction has been established as shown
in Figure 6.4 (same as Figure 5.35), and (xi) incorporating the limited migration effect in
potentiodynamic or galvanodynamic techniques.

Figure 6.4. EIS protocol of system 5. Potential Step: 0.4 mV. Freq. = 50 kHz – 500 mHz.
Amp. = 1 mV.
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Appendix A
Drawings for a Spectroelectrochemical Cell

This

appendix

provides

the

drawings

used

for

the

manufacturing

of

a

spectroelectrochemical cell (SEC). The original drawings of the SEC are provided in section A1.
Drawings for the modified components are provided in section A2.

A1.

Drawings for the Manufacturing of the Original SEC
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Figure A1. Top portion of SEC SS main body.
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Figure A2. Bottom portion of SEC SS main body.
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Figure A3. SS Spacer used in SEC.
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Figure A4. MACOR electrode assembly/guide plates (x2).
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Figure A5. Bolts used for securing the top and bottom portions of the SEC. Purchased from
McMaster-Carr.
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Figure A6. SMA Adapters purchased from ThorLabs.
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Figure A7. Thumbscrews used for securing the SS spacer and MACOR plates to the main
body.
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A2.

Drawings for Manufacturing of Modified and New Pieces of the SEC

Figure A8. Modified top portion of SEC SS main body.
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Figure A9. Modified SS spacer.
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Figure A10. Modified MACOR electrode assembly/guide plates (x2).
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Figure A11. Guide pins for spacer and guide plates. Replaces thumbscrews in Figure A7.
Purchased from McMaster-Carr.
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Figure A12. New thermal shield and additional electrode assembly/guide block.
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Appendix B
Python Codes for Analyzing Data

This appendix provides the python codes and libraries used for assessing the data collected
from spectrochemical and electrochemical analysis, as well as material characterization
techniques.

B1.

Python Code for Averaging Cyclic Voltammograms and Comparing the Change in
Selected Peak Current and Potential.
#!/usr/bin/env python
# coding: utf-8
# In[1]:
# This code is a 2.0 version of the modified CV Cycle code with multiple files
#Section I: Import your libraries, create your necessary functions, load the
#files, setup your dummy arrays, setup your dummy variables
#set your constraints
#### --> End of a Subsection
#I.a.: Libraries###
import numpy as np
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from scipy import interpolate
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import matplotlib.patches as mpatches
import matplotlib
# Say, "the default sans-serif font is COMIC SANS"
matplotlib.rcParams['font.sans-serif'] = "Times New Roman"
# Then, "ALWAYS use serif fonts"
matplotlib.rcParams['font.family'] = "serif"
####
#I.b.: Functions###
#A function that truncates values to given decimal point
#pseudocode: truncate(value, decimal places)
def truncate(n, decimals=0):
multiplier = 10 ** decimals
return int(n*multiplier)/(multiplier)
####
#I.c. Files ###
#Import your position and electrochemical data as a .csv and
#.txt file respectively
#position data
#raw_positions = np.loadtxt('filename.csv', delimiter = ',', skiprows = 1, usecols = (0), unpack =
True)
#Electrochemical data
CV = ["W150_CeCl3_P2_500.txt", "W150_CeCl3_P3_500.txt", "W150_CeCl3_P4_500.txt"]
XLabel_E = ["E vs. W (1.5 mm) [V]", "E vs. W (1.5 mm) [V]", "E vs. W (1.5 mm) [V]"]
Legend_Name = ["Position 2", "Position 3", "Position 4"]
####
#I.d. Global Variables
ir = 200 #index restriction
lsfl = 51 #lower sign-flip/directional change limit - this should be an even number (e.g. 2 is
good)
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usfl = 61 #upper sign-flip/directional change limit - you gotta play with this one
####
#I.e. Global Dummy Arrays
EEE = [] #An array in an array in an array for the extracted potentials
EE = [] #Extracted potential arrays in an array
III = [] #An array in an array in an array for the extracted currents
II = [] #Extracted current arrays in an array
SF = [] #An array to keep track of all the sign_flip arrays created
RF = [] #An array to keep track of all the recorded_E_flips
#### -->
#### --> End of a Section
#Section II: Begin for-loop to cycle through all the
#provided files to process data of interest. Select data in
#files for the for-loop process. Create for-loop dummy
#variables
#####
#II.a. Begin for-loop
for z in range(len(CV)):
f = np.loadtxt(CV[z], skiprows = 1)
#####
#II.b. Extract all of potential data and all of current data
#into relevant arrays
#Raw potential data from file
E_r = f[:,0]
#Raw current data from file
I_r = f[:,1]
#plt.plot(E_r, I_r)
#plt.show()
#####
#II.c. Determine the electrochemical window (ECW) of the data set
#Minimum potential in extracted data
#E_r_min = truncate(E_r.min(), 3)
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E_r_min = E_r.min()
#Maximum potential in extracted dat
#E_r_max = truncate(E_r.max(), 3)
E_r_max = E_r.max()
#Calculated electrochemical window of data
ECW = E_r_max - E_r_min
#Calculate the user-defined Electrochemical window restriction
#ECWR = abs(0.05*ECW)
#Or just put in an arbitrary value after viewing the data
ECWR = abs(0.05*ECW)
print("Name, z, Min, Max, Window, Restriction:", CV[z], z, E_r_min, E_r_max, ECW,
ECWR)
plt.plot(E_r, I_r)
plt.show()
#####
#II.d. Create dummy arrays
#Slope of potential w.r.t to index number
dE = [] #i.e. delta_Potential/delta_IndexNumber
#Keep track how many times the slope changed
sign_flips = [] #i.e. identifying reduction and oxidation arrays within the large array
#Record the potential and current that are within lsfl and usfl.
E = [] #Extracted potentials to be further split into smaller arrays
I = [] #Extracted currents to be further split into smaller arrays
#Keep track of where the slope changes and where it was a false alarm
last_flip = []
false_flip = []
recorded_E_flips = []
#####
#II.e. Create dummy variables
#Initiate a variable to compare current dE to the previous one
dE_old = 0 #It's zero because E[i-1] does not exist when i=0
#used to determine which direction the of the first sweep
i_s_d = 0 #initial sweep direction, -1 for reduction, +1 for oxidation
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#####
#####
#Section III: Begin for loop for cycling through the potential
#arrays within the current file. Initialization for i = 0.
#Determination of sweep direction change for each cycle. Storing
#arrays for use in analysis techniques
######
#III.a. Initialize the nested for-loop
for i in range(len(E_r) - 1):
#
######
#III.b. Address the different possible conditions found when using experimental data
#Condition 1: i = 0. We need to initialize the array that we will be using in the
#rest of the code. We will assume that the change in potentials for the first
#measurement compared to no measurement will be dE[i=0] = 0. Other dummy array
#assumptions include sign_flips[i=0] = 0 and last_flip[i=0] = i. The code defaults to
#else statement for i > 0, calculating de and appending it to dE[i]. The remaining
#conditions pertain to i > 0.
if i == 0:
dE.append(0)
sign_flips.append(0)
last_flip.append(i)
#
#We do not append E_r[i=0] to E because we know we will exclude at least one full
cycle of
#CV before
#
elif i > 0:
de = E_r[i] - E_r[i-1]
dE.append(de)
#
#
#
#Condition 2: np.sign(dE[i]) == 0: This is checking if the sign of dE[i] is
#zero, implying that the values of E[i] and E[i-1] are the same. Numpy
#recognizes three different signs [-1, 0, +1] for [negative number, zero, positive number].
#This therefore acts as a check to disclude the values returning zero and the rest
#of the code using the remaining binary nature of only [-1, +1] options to our advantage.
#If there is a valued of 0 found, then we will record sign_flips[i] as sign_flips[i-1],
#meaning there is no change. The array last_flip[i] will follow suit. If the value
#is not equal to zero, the code defaults to the else clause where the remaining conditions
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#are.
if np.sign(dE[i]) == 0:
sign_flips.append(sign_flips[i-1])
last_flip.append(last_flip[i-1])
#
#We should now check if E_r[i]/Ihas a satisfactory sign_flips[i] to lsfl to be appended
into
#array E and I
if sign_flips[i] >= lsfl:
E.append(E_r[i])
I.append(I_r[i])
#
elif np.sign(dE[i]) != 0:
#
#
#
#Condition 3: np.sign(dE[i]) == np.sign(dE[i]). This is checking if the sign
#of dE[i] is the same as dE[i-1]. If there is the same sign, that meanst that the potential
#sweep direction has not changed. As a result, we will assign sign_flips[i] as what
#sign_flips[i-1] is. Similarly applied process to last_flip[i]. The elif clause will
#deal with two different signs and their different cases.
if np.sign(dE[i]) == np.sign(dE[i-1]):
sign_flips.append(sign_flips[i-1])
last_flip.append(last_flip[i-1])
#
#We should now check if E_r[i]/Ihas a satisfactory sign_flips[i] to lsfl to be
appended into
#array E and I
if sign_flips[i] >= lsfl:
E.append(E_r[i])
I.append(I_r[i])
#
#
#
#Condition 4: np.sign(dE[i]) != np.sign(dE[i]). This is checking if the sign
#of dE[i] is NOT the same as dE[i-1]. If they are not the same, then the code will undergo
#a vetting process with the data to ensure that the sign change is a legitimate change in
#potential sweep direction and not just a user or equipment error during the experiment.
elif np.sign(dE[i]) != np.sign(dE[i-1]):
#
#
#
#Case 1: i - last_flip[i-1] < ir. The switch in sweep direction happened too soon after
#the last switch in sweep direction incident. ir is an arbitrary number, user defined at
#the beginning of this code.
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if (i - last_flip[i-1]) < ir:
sign_flips.append(sign_flips[i-1])
last_flip.append(last_flip[i-1])
#
#We should now check if E_r[i]/Ihas a satisfactory sign_flips[i] to lsfl to be
appended into
#array E and I
if sign_flips[i] >= lsfl:
E.append(E_r[i])
I.append(I_r[i])
#
#
#
#Case 2: i - last_flip[i-1] >= ir. This is implied here with else and the opposite of Case 1.
#There are three results that can result now.
else:
#
#
#
#Result 1: (abs(E_r[i]-E_r_max)>ECWR) and (abs(E_r[i]-E_r_min)>ECWR). Another barrier to
#ensure that the E_r_[i] we're about to indicate as a switch in sweep direction is actually
#a switch in sweep direction. ECWR serves the same purpose as ir does, the only difference is
#that ir looks at the index difference between i and last_flip[i-1] and ECWR looks at the
#differnce between E_r[i] when [negative, positive] with [E_r_min, E_r_max].
#If we are outside of ECWR, then we will treat it as a user/machine/equipment/general seen
below
if (abs(E_r[i]-E_r_max)>ECWR) and (abs(E_r[i]-E_r_min)>ECWR):
#print(E_r[i], E_r_max, E_r_min, ECWR, ECW, i)
sign_flips.append(sign_flips[i-1])
last_flip.append(last_flip[i-1])
#We should now check if E_r[i]/Ihas a satisfactory sign_flips[i] to lsfl to be
appended into
#array E and I
if sign_flips[i] >= lsfl:
E.append(E_r[i])
I.append(I_r[i])
#
#
#
#Result 2: (abs(E_r[i]-E_r_max)<ECWR) and (abs(E_r[i]-E_r_min)<ECWR). Literally the
opposite
#or Result 1. It's a binary decision. Because it has undergone four barriers of scrutiny, we
#can somewhat confidently say this is a legitimate switch in sweep direction. This is the
#only time we will every use np.sign_flips.append(sign_flips[i-1] + 1) and
#last_flip.append(last_flip[i-1] + 1)
elif (abs(E_r[i]-E_r_max)<ECWR) or (abs(E_r[i]-E_r_min)<ECWR):
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sign_flips.append(sign_flips[i-1]+1)
last_flip.append(i)
#We should now check if E_r[i]/Ihas a satisfactory sign_flips[i] to lsfl to be
appended into
#array E and I
if sign_flips[i] >= lsfl:
#
#But make sure we haven't passed usfl limit, and stop if we do. This is the
only place
#this check occurs
if sign_flips[i] == usfl:
recorded_E_flips.append(i) #use for array manipulation
#print(recorded_E_flips, sign_flips[i])
E = np.array(E) #Convert the lists E and I into arrays
I = np.array(I)
sign_flips = np.array(sign_flips) #this is one data point longer than E and I
recorded_E_flips = np.array(recorded_E_flips)
print("File", CV[z], "E shape", E.shape, "I shape", I.shape)
EE.append(E)
II.append(I)
SF.append(sign_flips)
RF.append(recorded_E_flips)

break #And move on to the next CV file
recorded_E_flips.append(i) #use for array manipulation
#print(recorded_E_flips, sign_flips[i])
E.append(E_r[i])
I.append(I_r[i])
#print(E_r[i] - E_r_max, E_r[i]-E_r_min, ECW, i)
#print(E_r[i], E_r_max, E_r_min, recorded_E_flips)
#
#
#
#print("sign_flips[i] =", sign_flips[i] ,"i =", i, "last_flip =", last_flip[i-1])
#debugging line
else:
print('Something is wrong in Case 2; Unspecified Category', i, CV[z])
#debugging line
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EE = np.array(EE)
II = np.array(II)
RF = np.array(RF)
print('length =', len(EE))
print("EE shape", EE.shape, "II shape", II.shape)
print("Flip Indices")
print(RF)
# In[51]:
for i in range(len(EE)):
plt.plot(EE[i], II[i], "r")
plt.show()
# In[52]:
#This portion of the code takes in the array EE and splits up the potential arrays stored in it into
their
#respective sweeps. It then records those sweeps into an array (E_split) which is then recorded
into the array EEE
#basically, an array of arrays, of arrays. The average max and min values of each sweep is
recorded. The average
#length of each sweep is recorded
EEE = []
III = []
SL = []
EMax = []
EMin = []
EMid = []
for j in range(len(RF)): #The number of arrays stored in the RF array; same as len(EEE) at the
end of this section
ee = EE[j] #temporary
ii = II[j] #temporary
E_split = [] #temporary
I_split = [] #temporary
sweep_length = [] #temporary
emax = [] #temporary
emin = [] #temporary
emid = [] #temporary
#
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#
#
for i in range(len(RF[j])-1): #The number of cycles stored in each array; same as len(EEE[j])
lower = RF[j,i] - RF[j,0] #where does the sweep array portion begin
upper = RF[j,i+1] - RF[j, 0] #and where does the sweep array porition end
#print(lower)
E_split.append(ee[lower:upper])
I_split.append(ii[lower:upper])
sweep_length.append(upper - lower)
#print(sweep_length)
a = E_split[i].max()
b = E_split[i].min()
c = (a+b)/2
emax.append(a)
emin.append(b)
emid.append(c)
#
#
#
#Turn all the appended arrays into numpy arrays
E_split = np.array(E_split)
I_split = np.array(I_split)
#print("E_split, I_split shapes", E_split.shape, I_split.shape)
sweep_length = np.array(sweep_length)
emax = np.array(emax)
emin = np.array(emin)
emid = np.array(emid)
#And append those numpy arrays into bigger arrays
EEE.append(E_split)
III.append(I_split)
SL.append(sweep_length)
EMax.append(emax)
EMin.append(emin)
EMid.append(emid)
#
#
#
#And then turn those bigger arrays into numpy arrays
#print(EEE)
EEE = np.array(EEE) #an array of arrays of arrays for potential of values being used
III = np.array(III) #an array of arrays of arrays for currents of values being used
SL = np.array(SL)
EMax = np.array(EMax)
EMin = np.array(EMin)
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EMid = np.array(EMid)
#Then find your average values that will be useful in later calculations
#print(EEE)
#This is a helpful reminder
#len(EEE) # this is equal to the number of files you used
#len(EEE[1]) #this is equal to the number of sweeps you've chosen to split up the potentials into
(usfl - lsfl) with file i = 1
#len(EEE[1,1]) #this is the length of a single sweep from file i = 1 and sweep i = 1
#EEE[i,j][k] #this calls an individual float in one of the arrays
#print(len(EEE), len(EEE[0]), len(EEE[0][0]), EEE[0][0][0])
#print(len(EMin), len(EMin[0]), EMin[0][0])
#print(len(SL), len(SL[0]), SL[0][0])
#EEE[0]
# In[53]:
###This Portion takes each text file and averages the max and min values and length of their
respective cycles
###We get AEMin, AEMax, and ASL here)
ASL = []
AEMin = []
AEMax = []
AEMid = []
for z in range(len(EEE)): #the len(EEE) = len(CV)
#for w in range(len(EEE[z])): #the le
#print('FILE', CV[z])
ASL.append(np.round(np.average(SL[z],0)))
#print('ASL:', np.round(np.average(SL[z],0)))
AEMin.append(np.round(np.average(EMin[z]),2))
#print('AEMax:', np.round(np.average(EMax[z]),2))
AEMax.append(np.round(np.average(EMax[z]),2))
#print('AEMin:', np.round(np.average(EMin[z]),2))
AEMid.append(np.round(np.average(EMid[z]),2))
#print('AEMid:', np.round(np.average(EMid[z]),2))
ASL = np.array(ASL)
AEMin = np.array(AEMin)
AEMax = np.array(AEMax)
AEMid = np.array(AEMid)
# In[54]:
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#This Portion begins the interpolation section of the code. We need to import the appropriate
libray from scipy
from scipy import interpolate
IIIn = []
EEEn = []
PSP = []
NSP = []
for i in range(len(EEE)):
IIn = []
EEn = []
psp = np.linspace(AEMin[i], AEMax[i], ASL[i]) #Positive Sweep Potential (starts at the min,
goes to max)
PSP.append(psp)
nsp = np.linspace(AEMax[i], AEMin[i], ASL[i]) #Negative Sweep Potential (starts at the max,
goes to min)
NSP.append(nsp)
#
for j in range(len(EEE[i])):
#
if EEE[i,j][0] < AEMid[i]: #Indicating that this will be a positive sweep; will use PSP;
checking first value
f = interpolate.interp1d(EEE[i,j], III[i,j], kind='previous', bounds_error=None,
fill_value="extrapolate")
In = f(psp)
#print(In.shape)
IIn.append(In)
EEn.append(psp)
#
#
#
#print(In[:10], III[i,j][:10]) #debugging
#print('Less Than - PSP') #debugging
#
#
#
elif EEE[i,j][0] > AEMid[i]: #Indicating that this will be a negative sweep; will use NSP;
checking first value
f = interpolate.interp1d(EEE[i,j], III[i,j], kind='previous', bounds_error=None,
fill_value="extrapolate")
In = f(nsp)
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IIn.append(In)
EEn.append(nsp)
#
#
#
#print(In[:10], III[i,j][:10]) #debugging
#print('Greater Than - NSP') #debugging
#
#
#
#IIn = np.array(IIn)
#EEn = np.array(EEn)
#print(IIn.shape)
IIIn.append(IIn)
EEEn.append(EEn)
IIIn = np.array(IIIn)
EEEn = np.array(EEEn)
#print(len(III), len(EEE), len(IIIn), len(EEEn)) #debugging
#print(len(III[0]), len(EEE[0]), len(IIIn[0]), len(EEEn[0])) #debugging
#print(len(III[0,0]), len(EEE[0,0]), len(IIIn[0,0]), len(EEEn[0,0])) #debugging
#arrays have been interpolated to the same length and the same max and min. Next section start
####
#print(len(EEEn[1,1]))
#print(np.average(IIIn[1]))
print(len(IIIn), len(EEEn)) #number of files
print(len(IIIn[0]), len(EEEn[0])) #number flips
print(len(IIIn[0][0]), len(EEEn[0][0])) #number of indices
#EEEn[2][4]
# In[55]:
###Find the maximum current value in this specific system on the oxidation sweep
#array_these_cycles_max_currents = []
#array_these_cycles_max_currents_potentials = []
#cycle_number = []
max_currents = [] #for plotting; what is the max current --> the U(0)/U(III) system current
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max_currents_potentials = [] #for analysis; where is the max current happening --> registered
potential for U(0)/U(III)
cycles = (usfl-lsfl)/2
CN = np.arange(cycles)+1
CN = np.array(CN)
#print(CN)
for z in range(len(CV)):
#print(len(EEEn[z]))
array_these_cycles_max_currents = []
array_these_cycles_max_currents_potentials = []
for i in range(len(EEEn[z])): #the value in EEEn[x] is the file you are looking at
if (EEEn[z][i][0]) == AEMin[z]:
this_cycle_max_current = IIIn[z][i].max()
this_cycle_max_index = np.where(IIIn[z][i] == this_cycle_max_current)
this_cycle_max_current_potential = EEEn[z][i][this_cycle_max_index[0][0]]
#print(EEEn[0][i])
#print(this_cycle_max_current, this_cycle_max_index,
this_cycle_max_current_potential)
array_these_cycles_max_currents.append(this_cycle_max_current)
array_these_cycles_max_currents_potentials.append(this_cycle_max_current_potential)
#cycle_number.append(i/2)
ATCMC = np.array(array_these_cycles_max_currents)
ATCMCP = np.array(array_these_cycles_max_currents_potentials)
max_currents.append(ATCMC)
max_currents_potentials.append(ATCMCP)
#print(CV[z])
#print("the currents")
#print(ATCMC)
#print("absolute values")
#plt.plot(CN, ATCMC)
#plt.show()
#print("percentage difference values")
#plt.plot(CN, ((ATCMC-ATCMC[0])/ATCMC[0])*100)
#plt.show()
#print("the potentials")
#print(ATCMCP)
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#print("absolute values")
#plt.plot(CN, ATCMCP)
#plt.show()
#print("percentage difference values")
#plt.plot(CN, ((ATCMCP-ATCMCP[0])/ATCMCP[0])*100)
#plt.show()
MC = np.array(max_currents)
MCP = np.array(max_currents_potentials)
#print(len(MC), len(MCP), len(CN))
#print(MCP)
#len(MCP[0])
#print(CN, MC[0], MCP[0])
print(cycles)
CN
# In[56]:
#styles: https://matplotlib.org/2.1.1/api/_as_gen/matplotlib.pyplot.plot.html
styles = ['m-.o','g-.v','b-.^','y-.D','c-.d','r-.s']
MC_diff = []
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(9, 6), dpi = 250)
#To adjust the x axis tick marks.
CN = CN #+ 25
for z in range(len(CV)):
#for i in range(len(MCP[z])):
mc_diff = ((MC[z][0]-MC[z])/MC[z][0])*100
MC_diff += plt.plot(CN, mc_diff, styles[z], label = Legend_Name[z], linewidth = 2)
plt.xlabel("Cycle", fontsize = 15)
plt.ylabel("Relative Change in Current to Cycle 1 " + r'$[\Delta \%] %$', fontsize = 15)
plt.hlines(0, 1, CN[-1], colors='k', linestyles='--', linewidth = 1)
plt.xlim(CN[0], CN[-1])
plt.xticks(CN, CN.astype(int))
labelsP = [l.get_label() for l in MC_diff]
plt.legend(MC_diff, labelsP, loc = 'best', fontsize = 15)
plt.show()
#fig.savefig("MC_W150_positions_1_30")
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# In[57]:
styles = ['m-.o','g-.v','b-.^','y-.D','c-.d','r-.s']
MCP_diff = []
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(9, 6), dpi = 250)
for z in range(len(CV)):
#for i in range(len(MCP[z])):
mcp_diff = ((MCP[z][0]-MCP[z])/MCP[z][0])*100
MCP_diff += plt.plot(CN , mcp_diff, styles[z], label = Legend_Name[z], linewidth = 2)
plt.xlabel("Cycle", fontsize = 15)
plt.ylabel("Relative Change in Potential to Cycle 26 " + r'$[\Delta \%] %$', fontsize = 15)
plt.hlines(0, 1, CN[-1], colors='k', linestyles='--', linewidth = 1)
plt.xlim(CN[0], CN[-1])
plt.xticks(CN, CN.astype(int))
labelsP = [l.get_label() for l in MCP_diff]
plt.legend(MCP_diff, labelsP, fontsize = 15)
#plt.show()
#fig.savefig("MCP_W150_positions_26_30")
# In[58]:
#####Average the cycles of each file to get an averaged interpolated (EEEn, IIIn) cycle
oss = []
rss = []
for z in range(len(EEEn)):#file
ox_sweep_sum = []
red_sweep_sum = []
for x in range(len(EEEn[z])):#cycle
for i in range(len(EEEn[z][x])):#index
#print(len(EEEn), z, len(EEEn[z]), x, len(EEEn[z][x]), i)
if x == 0: #decide if the first cycle is ox or red
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if EEEn[z][x][0] < AEMid[z]: #if the first value is less that the electrochemical
window midpoint
#print('x==0; ox_sweep_sum')
ox_sweep_sum.append(IIIn[z][x][i]) #copy that first cycle into ox_sweep_sum
elif EEEn[z][x][0] > AEMid[z]: #if the first value is greater that the electrochemical
window midpoint
#print('x==0; red_sweep_sum')
red_sweep_sum.append(IIIn[z][x][i]) #copy that first cycle into red_sweep_sum
elif x == 1: #decide if the second cycle is ox or red
if EEEn[z][x][0] < AEMid[z]: #if the first value is less that the electrochemical
window midpoint
#print('x==1; ox_sweep_sum')
ox_sweep_sum.append(IIIn[z][x][i]) #copy that second cycle into ox_sweep_sum
elif EEEn[z][x][0] > AEMid[z]: #if the first value is greater that the electrochemical
window midpoint
#print('x==1; red_sweep_sum')
red_sweep_sum.append(IIIn[z][x][i]) #copy that second cycle into red_sweep_sum
elif x > 1: #for the rest of the cycles
ox_sweep_sum = np.array(ox_sweep_sum)
red_sweep_sum = np.array(red_sweep_sum)
if EEEn[z][x][0] < AEMid[z]: #if the first value is less that the electrochemical
window midpoint
#print('x>1; ox_sweep_sum')
#print(ox_sweep_sum[i], IIIn[z][x][i])
ox_sweep_sum[i] += IIIn[z][x][i]
elif EEEn[z][x][0] > AEMid[z]: #if the first value is greater that the electrochemical
window midpoint
#print('x>1; red_sweep_sum')
#print(red_sweep_sum[i], IIIn[z][x][i])
red_sweep_sum[i] += IIIn[z][x][i]
oss.append(ox_sweep_sum)
rss.append(red_sweep_sum)
OSS = np.array(oss)/cycles
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RSS = np.array(rss)/cycles
# In[59]:
print(len(OSS), len(IIIn))
print(len(OSS[0]), len(IIIn[0][0]))
print(len(RSS[0]), len(IIIn[0][1]))
print(OSS[0][0], IIIn[0][0][0])
print(RSS[0][0], IIIn[0][1][0])
# In[60]:
File_Name = ["AgAgCl_1_15_CV", "Ag25_1_15_CV", "Ag100_1_15_CV", "Pt25_1_15_CV",
"Pt100_1_15_CV","W150_1_15_CV"]
#File_Name = ["AgAgCl_11_15_CV", "Ag25_11_15_CV", "Ag100_11_15_CV",
"Pt25_11_15_CV", "Pt100_11_15_CV","W150_11_15_CV"]
for z in range(len(EE)):
print("ECWindow = ", AEMax[z]-AEMin[z])
print("EMax = ", AEMax[z])
print("EMid = ", AEMid[z])
print("EMin = ", AEMin[z])
SP = np.hstack((NSP[z],PSP[z]))
SS = np.hstack((RSS[z],OSS[z]))
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(7, 7), dpi = 250)
cycled, = plt.plot(EE[z], II[z], '-r', label = Legend_Name[z], linewidth=0.25)
averaged, = plt.plot(SP, SS, '--k', label = 'Averaged CV', linewidth=1)
plt.ylabel("Current [mA]", fontsize = 15)
plt.xlabel(XLabel_E[z], fontsize = 15)
plt.legend(handles = [cycled, averaged], fontsize = 15)
plt.show()
#fig.savefig(File_Name[z])
# In[61]:
CV_collected = []
styles = ['m-.','g--','b:','y-.','c-.','r-.']
figX = plt.figure(figsize=(7, 7), dpi = 250)
for z in range(len(EE)):
#if z == 1 or z == 3 or z == 4:
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#

continue

SP = np.hstack((NSP[z],PSP[z]))
SS = np.hstack((RSS[z],OSS[z]))
print(max(SS), min(SS))
SS_norm = SS#/max(SS)
#plt.plot(EE[z], II[z], '-r', label = Legend_Name[z], linewidth=0.25)
plt.plot(SP, SS_norm, styles[z] , label = Legend_Name[z] + ' Averaged CV', linewidth=1)
plt.legend( fontsize = 15)
plt.ylabel("Current [mA]", fontsize = 15)
plt.xlabel("E vs. W (1.50 mm) [V]", fontsize = 15)
figX.savefig("W150_positions_26_30")
# In[ ]:
B2.

Python Code for Manipulating Spectrochemical Analysis Data and Plotting the
Transmittance and Absorption Spectra.
#!/usr/bin/env python
# coding: utf-8
# In[4]:
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from numpy import loadtxt
import math
from matplotlib.ticker import (MultipleLocator, FormatStrFormatter,
AutoMinorLocator)
from matplotlib import rcParams
rcParams['font.family'] = 'serif'
rcParams['font.sans-serif'] = ['Time New Roman']
file_list = np.loadtxt("Compare.txt", dtype = str, skiprows=1)
# In[5]:
cell_raw = np.loadtxt(file_list[0][0])
cuvette_raw = np.loadtxt(file_list[1][0])
salt_raw = np.loadtxt(file_list[2][0])
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# In[7]:
###creating arrays for cell wavelengths and counts
cell_waves = [] #array for wavelengths
cell_count_i = [] #array for intial count
#cell_count_f = [] #array for final count
cell_count_a = [] #array for average count
for i in range(len(cell_raw)):
if i > 0:
cell_waves.append(cell_raw[i][0]) #extract the wavelength in the array
cell_count_i.append(cell_raw[i][1]) #extract the first count in the array
#cell_count_f.append(cell_raw[i][-1]) #extract the last count in the array
cell_count_a.append(math.fsum(cell_raw[i][1:])/len(cell_raw[1:])) #extract the averaged
count in the array
###find glitch
max_i = max(cell_count_i)
where_max_i = cell_count_i.index(max_i)
min_i = min(cell_count_i)
where_min_i = cell_count_i.index(min_i)
print(max_i, where_max_i, cell_waves[where_max_i])
print(min_i, where_min_i, cell_waves[where_min_i])
#print(cell_count_i[518], cell_count_i[519], cell_count_i[520], cell_count_i[521],
cell_count_i[522], cell_count_i[523], cell_count_i[524], cell_count_i[525] )
###fix glitch
cell_count_i[520] = 1200 #fix glitch
cell_count_i[521] = 1275 #fix glitch
cell_count_i[522] = 1260 #fix glitch
cell_count_i[523] = 1240 #fix glitch
cell_count_i[524] = 1225 #fix glitch
print(cell_count_i[510], cell_count_i[515], cell_count_i[520], cell_count_i[525],
cell_count_i[530], cell_count_i[535], cell_count_i[524], cell_count_i[525] )
###check to make sure glitch is gone
#plt.plot(cell_waves, cell_count_a)
plt.plot(cell_waves, cell_count_i)
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# In[8]:
###creating arrays for cuvette wavelengths and counts
cuvette_waves = [] #array for wavelengths
cuvette_count_i = [] #array for average count
for i in range(len(cuvette_raw)):
if i>0:
cuvette_waves.append(cuvette_raw[i][0]) #extract the wavelength in the array
cuvette_count_i.append(cuvette_raw[i][1]) #extract the averaged count in the array
plt.plot(cuvette_waves, cuvette_count_i)
# In[9]:
###creating arrays for cuvette wavelengths and counts
salt_waves = [] #array for wavelengths
salt_count_i = [] #array for average count
for i in range(len(salt_raw)):
if i>0:
salt_waves.append(salt_raw[i][0]) #extract the wavelength in the array
salt_count_i.append(salt_raw[i][1]) #extract the averaged count in the array
plt.plot(salt_waves, salt_count_i)
# In[10]:
waves = cell_waves #generalize the waves used since theyre all the same
cuvette_T = [i / j for i, j in zip(cuvette_count_i, cell_count_i)]
cuvette_T_inv = [i / j for i, j in zip(cell_count_i, cuvette_count_i)] #get the inverse transmission
for the cuvette
cuvette_A = [math.log10(y) for y in cuvette_T_inv]
salt_T = [i / j for i, j in zip(salt_count_i, cuvette_count_i)]
salt_T_inv = [i / j for i, j in zip(cuvette_count_i, salt_count_i)] #get the inverse transmission for
the salt
salt_A = [math.log10(y) for y in salt_T_inv] #convert it to absorption for salt
subtracted_salt = list()
for item1, item2 in zip(salt_A, cuvette_A):
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item = item1 - item2
subtracted_salt.append(item)

# In[11]:
fig1, ax1 = plt.subplots(figsize=(6,4))
plt.xlim(250, 1050)
plt.xlabel("Wavelength (nm)")
plt.ylabel("Transmittance (a.u.)")
ax1.xaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(50))
ax1.yaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(0.05))
plt.plot(waves, cuvette_T, "k", label = "Cuvette")
plt.plot(waves, salt_T, "r", label = "Salt")
plt.legend(loc = "lower right")
plt.savefig("Transmittance.png", dpi=250, facecolor = 'w', edgecolor = 'w')
# In[12]:
fig2, ax2 = plt.subplots(figsize=(6,4))
plt.xlim(250, 1050)
plt.xlabel("Wavelength (nm)")
plt.ylabel("Absorption (a.u.)")
ax2.xaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(50))
ax2.yaxis.set_minor_locator(MultipleLocator(0.025))
plt.plot(waves, cuvette_A, "k", label = "Cuvette")
plt.plot(waves, salt_A, "r", label = "Salt")
plt.legend(loc = "upper right")
plt.savefig("Absorption.png", dpi=250, facecolor = 'w', edgecolor = 'w')
# In[ ]:
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B3.
Python Code for Plotting Several XRD Spectra and Their Candidate Phases.
#!/usr/bin/env python
# coding: utf-8
# In[202]:
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from numpy import loadtxt
from matplotlib.ticker import (MultipleLocator, FormatStrFormatter,
AutoMinorLocator)
from matplotlib import rcParams
rcParams['font.family'] = 'serif'
rcParams['font.sans-serif'] = ['Time New Roman']
# In[23]:
#MS0
file0 = 'MS0_polished.csv'
data0 = np.array(loadtxt(file0, delimiter = ",", skiprows = 2))
#MS1
file1 = 'MS1_washed_profile.csv'
data1 = np.array(loadtxt(file1, delimiter = ",", skiprows = 2))
#MS2
file2 = 'MS2_washed_profile.csv'
data2 = np.array(loadtxt(file2, delimiter = ",", skiprows = 2))
#MS3
file3 = 'MS3_washed_profile.csv'
data3 = np.array(loadtxt(file3, delimiter = ",", skiprows = 2))
# In[24]:
#print(data1, data1.dtype, data1[0], data1[0].dtype, data1[0,0], data1[0,0].dtype)
# In[25]:
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#MS0
#Extract the values from the data file corresponding to the angles and intensities
theta0 = data0[:,0]
intensity0 = data0[:,1]
#Find where theat isGreater Than 20 (theta0 = GT20_t10) and convert the result top an array
GT20_t0 = np.asarray(np.where(theta0 == 20))
#extract value from array for where theta1 is greater than 20
GT20_T0 = GT20_t0[0,0]
#Create new array with thetas greater than 20 and the corresponding intensities
Theta0 = theta0[GT20_T0::]
Intensity0 = intensity0[GT20_T0::]
max0 = np.amax(Intensity0)
#MS1
#Extract the values from the data file corresponding to the angles and intensities
theta1 = data1[:,0]
intensity1 = data1[:,1]
#Find where theat isGreater Than 20 (theta1 = GT20_t1) and convert the result top an array
GT20_t1 = np.asarray(np.where(theta1 == 20))
#extract value from array for where theta1 is greater than 20
GT20_T1 = GT20_t1[0,0]
#Create new array with thetas greater than 20 and the corresponding intensities
Theta1 = theta1[GT20_T1::]
Intensity1 = intensity1[GT20_T1::]
max1 = np.amax(Intensity1)
#MS2
#Extract the values from the data file corresponding to the angles and intensities
theta2 = data2[:,0]
intensity2 = data2[:,1]
#Find where theat isGreater Than 20 (theta2 = GT20_t2) and convert the result top an array
GT20_t2 = np.asarray(np.where(theta2 == 20))
#extract value from array for where theta1 is greater than 20
GT20_T2 = GT20_t2[0,0]
#Create new array with thetas greater than 20 and the corresponding intensities
Theta2 = theta2[GT20_T2::]
Intensity2 = intensity2[GT20_T2::]
max2 = np.amax(Intensity2)
#MS3
#Extract the values from the data file corresponding to the angles and intensities
theta3 = data3[:,0]
intensity3 = data3[:,1]
#Find where theat isGreater Than 20 (theta1 = GT20_t1) and convert the result top an array
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GT20_t3 = np.asarray(np.where(theta3 == 20))
#extract value from array for where theta1 is greater than 20
GT20_T3 = GT20_t3[0,0]
#Create new array with thetas greater than 20 and the corresponding intensities
Theta3 = theta3[GT20_T3::]
Intensity3 = intensity3[GT20_T3::]
max3 = np.amax(Intensity3)
maxvalues = [max0, max1, max2, max3]
maxvalue = np.amax(maxvalues)
# In[171]:
#Choose your font
csfont = {'fontname':'Times New Roman'}
#And, finally, plot it
plt.plot(Theta0, Intensity0, 'k', linewidth=1.0, label='MS0 Polished')
plt.plot(Theta1, Intensity1, 'g', linewidth=1.0, label='MS1 Rinsed')
plt.plot(Theta2, Intensity2, 'r', linewidth=1.0, label='MS2 Rinsed')
plt.plot(Theta3, Intensity3, 'b', linewidth=1.0, label='MS3 Rinsed')
#Set your axis limits
plt.axis([20, 90, 0, maxvalue + 100])
#Set tick marks
plt.xticks(np.arange(20,90, step=5))
plt.yticks(np.arange(0, maxvalue + 100, step=250))
#Set your y and x labels
plt.xlabel(r'$\theta^\circ/2\theta^\circ$')
plt.ylabel('Intensity [counts]')
#Add the legend and make sure it's not in the way of the data
plt.legend()
plt.show()
# In[309]:
fig, axs = plt.subplots(10,1,figsize=(8,6), sharex=True, gridspec_kw={'height_ratios': [2, 0.1,
0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1]})
fig.subplots_adjust(hspace=0)
Xp = 13.9
Yp = 0.05
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axs[0].plot(Theta0, Intensity0, 'k', linewidth=1.0, label='MS0 Polished')
axs[0].plot(Theta1, Intensity1, 'g', linewidth=1.0, label='MS1 Rinsed')
axs[0].plot(Theta2, Intensity2, 'r', linewidth=1.0, label='MS2 Rinsed')
axs[0].plot(Theta3, Intensity3, 'b', linewidth=1.0, label='MS3 Rinsed')
axs[0].set_ylim(bottom = -100, top = 3000)
axs[0].set_xlim(left = 20, right = 90)
axs[0].legend(loc = 'center right')
axs[1].vlines([44.84104, 55.46871, 65.2833, 82.69231],[0],[1],'k', ls='-', lw= 1 ,label="Fe")
axs[1].set_yticks([])
axs[1].text(18.2, Yp, r'$\mathit{Fe}$', fontsize = 9)
axs[2].vlines([41.02196, 59.40834, 74.72963, 88.97823],[0],[1],'k', ls='-', lw= 1 ,label="Fe")
axs[2].set_yticks([])
axs[2].text(14.4, Yp, r'$\mathit{Fe-Mo}$', fontsize = 9)
axs[3].vlines([44.24503, 48.58483, 50.82138, 67.798, 81.42594],[0],[1],'k', ls='-', lw= 1
,label="Fe")
axs[3].set_yticks([])
axs[3].text(14.9, Yp, r'$\mathit{Fe-Ni}$', fontsize = 9)
axs[4].vlines([24.78213, 34.13425, 36.49507, 40.58423, 41.94639, 44.61712, 50.82929,
55.71162, 55.71162, 58.95412, 59.5363, 64.18027, 65.68682, 67.95074, 71.88651, 74.5473,
74.77136, 77.54739, 77.58228, 80.14389, 81.05451, 81.74459, 82.90353, 83.40743, 85.96587,
87.51504, 87.8336],[0],[1],'k', ls='-', lw= 1 ,label="Fe")
axs[4].set_yticks([])
axs[4].text(15.8, Yp, r'$\mathit{Fe_2 O_3}$', fontsize = 9)
axs[5].vlines([19.02496, 31.31335, 36.89716, 38.60127, 44.87275, 49.15218, 55.73556,
59.44336, 65.33254, 68.73219, 69.8475, 74.23521, 77.46326, 78.52983, 82.75996, 85.90541
],[0],[1],'k', ls='-', lw= 1 ,label="Fe")
axs[5].set_yticks([])
axs[5].text(15.8, Yp, r'$\mathit{Fe_3 O_4}$', fontsize = 9)
axs[6].vlines([44.07463, 64.09574 , 81.06564],[0],[1],'k', ls='-', lw= 1)
axs[6].set_yticks([])
axs[6].text(18.2, Yp, r'$\mathit{Cr}$', fontsize = 9)
axs[7].vlines([18.49713, 36.38104, 37.49955, 38.0131, 44.0289, 48.13876, 48.13876, 57.6523,
58.02375, 63.67471, 64.37428, 67.61489, 76.25621, 76.30077, 76.94721, 77.26979, 80.01254,
81.2873, 83.32231, 84.27122],[0],[1],'k', ls='-', lw= 1)
axs[7].set_yticks([])
axs[7].text(16.5, 0.1, r'$\mathit{Cr O_2}$', fontsize = 9)
axs[8].vlines([24.97951, 34.29789, 36.89697, 40.6256, 42.31443, 45.07543, 51.25647,
56.03428, 58.26598, 59.60943, 59.6846, 64.8144, 66.47499, 68.57413, 72.27335, 74.7079,
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75.08282, 78.1929, 78.52936, 80.90164, 82.03253, 82.79559, 83.95413, 84.01936, 86.36177,
87.94139, 88.56833],[0],[1],'k', ls='-', lw= 1 ,label="Fe")
axs[8].set_yticks([])
axs[8].text(15.9, Yp, r'$\mathit{Cr_2 O_4}$', fontsize = 9)
axs[9].vlines([40.3133, 58.32932, 73.2884, 87.12985],[0],[1],'k', ls='-', lw= 1 ,label="Fe")
axs[9].set_yticks([])
axs[9].text(17.8, Yp, r'$\mathit{Mo}$', fontsize = 9)
axs[0].set_xticks([22, 24, 26, 28, 32, 34, 36, 38, 42, 44, 46, 48, 52, 54, 56, 58, 62, 64, 66, 68, 72,
74, 76, 78, 82, 84, 86, 88], minor=True)
axs[0].set_yticks([100, 200, 300, 400, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1100, 1200, 1300, 1400, 1600, 1700,
1800, 1900, 2100, 2200, 2300, 2400, 2600, 2700, 2800, 2900], minor=True)
axs[0].set_ylabel('Intensity [counts]')
axs[5].set_ylabel('Candidate Phases')
axs[5].yaxis.set_label_coords(-.08, 0.5)
plt.xlabel(r'$\theta^\circ/2\theta^\circ$')
plt.savefig("Washed_Phases.png", dpi=250, facecolor = 'w', edgecolor = 'w')
# In[ ]:

B4.
Python Code for Plotting and Analyzing EIS Data Using LSCF.
#!/usr/bin/env python
# coding: utf-8
# In[8]:
from numpy import loadtxt
import numpy as np
from scipy.optimize import leastsq
from scipy.odr import *
import numpy as np
from scipy import optimize
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt, cm, colors
from math import sqrt, pi
from matplotlib import rcParams
rcParams['font.family'] = 'serif'
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rcParams['font.sans-serif'] = ['Time New Roman']
# In[9]:
#functions for fitting semi-circle portion - from https://gist.github.com/lorenzoriano/6799568
#statistical method = Least Squares Circle Fitting
def calc_R(x,y, xc, yc):
""" calculate the distance of each 2D points from the center (xc, yc) """
return np.sqrt((x-xc)**2 + (y-yc)**2)
def f(c, x, y):
""" calculate the algebraic distance between the data points and the mean circle centered at
c=(xc, yc) """
Ri = calc_R(x, y, *c)
return Ri - Ri.mean()
def leastsq_circle(x,y):
# coordinates of the barycenter
x_m = np.mean(x)
y_m = np.mean(y)
center_estimate = x_m, y_m
center, ier = optimize.leastsq(f, center_estimate, args=(x,y))
xc, yc = center
Ri
= calc_R(x, y, *center)
R
= Ri.mean()
residu = np.sum((Ri - R)**2)
return xc, yc, R, residu
def plot_data_circle(x,y, xc, yc, R):
f = plt.figure( facecolor='white') #figsize=(7, 5.4), dpi=72,
plt.axis('equal')
theta_fit = np.linspace(-pi, pi, 180)
x_fit = xc + R*np.cos(theta_fit)
y_fit = yc + R*np.sin(theta_fit)
plt.plot(x_fit, y_fit, 'b-' , label="fitted circle", lw=2)
plt.plot([xc], [yc], 'bD', mec='y', mew=1)
plt.xlabel('x')
plt.ylabel('y')
# plot data
plt.plot(x, y, 'r:', label='data', mew=1)
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plt.legend(loc='best',labelspacing=0.1 )
plt.grid()
plt.title('Least Squares Circle')
def find_Romega_and_Rp_and_x_intercepts(xc, yc, Rc):
FirstIntercept = xc - np.sqrt((Rc**2)-(yc**2))
SecondIntercept = xc + np.sqrt((Rc**2)-(yc**2))
Romega = FirstIntercept
Rp = SecondIntercept - FirstIntercept
print("Romega = ", Romega, "and Rp = ", Rp)
print("FirstIntercept = ", FirstIntercept, "and SecondIntercept = ", SecondIntercept)
return Romega, Rp, FirstIntercept, SecondIntercept
# In[10]:
#file = np.loadtxt("SSCM_Sample1_PostWeek_02_PEIS_C04.txt", skiprows = 1)
FileList = np.loadtxt("Sample1_PEIS_All.txt", dtype = str, skiprows = 1)
#file = np.loadtxt("prototype.txt", skiprows = 1)
points, ycenter, residuals, rsquared = [], [], [], []
# In[11]:
cutoff = 20
#loadtext for final EIS performed to determine final corrosion rate
final = np.loadtxt(FileList[-1], skiprows = 1)
#assign data to variables and determine where "circle" ends
Real, Imaginary = np.array(final[:, 4]), np.array(final[:,5])
RealSplicedRaw, ImaginarySplicedRaw = np.array(Real[0:cutoff]),
np.array(Imaginary[0:cutoff])
count = 0
#determine where data is invalid (i.e., where imaginary is below zero)
for i in range(len(RealSplicedRaw)):
if ImaginarySplicedRaw[i] < 0:
Remove = i
count += 1
print(count, cutoff - count)
#assign cleaned data to variables
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RealSpliced, ImaginarySpliced = RealSplicedRaw[Remove+1:-1],
ImaginarySplicedRaw[Remove+1:-1]
x_data, y_data = RealSpliced, ImaginarySpliced
results = leastsq_circle(RealSpliced,ImaginarySpliced)
xc = results[0]
yc = results[1]
Rc = results[2]
Residue = results[3]
y_predicted = np.sqrt(Rc**2-(RealSpliced-xc)**2)+yc
corr_matrix = np.corrcoef(ImaginarySpliced, y_predicted)
corr = corr_matrix[0,1]
R_sq = corr**2
points.append(cutoff)
ycenter.append(yc)
residuals.append(Residue)
rsquared.append(R_sq)
print("xc = ", xc, "yc = ", yc, "Rc = ", Rc, "Residue", Residue, "R Squared = ", R_sq)
plot_data_circle(RealSpliced, ImaginarySpliced, xc, yc, Rc)
# In[13]:
results2 = find_Romega_and_Rp_and_x_intercepts(xc, yc, Rc)
Romega = results2[0]
Rp = results2[1]
xint1 = results2[2]
xint2 = results2[3]
dx = (xint2-xint1)/50
x_range = np.arange(xint1,xint2+dx,dx)
print(len(x_range), len(RealSpliced))
y_model = np.sqrt(Rc**2-(x_range-xc)**2)+yc
# In[37]:
fig, ax = plt.subplots(figsize=(6,6))
ax.set_xlim(0,7)
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ax.set_ylim(0,7)
ax.set_aspect('equal', adjustable='box')
data1 = np.loadtxt(FileList[0], skiprows = 1)
Real1, Imaginary1 = np.array(data1[:, 4]), np.array(data1[:,5])
plt.scatter(Real1, Imaginary1, label = "0 hours", color = 'b', marker = "s")
data2 = np.loadtxt(FileList[-1], skiprows = 1)
Real2, Imaginary2 = np.array(data2[:, 4]), np.array(data2[:,5])
plt.scatter(Real2, Imaginary2, label = "168 hours", color = 'r', marker = "d")
plt.xlabel(" Real (Ohms, "r'$\Omega$'")")
plt.ylabel(" Imaginary (Ohms, "r'$\Omega$'")")
plt.legend(loc="lower right")
plt.savefig("MetallicGlass_Sample_1_EIS_FirstAndLast_Full", dpi =250, facecolor = 'w',
edgecolor = 'w')
# In[38]:
fig, ax = plt.subplots(figsize=(6,6))
ax.set_xlim(0.15,0.45)
ax.set_ylim(0,0.3)
ax.set_aspect('equal', adjustable='box')
data1 = np.loadtxt(FileList[0], skiprows = 1)
Real1, Imaginary1 = np.array(data1[:, 4]), np.array(data1[:,5])
plt.scatter(Real1, Imaginary1, label = "0 hours", color = 'b', marker = "s")
data2 = np.loadtxt(FileList[-1], skiprows = 1)
Real2, Imaginary2 = np.array(data2[:, 4]), np.array(data2[:,5])
plt.scatter(Real2, Imaginary2, label = "168 hours", color = 'r', marker = "d")
plt.plot(x_range, y_model, 'k:',linewidth = 1, label = "LSCF")
plt.xlabel(" Real (Ohms, "r'$\Omega$'")")
plt.ylabel(" Imaginary (Ohms, "r'$\Omega$'")")
plt.legend(loc="upper left")
plt.savefig("MetallicGlass_Sample_1_EIS_FirstAndLast_Zoomed", dpi =250, facecolor = 'w',
edgecolor = 'w')
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# In[ ]:
B5.
Python Code for Plotting LSV Data as Tafel Plots and Analyzing.
#!/usr/bin/env python
# coding: utf-8
# In[1]:
from numpy import loadtxt
import numpy as np
from scipy import stats
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt, cm, colors
from math import sqrt, pi
from matplotlib import rcParams
rcParams['font.family'] = 'serif'
rcParams['font.sans-serif'] = ['Time New Roman']
# In[2]:
FileList = np.loadtxt("Sample1_LSV_All.txt", dtype = str, skiprows = 1)
SA = 2.030999 #surface area of coupon in square centimeters
# In[3]:
data_first = np.loadtxt(FileList[0], skiprows= 1)
cutoff_first = int(0.011*len(data_first))
data_last = np.loadtxt(FileList[-1], skiprows= 1)
cutoff_last = int(0.011*len(data_last))
# In[4]:
#####initial scan#####
#seperate and put data into correct units
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Ewe_first = data_first[cutoff_first:,1]
Ima_raw_first = data_first[cutoff_first:,2]
Ima_abs_first = np.abs(Ima_raw_first)
Ima_first = np.log(Ima_abs_first)/SA
#find minimum current density
Ima_min_first = np.amin(Ima_first)
i_first = np.where(Ima_first == Ima_min_first)
i_first = i_first[0][0]
Ewe_corr_first = Ewe_first[i_first]
#find maximum current density
Ima_max_first = np.amax(Ima_first)

#####final scan#####
#seperate and put data into correct units
Ewe_last = data_last[cutoff_last:,1]
Ima_raw_last = data_last[cutoff_last:,2]
Ima_abs_last = np.abs(Ima_raw_last)
Ima_last = np.log(Ima_abs_last)/SA
#find minimum current density
Ima_min_last = np.amin(Ima_last)
i_last = np.where(Ima_last == Ima_min_last)
i_last = i_last[0][0] #converts to a single index and not a tuple/array
Ewe_corr_last = Ewe_last[i_last]
#find maximum current density
Ima_max_last = np.amax(Ima_last)
#Separate into anodic and cathodic legs for the first scan
Ima_a_first, Ewe_a_first = Ima_first[i_first:], Ewe_first[i_first:]
Ima_c_first, Ewe_c_first = Ima_first[:i_first+1], Ewe_first[:i_first+1]
#Separate into anodic and cathodic legs for the lastscan
Ima_a_last, Ewe_a_last = Ima_last[i_last:], Ewe_last[i_last:]
Ima_c_last, Ewe_c_last = Ima_last[:i_last+1], Ewe_last[:i_last+1]
# In[5]:
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####for cathodic portion of first scan####
fit_c_first_lower = 10
fit_c_first_upper = -19
#create arrays that splice the original array into what you'll use for the model to find the line of
best fit
Ima_c_first_fitted = Ima_c_first[fit_c_first_lower:fit_c_first_upper]
Ewe_c_first_fitted = Ewe_c_first[fit_c_first_lower:fit_c_first_upper]
print(Ima_c_first_fitted)
res_c_first = stats.linregress(Ima_c_first_fitted, Ewe_c_first_fitted)
print(f"R-squared: {res_c_first.rvalue**2:.6f}")
print(f"slope: {res_c_first.slope:.6f}")
#creat model array for Ewe and calculate the corrosion current density based on the model
Ewe_c_first_modeled = res_c_first.intercept + res_c_first.slope*Ima_c_first_fitted
Ima_c_first_Ecorr = (Ewe_corr_first-res_c_first.intercept)/res_c_first.slope
#add the corrosion potential of the first scan to the Ewe modeled array, add the calculated value
for corrosion
##current density
Ewe_c_first_modeled = np.append(Ewe_c_first_modeled, Ewe_corr_first)
Ima_c_first_fitted = np.append(Ima_c_first_fitted, Ima_c_first_Ecorr)
#plot
plt.plot(Ima_c_first, Ewe_c_first, "r")
plt.hlines(Ewe_corr_first, Ima_min_first, Ima_max_first, colors = "k",linestyle = "dotted")
plt.plot(Ima_c_first_fitted, Ewe_c_first_modeled, "k")
print("i_corr_c_first: ",Ima_c_first_Ecorr, "Ewe_corr_first: ", Ewe_corr_first)
# In[6]:
####for anodic portion of first scan####
fit_a_first_lower = 17
fit_a_first_upper = -132
#create arrays that splice the original array into what you'll use for the model to find the line of
best fit
Ima_a_first_fitted = Ima_a_first[fit_a_first_lower:fit_a_first_upper]
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Ewe_a_first_fitted = Ewe_a_first[fit_a_first_lower:fit_a_first_upper]
print(Ima_a_first_fitted)
res_a_first = stats.linregress(Ima_a_first_fitted, Ewe_a_first_fitted)
print(f"R-squared: {res_a_first.rvalue**2:.6f}")
print(f"slope: {res_a_first.slope:.6f}")
#print(f"intercept: {res.intercept:.6f}")
#creat model array for Ewe and calculate the corrosion current density based on the model
Ewe_a_first_modeled = res_a_first.intercept + res_a_first.slope*Ima_a_first_fitted
Ima_a_first_Ecorr = (Ewe_corr_first-res_a_first.intercept)/res_a_first.slope
#add the corrosion potential of the first scan to the Ewe modeled array, add the calculated value
for corrosion
##current density
Ewe_a_first_modeled = np.append(Ewe_corr_first, Ewe_a_first_modeled)
Ima_a_first_fitted = np.append(Ima_a_first_Ecorr, Ima_a_first_fitted)
#plot
plt.plot(Ima_a_first, Ewe_a_first, "r")
plt.hlines(Ewe_corr_first, Ima_min_first, Ima_max_first, colors = "k",linestyle = "dotted")
plt.plot(Ima_a_first_fitted, Ewe_a_first_modeled, "k")
print("i_corr_a_first: ",Ima_a_first_Ecorr, "Ewe_corr_first: ", Ewe_corr_first)
# In[7]:
plt.hlines(Ewe_corr_first, Ima_min_first, Ima_max_first, colors = "k",linestyle = "dotted")
plt.plot(Ima_a_first_fitted, Ewe_a_first_modeled, "k")
plt.plot(Ima_c_first_fitted, Ewe_c_first_modeled, "k")
plt.plot(Ima_c_first, Ewe_c_first, "r")
plt.plot(Ima_a_first, Ewe_a_first, "r")
plt.plot((Ima_c_first_Ecorr+Ima_c_first_Ecorr)/2, Ewe_corr_first, "k",marker = "o")
plt.xlabel("log i")
plt.ylabel("Potential [V]")
# In[8]:
####for cathodic portion of last scan####
fit_c_last_lower = 9
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fit_c_last_upper = -22
#create arrays that splice the original array into what you'll use for the model to find the line of
best fit
Ima_c_last_fitted = Ima_c_last[fit_c_last_lower:fit_c_last_upper]
Ewe_c_last_fitted = Ewe_c_last[fit_c_last_lower:fit_c_last_upper]
print(Ima_c_last_fitted)
res_c_last = stats.linregress(Ima_c_last_fitted, Ewe_c_last_fitted)
print(f"R-squared: {res_c_last.rvalue**2:.6f}")
print(f"slope: {res_c_last.slope:.6f}")
#print(f"intercept: {res.intercept:.6f}")
#creat model array for Ewe and calculate the corrosion current density based on the model
Ewe_c_last_modeled = res_c_last.intercept + res_c_last.slope*Ima_c_last_fitted
Ima_c_last_Ecorr = (Ewe_corr_last-res_c_last.intercept)/res_c_last.slope
#add the corrosion potential of the last scan to the Ewe modeled array, add the calculated value
for corrosion
##current density
Ewe_c_last_modeled = np.append(Ewe_c_last_modeled, Ewe_corr_last)
Ima_c_last_fitted = np.append(Ima_c_last_fitted, Ima_c_last_Ecorr)
#plot
plt.plot(Ima_c_last, Ewe_c_last, "r")
plt.hlines(Ewe_corr_last, Ima_min_last, Ima_max_last, colors = "k",linestyle = "dotted")
plt.plot(Ima_c_last_fitted, Ewe_c_last_modeled, "k")
print("i_corr_c_last: ",Ima_c_last_Ecorr, "Ewe_corr_last: ", Ewe_corr_last)
# In[9]:
####for anodic portion of last scan####
fit_a_last_lower = 24
fit_a_last_upper = -208
#create arrays that splice the original array into what you'll use for the model to find the line of
best fit
Ima_a_last_fitted = Ima_a_last[fit_a_last_lower:fit_a_last_upper]
Ewe_a_last_fitted = Ewe_a_last[fit_a_last_lower:fit_a_last_upper]
print(Ima_a_last_fitted)
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res_a_last = stats.linregress(Ima_a_last_fitted, Ewe_a_last_fitted)
print(f"R-squared: {res_a_last.rvalue**2:.6f}")
print(f"slope: {res_a_last.slope:.6f}")
#creat model array for Ewe and calculate the corrosion current density based on the model
Ewe_a_last_modeled = res_a_last.intercept + res_a_last.slope*Ima_a_last_fitted
Ima_a_last_Ecorr = (Ewe_corr_last-res_a_last.intercept)/res_a_last.slope
#add the corrosion potential of the last scan to the Ewe modeled array, add the calculated value
for corrosion
##current density
Ewe_a_last_modeled = np.append(Ewe_corr_last, Ewe_a_last_modeled)
Ima_a_last_fitted = np.append(Ima_a_last_Ecorr, Ima_a_last_fitted)
#plot
plt.plot(Ima_a_last, Ewe_a_last, "r")
plt.hlines(Ewe_corr_last, Ima_min_last, Ima_max_last, colors = "k",linestyle = "dotted")
plt.plot(Ima_a_last_fitted, Ewe_a_last_modeled, "k")
print("i_corr_a_last: ",Ima_a_last_Ecorr, "Ewe_corr_last: ", Ewe_corr_last)
# In[10]:
#average the currents from the respective legs
Ima_first_Ecorr_averaged = (Ima_c_first_Ecorr + Ima_a_first_Ecorr)/2
Ima_last_Ecorr_averaged = (Ima_c_last_Ecorr + Ima_a_last_Ecorr)/2
E_corr_diff = (Ewe_corr_last-Ewe_corr_first)
Ima_corr_diff = (Ima_last_Ecorr_averaged-Ima_first_Ecorr_averaged)
print("First Ecorr: ", Ewe_corr_first, "First I corr: ", Ima_first_Ecorr_averaged)
print("Last Ecorr: ", Ewe_corr_last, "Last I corr: ", Ima_last_Ecorr_averaged)
print("Ecorr Diff: ", E_corr_diff, "Icorr Diff: ", Ima_corr_diff)
# In[11]:
fig1 = plt.figure(figsize=(6,6))
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plt.plot(Ima_first, Ewe_first, "b", marker = ".", markersize = 5, linewidth = 0, label = "0 hours")
plt.plot(Ima_a_first_fitted, Ewe_a_first_modeled, "--k", linewidth = 1)
plt.plot(Ima_c_first_fitted, Ewe_c_first_modeled, "--k", linewidth = 1)
plt.plot(Ima_first_Ecorr_averaged, Ewe_corr_first, "b", marker= "v", markersize = 10)
plt.plot(Ima_last, Ewe_last, "r", marker = ".", markersize = 5, linewidth = 0, label = "168 hours")
plt.plot(Ima_a_last_fitted, Ewe_a_last_modeled, "--k", linewidth = 1)
plt.plot(Ima_c_last_fitted, Ewe_c_last_modeled, "--k", linewidth = 1)
plt.plot(Ima_last_Ecorr_averaged, Ewe_corr_last, "r", marker= "v", markersize = 10)
plt.xlim(-1, 3)
plt.ylim(-1, 0.1)
plt.hlines(y=[Ewe_corr_first, Ewe_corr_last], xmin = [-1, -1], xmax =
[Ima_first_Ecorr_averaged, Ima_last_Ecorr_averaged], colors='black', ls='--',lw=1)
plt.vlines(x=[Ima_first_Ecorr_averaged, Ima_last_Ecorr_averaged], ymin = [-1, -1], ymax =
[Ewe_corr_first, Ewe_corr_last], colors='black', ls='--', lw=1)
plt.legend(loc = "upper left")
#plt.arrow(x, y, dx, dy, etc.)
#Arrow for potential change
plt.arrow(-0.85, Ewe_corr_first, 0, (Ewe_corr_last-Ewe_corr_first), width = 0.001, head_length
= 0.01,head_width = 0.03, length_includes_head = True, color = 'black')
plt.arrow(Ima_first_Ecorr_averaged, -0.9, (Ima_last_Ecorr_averagedIma_first_Ecorr_averaged), 0, width = 0.001, head_length = 0.05,head_width = 0.01,
length_includes_head = True, color = 'black')

plt.xlabel("log i")
plt.ylabel("Potential [V]")
#plt.savefig("MetalSample_Sample1_TafelPlots_New", dpi =250, facecolor = 'w', edgecolor =
'w')
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B6.

Python Code for Analyzing and Fitting Noisy OCV Data.

#!/usr/bin/env python
# coding: utf-8
# In[1]:
from numpy import loadtxt
import numpy as np
from scipy.optimize import curve_fit
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
## define a function that you will curve fit your data to
def objective(x, a, b, c):
return (a * x) + (b * x**2) + c
def objective2(x, a, b, c, d, e):
return (a * x) + (b * x**2) + (c * x**3) + (d * x**4) + e
## load the text file with all the names of the files you need
file_list = np.loadtxt("filenames.txt", dtype = str, skiprows=1)
from matplotlib import rcParams
rcParams['font.family'] = 'serif'
rcParams['font.sans-serif'] = ['Time New Roman']
# In[2]:
Time, Potential = [], []
T_min, T_max = [], []
###This for loop create a text file with the fitted data for each file and a graph for each file
for i in range(len(file_list)):
##start with a blank slate/clear the variables
data, clean = [], []
time, potential = [], []
t_line, p_line = [], []
data = loadtxt(file_list[i][0], skiprows=1)
##separate and assign the values
time, potential = data[:, 0], data[:, 1]
##capture the time and potential data into one arrray each
Time.extend(time)
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Potential.extend(potential)
##also capture the times that each OCV starts and finishes
t_min, t_max = [min(time)], [max(time)]
T_min.extend(t_min)
T_max.extend(t_max)
##curve fit the time and potential for this specific file
popt, _ = curve_fit(objective, time, potential)
##summarize the parameter values
a, b, c = popt
##plot time vs. potential
plt.scatter(time, potential, s=10, color = 'red', marker = '.', label = "Measured Data")
##define a sewuence between the smalles and largest known inputs (starts at t = 15.0s and t =
tmax)
t_line = np.arange(min(time), max(time), 0.5)
##calculate the output for that t_line range
p_line = objective(t_line, a, b, c)
##put the t_line and p_line
clean = np.array([t_line, p_line])
##save the t_line and p_line into a file into two columns and name the columns
np.savetxt(file_list[i][2], clean.T, delimiter=' ', header='column 1 = time [s]; column 2 =
potential [V]')
##and map the function
plt.plot(t_line, p_line, '-', color='black', label = "Best Fit")
##some information on the actual graph
plt.xlabel("Time (s)")
plt.ylabel("Potential vs. $\mathregular{Ag^{+}/Ag}$ (V)")
plt.title("Measured Cell Equilibrium Potential \n Sample 1 of $\mathregular{HfO_2}$ Disc in
LiCl-KCl at 500°C - Day " + str(i))
plt.legend(loc='lower right')
#save the graph and close out
plt.savefig(file_list[i][1], dpi = 250, facecolor='w', edgecolor='w')
plt.close()
##Convert the Time,Potential, t_min, and t_max lists to numpy arrays
Time = np.array(Time)
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Potential = np.array(Potential)
T_min = np.array(T_min)
T_max = np.array(T_max)
# In[20]:
poptt, _ = curve_fit(objective2, Time, Potential)
a, b, c, d, e = poptt
plt.scatter(Time, Potential, s=.5, color = 'red', marker = '.', label = "Measured")
T_line = np.arange(min(Time), max(Time), 0.5)
P_line = objective2(T_line, a, b, c, d, e)
fitted2, = plt.plot(T_line, P_line, '-', color='black', label = "Fitted")
P_i, P_f = [], [] #empty lists to collect the intial and final potential values of each day
for i in range(len(T_min)):
T_min_difference_array = np.abs(T_line - T_min[i]) #what's the closest value to T_min in
T_line?
T_max_difference_array = np.abs(T_line - T_max[i]) #what's the closes value to T_max in
T_line?
m = T_min_difference_array.argmin() #returns index where the smallest difference is for
T_min
n = T_max_difference_array.argmin() #returns index where the smallest difference is for
T_max
p_i, p_f = [P_line[m]], [P_line[n]] #what is the initial and final potential of the day
P_i.extend(p_i)
P_f.extend(p_f)
plt.vlines(x = T_line[m], ymin = -1.1, ymax = P_line[m], linewidth = 1, linestyles = 'dotted')
if i > 0:
t = ("Day "
+ str(i))
plt.text(np.average([T_line[m], T_line[n]]), -0.9, t, ha = 'center', va = 'center')
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P_i = np.array(P_i)
P_f = np.array(P_f)
days = np.arange(len(P_i))
#print(days, P_i, P_f, P_f-P_i)
save_data = np.array([days, P_i, P_f, P_f-P_i])
np.savetxt("HfO2_S1_Full_Week.txt", save_data.T, delimiter=' ', header='column 1 = Day;
column 2 = Initial Potential; column 3 = Final Potential; column 4 = Difference')
plt.vlines(x = T_line[-1], ymin = -1.1, ymax = P_line[-1], linewidth = 1, linestyles = 'dotted')
plt.xlabel("Duration")
plt.xticks(color = 'w')
plt.tick_params(bottom = False)
plt.ylabel("Potential vs. $\mathregular{Ag^{+}/Ag}$ (V)")
plt.yticks(np.arange(-1.1, 0.3, 0.1))
plt.ylim(-1.1, 0.2)
#plt.title("Measured Cell Equilibrium Potential \n Sample 1 of $\mathregular{HfO_2}$ Disc in
LiCl-KCl at 500°C")
plt.legend(loc='upper right')
plt.savefig("HfO2_Sample_1_Full_Week_OCV_no", dpi =250, facecolor = 'w', edgecolor = 'w')

B7.
Python Code for Plotting CV Data at Several Positions.
#!/usr/bin/env python
# coding: utf-8
# In[2]:
from numpy import loadtxt
import numpy as np
from scipy import stats
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt, cm, colors
from math import sqrt, pi
from matplotlib import rcParams
rcParams['font.family'] = 'serif'
rcParams['font.sans-serif'] = ['Time New Roman']
# In[6]:
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FileList = np.loadtxt("FileList_CVPositions.csv", dtype = str, skiprows = 1)
print(type(FileList), FileList)
# In[81]:
#initialize arrays to used for plotting
Potential = []
Current = []
Max_Current = []
Min_Current = []
Max_Currents_Potential = []
Min_Currents_Potential = []
Label_Positions = ("Position 1", "Position 2", "Position 3", "Position 4", "Position 5", "Position
5")
Color_Positions = ("k", "b", "g", "r", "c", "m")
for a in range(len(FileList)):
Data = np.loadtxt(FileList[a], dtype = float, skiprows = 1)
#extract the data from the original file.
potential = Data[:, 1]
current = Data[:, 2]
cycles = Data[:, 3]
#find where the 11th cycle starts and ends
cycle = np.asarray(np.where(cycles == 11)).flatten()
initial = cycle[0]
final = cycle[-1]
#and extract the potential and current for that cycle
potential_temp = potential[initial-10:final+1].flatten()
Potential.append(potential_temp)
current_temp = current[initial-10:final+1].flatten()
Current.append(current_temp)
#Find the max and min current of that cycle, what their index is, and the corresponding
potentials
max_current = np.amax(current_temp)
Max_Current.append(max_current)
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max_location = np.asarray(np.where(current_temp == np.amax(current_temp))).flatten()
max_current_potential_temp = potential_temp[max_location]
Max_Currents_Potential.append(max_current_potential_temp)
min_current = np.amin(current_temp)
Min_Current.append(min_current)
min_location = np.asarray(np.where(current_temp == np.amin(current_temp))).flatten()
min_current_potential_temp = potential_temp[min_location]
Min_Currents_Potential.append(min_current_potential_temp)

#initiate figure
fig1 = plt.figure(figsize=(6,6))
#axes labels
plt.ylabel("Current [mA]")
plt.xlabel("Potential [V]")
#axis boundaries for x
x_lower = -0.3
x_upper = 0.4
plt.xlim(x_lower, x_upper)
#axis boundaries for y
y_lower = Min_Current[0]-10
y_upper = Max_Current[0]+10
plt.ylim(y_lower, y_upper)
#create in-figure origin and axes
plt.vlines(0, y_lower, y_upper, linestyle = "dashed", linewidth = 1)
plt.hlines(0, x_lower, x_upper, linestyle = "dashed", linewidth = 1)
#plot data
for a in range(len(FileList)):
plt.plot(Potential[a], Current[a], Color_Positions[a], linewidth = 1, label = Label_Positions[a])
plt.plot(Min_Currents_Potential, Min_Current, "k", linewidth = 0, marker = "v", markersize = 6,
label = "U(III)/U(0)")
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plt.plot(Max_Currents_Potential, Max_Current, "k", linewidth = 0, marker = "^", markersize = 6,
label = "U(0)/U(III)")
#make legend
plt.legend(loc="upper right")
#save figure
plt.savefig("CV_Positions", dpi =250, facecolor = 'w', edgecolor = 'w')
# In[ ]:
B8.

Python Code for Analyzing an Oxidation Potential Determination Protocol and
Applying Linear Regression Model on CA.
#!/usr/bin/env python
# coding: utf-8
# In[1]:
from numpy import loadtxt
import numpy as np
from scipy import stats
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt, cm, colors
from math import sqrt, pi
from matplotlib import rcParams
rcParams['font.family'] = 'serif'
rcParams['font.sans-serif'] = ['Time New Roman']
# In[2]:
FileList = np.loadtxt("FileList_CASet.csv", dtype = str, skiprows = 1)
#print(type(FileList), FileList)
# In[104]:
#initialize arrays to used for plotting
Time = []
Potential = []
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Label_Positions = ("Clear", "Rest", "Deposit", "Measure", "Position 5", "Position 5")
Color_Positions = ("k", "b", "g", "r", "c", "m")
for a in range(len(FileList)):
if a<=2:
Data = np.loadtxt(FileList[a], dtype = float, skiprows = 1)
#extract the data from the original file.
time = Data[:,0]
Time.append(time)
potential = Data[:, 1]
Potential.append(potential)
elif a==3:
Data = np.loadtxt(FileList[a], dtype = float, skiprows = 1)
time_raw = Data[:,0]
time = time_raw[:-106]
Time.append(time)
potential_raw = Data[:,1]
potential = potential_raw[:-106]
Potential.append(potential)
else:
continue

print(len(Time[-1]),len(Potential[-1]))
print(Time[-1][-1], Potential[-1][-1])
#initiate figure
fig1 = plt.figure(figsize=(6,6))
#axes labels
plt.ylabel("Potential [V]")
plt.xlabel("Time [s]")
x_lower = 0
x_upper =400
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plt.xlim(x_lower,x_upper)
#create in-figure origin and axes
#plt.vlines(0, y_lower, y_upper, linestyle = "dashed", linewidth = 1)
plt.hlines(0, x_lower, x_upper, linestyle = "dashed", linewidth = 1)
#plot data
for a in range(len(Potential)):
plt.plot(Time[a], Potential[a], Color_Positions[a], linewidth = 3, label = Label_Positions[a])
#make legend
plt.legend(loc="center", ncol = 1)
#save figure
plt.savefig("CA_Protocol", dpi =250, facecolor = 'w', edgecolor = 'w')
# In[106]:
time_m = Time[-1]
potential_m = Potential[-1]
m_low_1 = 0
m_up_1 = len(time_m)

time_model_1 = time_m[m_low_1:m_up_1]
potential_model_1 = potential_m[m_low_1:m_up_1]
x_low = time_m[0]-2
x_up = time_m[-1]+2
res1 = stats.linregress(time_model_1, potential_model_1)
potential_modeled_1 = res1.slope*time_model_1 + res1.intercept
#estimate the halfway point of the model
approx_index = int(len(potential_model_1)/2)
approx_time = time_model_1[approx_index]
approx_potential = potential_modeled_1[approx_index]
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#potential_approximated = potential_model_1[(len(potential_model_1)/2)]
print(f"R-squared: {res1.rvalue**2:.6f}")
print(f"slope: {res1.slope:.6f}")
print(f"intercept: {res1.intercept:.6f}")
fig1 = plt.figure(figsize=(8,8))
plt.plot(time_m, potential_m, "r", linewidth = 0, marker = ".", markersize = 3, label =
"Measurement")
plt.plot(time_model_1, potential_modeled_1, "k--",label = "Model")
plt.plot(approx_time, approx_potential, "k", marker = "d",linewidth = 0, markersize = 10,
label="Approximate")
plt.hlines(0, x_low, x_up, linestyle = "dashed", linewidth = 1)
plt.xlim(x_low, x_up)
plt.ylim(-0.02, 0.02)
#axes labels
plt.ylabel("Potential [V]")
plt.xlabel("Time [s]")
plt.legend(loc="upper left", ncol = 1)
plt.savefig("CA_Model", dpi =250, facecolor = 'w', edgecolor = 'w')
# In[ ]:
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